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sible transformations. For example, transformations
that are forbidden under local operations and classical communication (LOCC) become possible once a
suitable entangled state is employed as catalyst [1].
Regarding the technical aspect, catalytic transformations have often been addressed using the concept of
“catalytic majorization” [2–4] and related extensions
[19, 25]. A distinctive feature of this approach is that
it provides general conditions for the existence of a
catalyst state that enables the transformation. However, typically such a state and the corresponding implementation are not explicitly given.
In quantum thermodynamics, it has been shown
that catalysts extend the set of state transitions that
a system can undergo in the presence of a thermal
environment [15, 19]. These transformations are performed through global unitaries that couple the environment with the rest of the system, and preserve the
energy of the total setup. Originally introduced without the inclusion of catalysts, such conditions define
maps on the system known as “thermal operations”
[26–33]. Although a few studies have addressed thermal operations with finite environments [30, 34, 35],
the most general transformations derived within this
framework rely on the possibility of interactions with
arbitrarily large baths (determined by arbitrary bath
Hamiltonians)[26, 31] — an assumption that has also
been adopted in the case of catalytic thermal operations [15, 18–20, 24]. Here, we consider catalytic
transformations where the main system interacts with
a catalyst and a finite environment. The transformations result from the application of non-energy preserving unitaries on the total system, and the enviroment may start in a generic state. Moreover, they
are explicit, in the sense that explicit unitaries and
the corresponding catalyst state are obtained. From
a thermodynamic viewpoint, the main motivation is
the characterization of conditions to catalytically circumvent cooling limitations due to the finite character
of the environment.
The interest in the formalization and quantification
of the fundamental limits for cooling has seen a resurgence in the last years [36, 37]. One approach is to
cast these limits as bounds on the duration of continuous [38, 39] or discrete cooling processes [30, 40, 41],
in the spirit of the celebrated unattainability principle [36, 42]. Alternatively, bounds for maximum

The laws of thermodynamics are usually formulated under the assumption of infinitely
large environments. While this idealization
facilitates theoretical treatments, real physical systems are always finite and their interaction range is limited. These constraints have
consequences for important tasks such as cooling, not directly captured by the second law
of thermodynamics. Here, we study catalytic
transformations that cannot be achieved when
a system exclusively interacts with a finite environment. Our core result consists of constructive conditions for these transformations,
which include the corresponding global unitary
operation and the explicit states of all the systems involved. From this result we present various findings regarding the use of catalysts for
cooling. First, we show that catalytic cooling is
always possible if the dimension of the catalyst
is sufficiently large. In particular, the cooling
of a qubit using a hot qubit can be maximized
with a catalyst as small as a three-level system.
We also identify catalytic enhancements for
tasks whose implementation is possible without a catalyst. For example, we find that in a
multiqubit setup catalytic cooling based on a
three-body interaction outperforms standard
(non-catalytic) cooling using higher order interactions. Another advantage is illustrated in
a thermometry scenario, where a qubit is employed to probe the temperature of the environment. In this case, we show that a catalyst
allows to surpass the optimal temperature estimation attained only with the probe.

1 Introduction
In the field of Chemistry, catalysts are substances that
can be used to assist a chemical reaction without being consumed in the process. This simple but powerful principle has also found applications in areas of
quantum information [1–14] and quantum thermodynamics [15–24], where catalysts are quantum systems
that enable the implementation of otherwise imposIvan Henao: ivan.henao@mail.huji.ac.il
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cooling have been derived for different kinds of refrigerators operating in the steady-state regime [43]
and heat bath algorithmic cooling protocols [44, 45].
In principle, the saturability of these bounds requires
an infinite amount of time (or an infinite number of
discrete steps), and therefore time emerges as a fundamental resource in this context.
Naturally, the maximum degree of cooling depends
not only on the available time but also on other physical resources [36, 46–48]. In addition to standard thermodynamic resources such as work and heat, other
factors that have been proven useful for assisting cooling are the access to non-equilibrium states [18], in
the framework of catalytic thermal operations, the
(Hilbert space) dimension of microscopic refrigerators
[49, 50], and quantum properties such as coherence
[51] and entanglement [52]. In contrast, we are interested in a limiting factor that can dramatically
restrict the ability to cool. Namely, the limited access to the environment where heat is dissipated. Although this issue has been addressed in previous studies [35, 53–56], we consider extreme cases where cooling is not even possible. For example, if the environment is very small and very hot [57]. After introducing some notational conventions, this limitation is illustrated with a simple and intuitive example in Sect.
II. Using the notion of passivity [58–61], we characterize the impossibility to cool using a small environment
in Sect. III. Next, we establish sufficient conditions
to lift this restriction in Sect. IV (Corollary 1), by
means of a finite-dimensional and single-copy catalyst. In the same section we also present a graphical
method that provides an intuitive picture of the studied catalytic transformations.
On the technical side, the results of Sect. IV are
applicable to a broader class of catalytic transformations, which we dub “non-unital transformations”
(Definition 3). These transformations are characterized in Corollary 2 and include cooling as a particular
case. Moreover, we show that two established results
on catalysts fall within this general class: catalytic
extraction of work from a passive state [17], and a
catalytic violation of the Jarzynski fluctuation theorem [22].
In Sect. V, we present a theorem (Theorem 2)
where the dimension of the catalyst is shown to play
a key role for both cooling and non-unital transformations in general. This theorem states that such
transformations can be implemented for almost any
initial state of the system and the environment, if the
catalyst dimension is sufficiently large. These findings
are illustrated in Sect. VI through several examples.
First, we consider the task of optimizing the cooling
of a two-level system using another two-level system
as environment, and catalysts of different dimensions.
On the one hand, it is shown that the catalyst dimension required to bypass the passivity constraint
increases as the system approaches its ground state,

given a fixed state of the environment. If the system state and the environment state are close to each
other, we instead see that the smallest catalyst (i.e.
another two-level system) suffices to cool. Next, we
show that it is also possible to catalytically increase
the ground population of the system, which is yet another example of non-unital transformation. Section
VI is concluded by showing that, in cases where cooling is possible without a catalyst, a sufficiently large
catalyst provides a cooling enhancement. We present
a general statement of this advantage, for the cooling
of a two-level system using an environment of even
dimension (Theorem 3). In the case of odd dimension, we illustrate a cooling enhancement through a
two-level catalyst, after maximum cooling of a qubit
has been performed using a three-level environment.
Sections VII and VIII are also framed within the
context of catalytic enhancements. In Sect. VII we
address the problem of cooling a group of qubits, using
environments composed of different numbers of identical qubits. We find that the introduction of a twolevel catalyst can provide a two-fold advantage. First,
if the environment is not too large compared to the
number of cooled qubits, the catalyst allows to extract
more heat. Secondly, cooling without the catalyst requires potentially much more complex interactions. In
Sect. VIII we illustrate an application to thermometry [62]. Thermometry makes part of the broader
field of metrology [63–66] and aims at estimating the
temperature of some environment at thermal equilibrium. In particular, temperature information can be
transferred to a probe that undergoes a suitable coupling with the environment [67–77]. We show that
this information can be increased via a two-level catalyst, thereby reducing the error in the temperature
estimation. Finally, we present the conclusions and
outlook in Sect. IX.

2 Preliminaries
Henceforth we will often call the system to be cooled
and the environment “cold object” and “hot object”,
respectively. Moreover, the ground state of these systems and the catalyst will be denoted using the label
“1” instead of ”0”. This choice is convenient to simplify
the notation of other physical quantities that will be
defined later. States that describe the total system
(formed by the catalyst, the cold object and the hot
object) are written without labels, as well as the corresponding unitary operations. This also simplifies
notation and does not generate ambiguity, since this
is the only three-partite setup considered.
The eigendecompositions of local states read
ρx =

dx
X

pxi |ix ihix |,

(1)

i=1

where the label x can refer to the cold object (x = c),
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sible if and only if pc1 ph3 < pc2 ph1 . The case pc1 ph3 ≥ pc2 ph1
constitutes an example of passivity in the context of
cooling, characterized for generic systems (with discrete Hamiltonians) in the next section (cf. Eq. (3)).
As explained in Sect. IV, such a cooling limitation
can be circumvented by adding a catalyst in a proper
initial state ρv , such that it allows cooling and also
remains unaltered by the transformation. The action
of the studied catalytic transformations on the compound of hot and cold objects is illustrated in Fig.
1(b). In particular, the generation of correlations between the catalyst and the rest of the total system
is allowed. This condition is characteristic of recent
works on catalysts [17, 19, 24] and is also natural in
our framework, where all the systems involved can be
arbitrarily small. A more detailed form of the global
unitaries that implement the transformations is shown
in Fig. 1(c).

Figure 1: Framework for catalytic and cooling transformations. (a) Illustrative example: a three-level system in the
initial state ρh is used as hot object to cool a (cold) qubit
in the initial state ρc . The eigenvalues of the joint state
ρch = ρc ⊗ ρh are obtained by rescaling the eigenvalues of
ρh (orange bars) with the eigenvalues of ρc . If pc2 ph1 > pc1 ph3
cooling is possible by swapping (black arrows) the eigenstates
|1c 3h i and |2c 1h i. If ρc and ρh are thermal states with respective temperatures Tc and Th , and Th is too high or Tc is
too low, no unitary Uch applied on ρch can perform cooling.
(b) This restriction can be bypassed through a global unitary U applied on ρ = ρch ⊗ ρv , where ρv is an appropriate
catalyst state, and correlations are allowed in the final state
ρ0 . (c) In our scheme cooling is first implemented through
a “cooling unitary” Ucool , which perturbs the catalyst, and
followed by a unitary Vres that brings it back to ρv . Hence,
we assume the form U = Vres Ucool .

3 Passivity and cooling
The fundamental limits for cooling can be understood
using the notion of passivity. Passivity is essentially a
condition whereby applying unitary transformations
to a system cannot decrease the mean value of certain observables. While traditionally it has been associated with the Hamiltonian and the impossibility
of work extraction [59, 78–81], passivity can be extended to any hermitian operator that represents an
observable [57, 61].
Since we will also be dealing with passive states
of the cold object in the traditional sense, it is important to characterize them before introducing our
extended definition, directly related to the task of
cooling. A state ρc is called passive if and only if
its average energy cannot be decreased using local
unitary
evolutions U

c [59]. That is, if ∆ Hc =
Tr Hc Uc ρc Uc† − ρc ≥ 0 for any Uc . In quantum
thermodynamics, this means that it is impossible to
extract work from ρc via any classical driving. Importantly, any thermal state is passive but there are
many passive states that are non-thermal. Specifically, ρc is passive if and only if [ρc , Hc ] = 0 and the
eigenvalues of ρc are non-increasing with respect to the
c
c
eigenenergies of Hc . Assuming the sorting
P c pi ≥ pi+1 ,
we have that ρc is passive iff Hc = i εi |ic ihic |, and
εci+1 ≥ εci .

the hot object (x = h), or the catalyst (x = v). Moreover, dx stands for the dimension of the corresponding
Hilbert space Hx . We also adopt a convention of nonincreasing eigenvalues, pxi ≥ pxi+1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ dx ,
which is useful for the description of passive states.
Although most of the time we will be dealing with
an initial uncorrelated state ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv , some
times we will refer to the joint state of the cold and
hot objects as ρch . In such a case, it must be understood that ρch is a general state, unless we explicitly
write ρch = ρc ⊗ ρh . The general eigendecomposition
for ρch (including the special case ρc ⊗ ρh ) is writPdc dh ch
pψ |ψch ihψch |, with non-increasing
ten as ρch = ψ=1
ch
ch
eigenvalues pψ ≥ pψ+1 . The greek letters ψ and ϕ will
also be used as indices
P for the eigendecomposition of
ρ. For example, ρ = ψ pψ |ψihψ|, with the absence of
the label “ch” distinguishing its eigenstates from those
of ρch . For product states ρc ⊗ρh ⊗ρv the global eigenstates are also denoted as |ic jh kv i = |ic i ⊗ |jh i ⊗ |kv i.
Figure 1(a) illustrates a situation where cooling
with a very small hot object is forbidden. Here,
the
object is a qubit in the initial state ρc =
P2 cold
c
p
|i
hot object is a three-level sysi=1 i c ihic |, and the
P3
tem in the state ρh = j=1 pcj |jh ihjh |. With the prescription of non-increasing eigenvalues, cooling is pos-

3.1 Passive states for cooling
Consider now a bipartite system in the initial state
ρc ⊗ ρh , where ρc is a passive state. Since local unitaries on ρc cannot decrease its average energy, we
wonder if global unitaries Uch on the compound ρc ⊗ρh
can do so. We say that ρc ⊗ ρh is passive with respect
to Hc , iff
∆ Hc ≥ 0 for any Uch ,
(2)
3

h 
i
†
where ∆ Hc = Tr Hc Uch ρc ⊗ ρh Uch
− ρc ⊗ ρh .

That being said, we also stress this scenario coincides
with the traditional characterization of cooling, if ρc
and ρh are both thermal states and their temperatures
satisfy Tc ≤ Th .

Conversely, if ∆ hHc i < 0 for some Uch , then ρc ⊗ ρh
is non-passive with respect to Hc .
In Appendix A we characterize the conditions for
passivity of any state ρc ⊗ ρh in terms of its eigenvalues. We find that ρc ⊗ ρh is also passive with respect
to Hc iff the following inequalites hold:
ph
pci
≥ h1 for all i.
c
pi+1
pdh

4 Catalytic transformations
4.1 Catalytic transformations and cooling

(3)

Given the passivity condition (3), our goal is to introduce a third system that enables cooling and works
as a catalyst. This means
if the catalyst is iniPdv that
pvk |kv ihkv |, at the end of
tially in a state ρv = k=1
the transformation it must be returned to the same
state. In addition, we assume that the catalyst starts
uncorrelated from the cold and objects, i.e. the initial
total state is ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv . The transformation
on the cold object is implemented through a global
unitary map U that acts on the total system. Denoting the final total state as ρ0 , a generic catalytic
transformation satisfies

We remark that Eq. (3) is obtained without assuming anything on the Hamiltonian of the hot object or
the eigenstates of ρh . Interestingly, this expression
tells us that the only relevant parameter behind passivity is the ratio between the highest and smallest
eigenvalues of the hot object [82]. In particular, it
allows us to understand why a thermal state ρh at
a very high temperature Th can prevent cooling. If
h
denotes the energy spectrum of the hot ob{εhj }dj=1
h

h

ject, the ratio ph1 /phdh reads ph1 /phdh = e(εdh −ε1 )/Th .
In the limit εhdh − εh1  Th , this ratio tends to one
and consequently all the inequalities (3) are satisfied
(keeping in mind the convention pci ≥ pci+1 ). Similarly, for a thermal state ρc the ratios pci /pci+1 become
larger the lower the corresponding temperature, making more feasible the scenario (3).

ρ → ρ0 = U (ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv )U † ,
Trch (ρ0 ) = ρv .

(4)
(5)

Note that Eq. (5) guarantees “catalysis” (i.e. the
restoration of the catalyst to its initial state) but does
not say anything about the final correlations between
the catalyst and the rest of the total system. Allowing correlations has proven to be useful in extending
the transformations that a system can undergo in the
presence of a catalyst [17, 19, 22–24]. In addition
to this possibility, the repeated implementation of a
given transformation is naturally associated with the
notion of catalyst. For example, under the condition
(5) the transformation (4) can be performed as many
times as desired, using the same catalyst, and provided that each transformation involves a new copy
of the state ρc ⊗ ρh . This property will be of special
importance for the results presented in Sect. VII.

3.2 Remarks on cooling
Traditionally, the task of cooling is defined as a heat
exchange between two systems at thermal equilibrium, where heat is extracted from the system at lower
temperature. In this paper we will adopt a more general approach, whose main requirement is the passivity of the state ρc . In this view the only Hamiltonian
that plays a relevant role is that of the cold object, and
the only energetic transformation that we care about
is the reduction of the average energy Hc . Due to
the passive character of ρc , cooling is only possible by
attaching an ancillary system to the cold object and
performing a global unitary evolution on the resulting
compound. This ancillary system can be the hot object alone (if ρc ⊗ ρh is non-passive), or the hot object
in combination with a catalyst.
It is important to note that cooling is also typically
associated with a work investment, according to the
second law of thermodynamics. Another manifestation of this energetic cost is the heat dissipated into
the environment, which should be larger than the extracted heat if the environment is equilibrated at a
higher temperature. Since we do not need to specify the Hamiltonian of the hot object (recall that the
hot object and the environment represent the same
system), neither to assume that it starts in a thermal
state, predictions on its energetic behavior are irrelevant for our analysis. Essentially, its role is restricted
to mediate the reduction of the average energy Hc .

4.1.1

Cooling and catalyst restoration

Given a passive state ρc ⊗ ρh , the catalyst allows to
reduce the mean energy hHc i as long as the total state
ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv is non-passive with respect to Hc . The
verification of this condition is simple but a bit subtle. Specifically, we can straightforwardly apply the
characterization of passivity (3) to ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv , by
considering ρh ⊗ ρv as the state of a new “effective”
hot object. This amounts to replace ph1 and phdh by the
largest and minimum eigenvalues of ρh ⊗ρv , which are
respectively given by ph1 pv1 and phdh pvdv . In this way,
the catalyst allows to break down the passivity constraint if and only if there exists i0 such that
pci0
pci0 +1
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<

ph1 pv1
.
phdh pvdv

(6)

Since the ratio at the r.h.s. of Eq. (6) is always
larger than ph1 /phdh , by a factor of pv1 /pvdv , passivity
with respect to ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv can be violated, even if
all the inequalities (3) are satisfied. In particular, a
divergent ratio results if ρv = |1v ih1v |. However, we
will see later that the catalysis condition (5) requires
the use of catalysts in initial mixed states.
Once Eq.
(6) is satisfied, ρ is a nonpassive state and cooling is possible by applying a
global unitary. For example, consider the unitary
U|i0c dh dv i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i , which swaps the eigenstates
|i0c dh dv i and |(i0 + 1)c 1h 1v i and acts as the identity
on any other eigenstate of ρ. That is,

Equivalently, if U satisfies conditions 1 and 2 we also
say that “U acts on Hsub ” , which is symbolically written as U : Hsub → Hsub .
Our interest will be on transformations of the form
ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † , where
U = Vres Ucool .

Following Definition 2, these transformations are catalytic by construction, since Vres restores the catalyst state initially modified by the transformation
†
ρ → σ = Ucool ρUcool
.
While there may exist many cooling unitaries if ρ is
non-passive, we will focus on the most basic unitary
that allows cooling and admits a “simple” solution to
the problem of catalyst restoration. Namely, a cooling unitary that acts on a two-dimensional subspace
Hsub , which we term “two-level unitary”. The swap
(7) is an example of such an operation. Under the
transformation ρ → σ implemented by this swap, it
would be necessary to find a restoring unitary that
recovers the populations |1v ih1v | and |dv ihdv | . In
some situations this may not be possible, and therefore it is convenient to explore other two-level unitaries whose effect can be reverted via a suitable Vres .
This leads us to present an alternative formulation of
Eq. (6). Using such a formulation, we will be able
to broaden the possibilities for catalyst restoration,
by finding a variety of two-level cooling unitaries that
have different effects on the catalyst.
Specifically, the inequality (6) can be rewritten in
the equivalent way:

U|i0c dh dv i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i |i0c dh dv i = |(i0 + 1)c 1h 1v i,
U|i0c dh dv i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i |(i0 + 1)c 1h 1v i = |i0c dh dv i.

(9)

(7)

When applied on ρ, Eq. (7) yields a state where the
only effect is to exchange the eigenvalues of |i0c dh dv i
and |(i0 + 1)c 1h 1v i. In this way, (6) implies that

∆ Hc = pci0 phdh pvdv − pci0 +1 ph1 pv1 (εci0 +1 − εci0 ) < 0.
(8)
However, the swap in Eqs. (7) also modifies the
initial state of the catalyst. Denoting as |kv ihkv | =
Tr [|kv ihkv |ρ] the catalyst population corresponding
to the eigenstate |kv i, it increases |dv ihdv | by
pci0 phdh pvdv − pci0 +1 ph1 pv1 and reduces |1v ih1v | by the
same amount. This example motivates the introduction of the following definitions, which are crucial for
our analysis of catalytic and cooling transformations.
In these definitions an initial state of the standard
form ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv is assumed.
Definition 1 (Cooling unitary). A cooling unitary, denoted as Ucool , is a unitary that satisfies
†
Tr(Hc Ucool ρUcool
) < Tr(Hc ρ). An example of cooling unitary is the swap described in Eqs. (7).
Definition 2 (Restoring unitary). Given an initial
transformation ρ → σ that modifies the catalyst state
(i.e. Trch (σ) 6= ρv ), a restoring unitary Vres is a uni†
tary that satisfies Trch (Vres σVres
) = ρv .

pci0
c
pi0 +1

<

ph1 pvl
,
phdh pvl0 +1

(10)

for some set of indices {i0 , l, l0 } such that i0 ∈
{1, 2, ..., dc − 1} and l, l0 ∈ {1, 2, ..., dv − 1}. Equation
(6) implies Eq. (10), because {i0 , l, l0 } = {i0 , 1, dv − 1}
is an example of such a set of indices. Conversely,
ph pv
ph pv
since ph 1pvl
≤ ph1 p1v , the inequality (10) implies
dh

l0 +1

dh

dv

Eq. (6).
In Sect. IV-B2 we will apply Eq. (10) to identify
a familiy of two-level cooling unitaries and the corresponding restoring unitaries. These restoring unitaries act on a subspace

4.1.2 Unitary operations involved in catalytic transformations
Henceforth, any unitary that restores the catalyst or
contributes to its restoration will be denoted using
the symbol V , instead of U . However, the following remarks and any subsequent comment regarding
a general unitary U are also valid for V .
Given a unitary U and a Hilbert subspace Hsub ⊆
H, being Hsub spanned by a subset of eigenstates of
ρ, we say that U maps Hsub into itself if:

Hn,N ≡ span{|ψch i}N
ψ=n ⊗ Hv ,

(11)

where n and N are two numbers such that n ≤ N − 1
and n, N ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc dh }. We remark that the eigenstates in the set {|ψch i}N
ψ=n are arranged according
ch
to the sorting pch
≥
p
ψ
ψ+1 . For example, |1ch i posh c
sess the largest eigenvalue pch
1 = p1 p1 , and therefore
it is the “first” eigenstate of ρc ⊗ ρh . This observation
is also important to understand that the eigenstates
|nch i and |Nch i in Eqs. (24) and (27) are consistent
ch
with the condition pch
n ≥ pN .

1. U |ψi = |ψi for |ψi ∈
/ Hsub .
2. U |ψi ∈ Hsub for |ψi ∈ Hsub .
5

addition of local or global phases in Eqs. (12) and
(13). Since r is the only parameter we care about, we
restrict ourselves (and without loss of generality) to
the description of two-level unitaries given by these
equations. Note also that the swap intensity is invariant if we exchange ψ and ϕ. Hence, both U|ψi↔|ϕi and
U|ϕi↔|ψi are two-level unitaries that swap |ψi and |ϕi
with probability r.
Although U (2) in Eqs. (12) and (13) is defined on
(a subspace of) the total Hilbert space H, we remark
that the action of two-level unitaries acting on local
Hilbert spaces can be analogously formulated. In particular, we will also consider two-level unitaries that
act on the Hilbert spaces Hc ⊗Hh and Hc ⊗Hv . These
maps can be described by simply replacing |ψi and |ϕi
in (12) and (13) by eigenstates of ρc ⊗ ρh , in the first
case, or by eigenstates of ρc ⊗ ρv , in the second case.
For example, a two-level unitary U|ψch i↔|ϕch i swaps
the eigenstates |ψch i and |ϕch i with probability r.
For initial populations pψ = Tr(|ψihψ|ρ) and pϕ =
Tr(|ϕihϕ|ρ), Eqs. (12) and (13) yield the final population

4.2 Catalytic transformations and population
currents
The effect of the swap U|i0c dh dv i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i can be
more conveniently described as a population transfer from the eigenstate |1v i towards the eigenstate
|dv i, since the increment in h|dv ihdv |i equals exactly
the reduction in h|1v ih1v |i. That is, ∆ h|dv ihdv |i =
−∆ h|1v ih1v |i. In this way, a possible restoring unitary would be a two-level unitary that transfers the
same population in the opposite direction, i.e. from
|dv i to |1v i. If the final state of the catalyst is
also diagonal in the eigenbasis {|kv i}k , such an operation is sufficient for its full recovery. Note also
that this could be trivially achieved with Vres =
U|i† 0 dh dv i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i . However, we are obviously inc
terested in a recovery operation that does not cancel
the effect of the cooling unitary on the cold object.
In general, it is not possible to perform a complete catalyst restoration via a single two-level unitary. Notwithstanding, a composition of many twolevel unitaries can operate jointly towards the realization of this goal. As an extension of the compensation
between population transfers mentioned before, the
restoration mechanism in this case can be understood
as the result of a series of population transfers that
cancel each other. These population transfers are an
example of what we call “local currents”, since they involve eigenstates of the catalyst. Other forms of local
currents refer to population transfers between eigenstates of the cold object, or between eigenstates of the
hot object. It is important to stress that this notion
of current describes a net population transfer, rather
than some rate of population exchanged per unit of
time. With this observation in mind, in what follows
we introduce the basic tools for the characterization
of local currents, by connecting them with population
transfers between eigenstates of ρ, also termed “global
currents”.
4.2.1

p0ψ = Tr[|ψihψ|U (2) ρU (2)† ]
= pψ + r(pϕ − pψ ).

We identify the population transfer ∆pψ = p0ψ − pψ
with a “global current” J|ϕi→|ψi = ∆pψ , from the
eigenstate |ϕi towards the eigenstate |ψi. If J|ϕi→|ψi
is negative, it indicates that the transfer takes place
in the opposite direction. From Eq. (14) we obtain
J|ϕi→|ψi = r(pϕ − pψ ).

J|ϕi→|ψi = pϕ − pψ .

√
1 − r|ψi + r|ϕi,
√
√
U (2) |ϕi = r|ψi − 1 − r|ϕi,

(16)

To establish the connection between the global current (15) and local currents let us write the eigenstates
|ψi and |ϕi as |ψi = |i0c jh0 kv0 i and |ϕi = |i00c jh00 kv00 i.
Moreover, let J|kv00 i→|kv0 i denote the local current from
|kv00 i to |kv0 i, and let us denote the currents from |i00c i to
|i0c i and from |jh00 i to |jh0 i as J|i00c i→|i0c i and J|jh00 i→|jh0 i ,
respectively. In Appendix C2, we apply Eqs. (12) and
(13) to show that

Let us denote a general two-level as U (2) , with
the superscript “(2)” indicating that it maps a twodimensional subspace into itself. If |ψi and |ϕi are
eigenstates of ρ that expand this subspace, U (2) performs a population transfer between |ψi and |ϕi that
we can fully characterize through the equations
√

(15)

The maximum population transfer corresponds to a
swap U|ψi↔|ϕi , and the associated current is denoted
as J|ϕi→|ψi . That is,

Characterization of local and global currents

U (2) |ψi =

(14)

(12)

J|i00c i→|i0c i = rJ|ϕi→|ψi ≤ J|i00c i→|i0c i ,

(17)

(13)

J|jh00 i→|jh0 i = rJ|ϕi→|ψi ≤ J|jh00 i→|jh0 i ,

(18)

where 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is the probability that |ψi and |ϕi
are swapped, or “swap intensity”. For 0 ≤ r < 1, we
say that U (2) is a “partial swap”, and also denote it
as U|ψi↔|ϕi . For r = 1, the corresponding total swap
(or simply “swap”) is denoted as U (2) or U|ψi↔|ϕi . Importantly, the swap intensity is not affected by the

J|kv00 i→|kv0 i = rJ|ϕi→|ψi ≤ J|kv00 i→|kv0 i ,

(19)

where the equalities imply that the local currents coincide with J|ϕi→|ψi (cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)). In addition, each bound is the absolute value of the local
current obtained by applying the swap U|ψi↔|ϕi .
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4.2.2
tions

in what follows we characterize two kinds of interesting catalytic transformations that can be obtained
from Eq. (22). Apart from transformations where U
is also cooling, we consider the broader class of nonunital transformations. Both classes of transformations are possible by imposing certain restrictions on
the subspace Hn,N , which in turn restrict the states
connected by the partial swaps in Eq. (23).
Definition 3 (non-unital transformation). Let ρc
be a general (not necessarily passive) state of the
(i)
cold object, and let {Uc }i denote a set of local unitaries acting on Hc . A non-unital transformation is
a transformation ρc → ρ0c that cannot be expressed
by applying a random unitary map [83] on ρc . That
P
(i)
(i)†
(i)
is, ρ0c 6=
, for any {Uc }i and disi λi Uc ρc Uc
crete
P probability distribution {λi }i (0 ≤ λi ≤ 1 and
i λi = 1).
Definition 3 is independent of the relation between
ρc and Hc . However, if we further assume that ρc is
passive, it implies that any transformation that cools
down the cold object must be non-unital. Otherwise,
P
(i)
(i)†
ρ0c could be written as i λi Uc ρcUc
, and since
P
(i)
(i)
∆ Hc =
then ∆ Hc ≥
i λi Tr Uc ρc Uc − ρc

Two important classes of catalytic transforma-

In combination with Eqs. (15), (16) and (17), we can
now apply Eq. (10) to show that the non-passivity of
ρ is tantamount to the existence of a two-level cooling
unitary characterized below. Specifically, consider the
unitary
Ui0 ,l,l0 ≡ U|i0c dh (l0 +1)v i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h lv i ,

(20)

where i0 ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc − 1} and l, l0 ∈ {1, 2, ..., dv −
1}. From Eqs. (15), (16) and (17), it follows
that Ui0 ,l,l0 generates a positive current J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i
(i.e. J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i > 0) if and only if pci0 +1 ph1 pvl >
pci0 phdh pvl0 +1 , which is a rearrangement of the inequality (10). Since J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i represents a population
transfer from a high-energy level εci0 +1 towards a lowenergy level εci0 , it cools down the cold object by the
amount

(21)
∆ Hc = J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i εci0 − εci0 +1 .
Hence, we conclude that (10) is equivalent to the existence of a cooling unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 .
Using the tools introduced in appendices B-D, in
Appendix E we prove a theorem (Theorem 1) that
characterizes the existence of catalytic transformations ρ → U ρU † , where ρ= ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv ,
U = Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres,n,N ,

0. The term “non-unital” is employed because ρ0c 6=
P
(i)†
(i)
if and only if ρ0c 6= Eun (ρc ) [84, 85]
i λi Uc ρc Uc
for any unital map Eun , which is defined as a map
that satisfies Eun (Ic ) = Ic . Hence, a non-unital transformation cannot be expressed by applying a unital
map on ρc either. We also stress that the aforementioned equivalence does not mean that Eun (·) and
P
(i)†
(i)
are equivalent maps (in fact, the set
i λi Uc (·)Uc
of unital maps is strictly larger and only coincides
with the set of random unitary maps in dimension 2
[85]), but only that for the specific state ρc they yield
the same output ρ0c .
While our main focus is on catalytic and cooling
transformations, (more general) non-unital transformations deserve separate attention. Apart from the
aforementioned relation with cooling, they have been
illustrated in a thermodynamic context by showing
catalytic work extraction from a passive state [17],
and a catalytic violation of the Jarzynski equality
[22]. In the first case non-unitality can be deduced
using the same argument that we applied for cooling.
Namely, any unital transformation can only increase
the average of an initially passive state, and therefore it is also useless for work extraction. On the
other hand, it is explicitly shown in Ref. [22] that the
Jarzynski equality is valid for any evolution that can
be expressed in terms of a unital map.
Intuitively, non-unital transformations capture
physical evolutions that cannot be performed through
an external driving, even if various external fields are
applied with different probabilities λi . Hence, they
may be meaningful in any scenario where the interaction with another quantum system is necessary to
achieve a desired effect. With the aim of setting a

(22)

and Vres,n,N : Hn,N → Hn,N is a restoring unitary that maps Hn,N into itself. Notice that the direct sum structure in Eq. (22) implies that Ui0 ,l,l0
and Vres,n,N act on orthogonal subspaces. Hence,
[Ui0 ,l,l0 , Vres,n,N ] = 0, and consequently Eq. (22) can
also be written as Vres,n,N Ui0 ,l,l0 , in agreement with
(9). The fact that Ui0 ,l,l0 and Vres,n,N act on orthogonal subspaces also excludes the trivial restoration
given by Vres,n,N = Ui†0 ,l,l0 .
The restoring unitary Vres,n,N is explicitly given by
a direct sum of partial swaps
0

Vres,n,N = ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i ,

(23)

with swap intensities
 properly tuned to guarantee that
ρv = Trch U ρU † . Noting the dependence of Vres,n,N
on l and l0 , we can see that the restoring unitary
is adapted to the cooling unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 . Theorem
1 (cf. Appendix E) indicates that the direct sum
0
⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i is a genuine restoring unitary if and only if all its partial swaps generate positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i . On top of that, it also
states that no direct sum of two-level unitaries acting
on Hn,N can recover the catalyst if this condition is
not satisfied.
It is also worth stressing that U in (22) is not necessarily itself a cooling unitary, since the total change
in ∆ Hc includes the contribution (21) and the contribution due to Vres,n,N . Taking this into account,
7

framework for a more general study of these transformations, in Corollary 2 we present sufficient conditions for their implementation. The proof of this
corollary is provided in Appendix F. Corollaries 1 and
2 are consequences of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 (catalytic and cooling transformations).
Let ρc ⊗ρh be a passive state and let ρ = ρc ⊗ρh ⊗ρv be
a non-passive state. If |nch i and |Nch i in (23) satisfy
|nch i = |i00c 1h i and |Nch i = |i00c dh i,

(24)

where i00 ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc }, the catalytic transformation
ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † implemented by U (cf. Eq. (22)) is
also a cooling transformation. This kind of transforCC
mation will be denoted as ρ −→ ρ0 .
Proof. For |nch i and |Nch i in (24), the restoring unitary (23) is composed of partial swaps
V|i00c 1h (k+1)v i↔|i00c dh kv i . Using Eqs. (12) and (13), we
can write

Figure 2: (a) ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) diagram for the state ρch ⊗
ρ
eigendecompositions ρch =
v , where ρch and ρv haveP
P
ch
p
|ψ
ihψ
|
and
ρ
=
pv |k ihkv |. Vertical (horv
ch
ch
ψ
ψ
k k v
izontal) lines depict eigenstates of ρch (ρv ), and their intersection illustrates a global eigenstate |ψch kv i. Assumv
v
ing pch
≥ pch
ψ
ψ+1 and pk ≥ pk+1 , the distance between
ch
1ch and any “column” ψch reads ln(pch
ψ /pϕ ), and the distance between 1v and any “row” kv reads ln(pv1 /pvk ). (b)
ln(pch )×ln(pv ) diagram for ρch ⊗ρv , assuming ρch = ρc ⊗ρh
and ρch passive with respect to Hc . In this case passivity and the distance convention implies that each group of
dh
dh
columns {ic jh }j=1
is located at the left of {(i + 1)c jh }j=1
.
The blue arrows depict the global current J|ϕi→|ψi and the
corresponding local currents (Eqs. (17)-(19)) generated by
U|ϕi→|ψi = Ui0 ,l,l0 , with {i0 , l, l0 } = {1, 1, dv − 1}.

V|i00c 1h (k+1)v i↔|i00c dh kv i = |i00c ihi00c | ⊗ V|1h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i
+ (Ic − |i00c ihi00c |) ⊗ Ihv , (25)
where V|1h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i is a partial swap between
|1h (k + 1)v i and |dh kv i, and Ic (Ihv ) is the identity
operator on Hc (Hc ⊗ Hv ).
Therefore, Eq. (23) yields the restoring unitary
 0

Vres,|i00c i ≡ |i00c ihi00c | ⊗ ⊕lk=l V|1h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i
+ (Ic − |i00c ihi00c |) ⊗ Ihv ,

(26)

which is a controlled unitary with the cold object operating as control. Since [Vres,|i00c i , Hc ] =


†
0, hit follows
that
∆
H
=
Tr
H
U
ρU
−
ρ
=
c
c

i

the reference to Eq. (10) seemingly indicates that
ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv is non-passive, such an assertion only
makes sense once the form of the Hamiltonian Hc is
specified. In contrast, Corollary 2 tells us that the
sole relation between eigenvalues manifested by (10)
suffices for the implementation a non-unital transformation.

Tr Hc Ui0 ,l,l0 ρUi†0 ,l,l0 − ρ < 0.
Importantly, the positivity of the current
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i generated by V|i00c 1h (k+1)v i↔|i00c dh kv i
does not depend on i00 . This is a simple consequence
of applying Eqs. (16) and (19), which imply that
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i > 0 iff pci00 (ph1 pvk+1 − phdh pvk ) > 0 iff
ph1 pvk+1 − phdh pvk > 0. Accordingly, the unitaries
{Vres,|i00c i }di00c =1 are all valid restoring unitaries if the
condition of Corollary 1 is satisfied.
Corollary 2 (catalytic and non-unital transformations). Let ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv be a state that satisfies
Eq. (10). If |nch i and |Nch i in (23) satisfy

4.2.3

To gain physical insight on the catalytic transformations generated by the unitary (22), we introduce a
method for the graphical representation of global currents and the corresponding local currents. The fundamental tool for the application of this method is the
ln(pch )×ln(pv ) Diagram, which we describe below and
illustrate in Fig. 2.
Using this diagram we obtain the depiction of currents shown in Fig. 3. In particular, the structure
termed “loop” is formally defined in Appendix D. In
Fig. 3 this structure is composed of the local current
J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i (blue arrow), generated by Ui0 ,l,l0 , and
0
the currents {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }lk=l (green arrows), generated by the restoring unitary Vres,n,N . If all these
currents have the same magnitude, they give rise to a
mutual cancellation of population transfers that keep
the state of the catalyst unchanged (cf. Appendix D).

|nch i = |1c 1h i and |Nch i = |i0c dh i,
or |nch i = |(i0 + 1)c 1h i and |Nch i = |dc dh i,

Graphical representation of currents

(27)

the catalytic transformation ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † implemented by U (cf. Eq. (22)) is also a non-unital transformation with respect to ρc (cf. Definition 3). This
CNU
kind of transformation will be denoted as ρ −→ ρ0 .
Note that no reference to passivity is given in Corollary 2. This is not surprising, as we have already
emphasized that the definition of non-unital transformation is independent of this property. Although
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ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) Diagram. This diagram is a structure that contains all the information about the eigenvalues of an initial product state ρch ⊗ ρv . Here, the
eigenstates of the state ρch are depicted as vertical
lines, dubbed “columns”, and the eigenstates of ρv are
depicted as horizontal lines, dubbed “rows”. Moreover, the intersection between the column |ψch i and
the row |kv i depicts the global eigenstate |ψch kv i =
|ψch i ⊗ |kv i.
The distance between two columns is determined as
follows. First of all, a column is at the right hand side
of another column if and only if its eigenvalue (i.e. the
eigenvalue of the associated eigenstate) is smaller or
equal than the eigenvalue of the column located at the
left. Taking into account the non-increasing order of
dc dh
the eigenvalues {pch
ψ }ψ=1 , this implies that the leftmost column corresponds to |1ch i, the next column
corresponds to |2ch i, and so forth. If two columns
ch
ch
have eigenvalues pch
ψ and pϕ ≤ pψ , the distance bech
tween them is ln(pch
ψ /pϕ ). Hence, the ψth column
ch
(|ψch i) is located at a distance ln(pch
1 /pψ ) from the
“reference column” |1ch i. Similarly, rows with larger
eigenvalues are located above rows with smaller eigenvalues, and the distance of the kth row (|kv i) from the
“reference row” |1v i is given by ln(pv1 /pvk ).
Given a partial swap U|ψi↔|ϕi , the current J|ϕi→|ψi
is depicted in the ln(pch )×ln(pv ) diagram as an arrow
that connects the eigenstates |ψi and |ϕi, oriented according to the direction of the population transfer. In
Fig 2(b) we illustrate the global current generated by
a two-level unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 , assuming that Eq. (10) is
valid for {i0 , l, l0 } = {1, 1, dv − 1}. Notable features
are the direction of the arrow and the fact that it is
enclosed by a vertical rectangle, i.e. a rectangle whose
height is larger that its width. The shape of this rectangle is a graphical characterization of Eq. (10). This
follows by rearranging (10) as

pci0 ph
d

h

pci0 +1 ph
1

<

pv
l
pv
l0 +1

Figure 3: (a) ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) diagram for an example of catalytic transformation ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † , where
ρ= ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv and U = Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres,n,N (cf. (22)).
Vertical (horizontal) ellipsis indicate that there can be rows
(columns) in between. The unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 induces a global
current (blue inclined arrow) and an associated local current
J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i (blue vertical arrow) that modifies the catalyst. This effect can be reverted by Vres,n,N (cf. (23)), if
there is a sequence of horizontal rectangles “sandwiched”
between the rows lv and (l0 + 1)v (green area). In this
case the partial swaps V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i can generate the
global currents enclosed by such rectangles (green inclined
arrows), whose corresponding local currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i
(green vertical arrows) cancel the effect of J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i .
(b) Elemental structure of catalytic transformations studied
here. 1, 2 and 3 represent logical steps to achieve a desired
transformation. The gray backgrounds contain underlying
conditions for each step.

and

applying the natural logarithm at both sides, which
yields the inequality:
ln

pci0 phdh
pci0 +1 ph1

!


< ln

pvl
pvl0 +1


.

illustrate the currents generated by a catalytic unitary
Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres,n,N . Since each V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i prov
duces a positive current J|(k+1)v i→|kv i iff pch
n pk+1 >
ch v
pN pk , as per Eqs. (15) and (19), it follows that:
 v 
 ch 
pk
pn
>
ln
ln
.
(29)
v
p
pch
k+1
N

(28)

When translated into the ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) diagram,
such inequality means that the distance between
|i0c dh i and |(i0 + 1)c 1h i is smaller than the distance
between |lv i and |(l0 + 1)v i.
Since U1,1,dv −1 is by assumption a cooling unitary, population is transferred from |2c 1h 1v i towards |1c dh dv i, and from |2c i towards |1c i, as indicated by the arrows corresponding to J|ϕi→|ψi and
J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i , respectively. We remark that the
length of these arrows must not be interpreted as the
magnitude of the associated currents. In fact, all the
currents illustrated in Fig. 2(b) must have the same
magnitude, according to Eqs. (15) and (17)-(19).
In Fig. 3(a) we apply the ln(pch )×ln(pv ) diagram to

This inequality implies that the distance between the
columns |nch i and |Nch i is larger than the distance
between the rows |kv i and |(k + 1)v i. Therefore, for
l ≤ k ≤ l0 all the global currents J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i
are enclosed by horizontal rectangles (with height
larger than its width), as shown in Fig. 3(a). Moreover, the associated local currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i are
upward-oriented, thus generating the loop with the
current J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i .
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Before moving to the next section, let us make some
important comments:

2. Catalytic and non-unital transformations: If ρc
satisfies pc1 > pci0 or pci0 +1 > pcdc for some i0 ∈
{1, 2, ..., dc − 1}, and dc ≥ 3, there exists a explicit state ρv such that for ρ = ρc ⊗ ρv a transCNU
formation ρ −→ U ρU † can be implemented.

• The depictions in the ln(pch )×ln(pv ) diagram are
not intended to be quantitatively precise, but to
provide sufficient information at the qualitative
level. This means that separations between rows
and columns can be imprecise as long as the figure informs correctly which distances are larger
and which are smaller.

According to Theorem 2, a sufficiently large catalyst
allows catalytic transformations for almost any initial
state ρc ⊗ ρh . In particular, Statement 1 implies that
any hot object with non-degenerate energy spectrum
and finite temperature suffices to perform catalytic
cooling. Furthermore, Statement 2 tells us that, in
the case of non-unital transformations, the hot object
can be ignored if ρc satisfies the mentioned properties.
In other words, there exists a unitary U that performs
the transformation and acts on Hc ⊗ Hv , as shown
in Appendix G2.
It is also worth pointing out that a harmonic oscillator constitutes an example of universal catalyst,
in the sense that it can be prepared in any required
state ρv . To that end, we only need to populate d∗v
of its levels with the eigenvalues of ρv , irrespective of
how large is d∗v .

• Equation (29) is equivalent to the positivity of
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i , given the monotonic character of
the natural logarithm. It also implies that if the
pv
ratio pv k is too large, for some k ∈ {l, l+1, ..., l0 },
k+1

it may impossible to satisfy (29) for any n, N ∈
{1, 2, ..., dc dh }. In particular, this is always true
if pvk = 1 and pvk+1 = 0, which describes a pure
state ρv = |kv ihkv |. We can thus conclude that
a catalytic transformation ρ → U ρU † , where U
satisfies Eq. (22), is possible only if ρv is a mixed
state.
• Figure 3(b) summarizes the essential features of
the catalytic transformations addressed in this
article. Importantly, Corollaries 1 and 2 provide
conditions for Vres,n,N to preserve the cooling or
non-unital character of the initial transformation
ρ → Ui0 ,l,l0 ρUi†0 ,l,l0 . We also stress that while
Vres,n,N possess the specific form (23), its existence is also necessary for the existence of other
restoring unitaries characterized in Theorem 1.

6 Examples of catalytic cooling
In the first two parts of this section we illustrate different catalytic and cooling transformations that stem
from Theorem 2, some of which rely on restoring unitaries that generalize those based on Eq. (23). The
last section (VI-C) explores the new scenario of cooling enhancement via a catalyst, not considered until
now. Before proceeding with the examples, we shall
briefly explain how the aforementioned generalization
takes place.
The essential idea is that, depending on the eigenvalues of ρ, there could be various restoring unitaries
of the form (23). This would occur if for several pairs
of states (|nch i, |Nch i) all the partial swaps in the set
0
{V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i }lk=l can generate positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i . Under this condition, we show
in Appendix H that another restoring unitary can be
obtained as

5 Catalyst dimension as a resource for
cooling and non-unital transformations
Theorem 1 and the derived corollaries (1 and 2)
provide sufficient conditions for catalytic transformations, given a fixed state ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv . Now,
we ask ourselves the following question: given a fixed
state ρc ⊗ ρh , is there a catalyst state ρv such that
CC
CNU
ρ −→ U ρU † or ρ −→ U ρU † are possible? This question is intimately related to the dimension of the catalyst, as seen in the following theorem. The proof can
be consulted in Appendix G.
Theorem 2 (catalyst size and catalytic transformations). Given a catalyst dimension dv = d∗v (where
d∗v is a sufficiently large and explicit dimension derived in Appendix G) and a suitable catalyst state
Pd∗v v
ρv = k=1
pk |kv ihkv |, the following transformations
are possible:

Vres = ⊕n,N Vres,n,N

0
= ⊕lk=l ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i .

(30)

In Eq. (30), as well as in Eq. (23), the swap intensities are implicit and can take any value 0 < r ≤ 1.
v
ch v
However, as long as pch
n pk+1 − pN pk > 0 for any pair
(|nch i, |Nch i) in the sum, it is always possible to tune
these intensities in such a ways that U = Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres
gives rise to a catalytic transformation (cf. Appendix
H).
To illustrate the usefulness of Eq. (30) we now generalize the controlled unitaries (26) (assuming that
they are valid restoring unitaries, as per Corollary 1)
to a restoring unitary Vres that acts on Hh ⊗Hv . Such

1. Catalytic and cooling transformations: If ρc ⊗ ρh
is a passive state, where ρh is not fully mixed
(i.e. ph1 > phdh ), there exists a explicit state ρv
such that for ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv a transformation
CC
ρ −→ U ρU † can be implemented.
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a property is important because it means that in this
case the cold object is not involved in the restoration of the catalyst, and therefore a two-body interaction with the hot object is sufficient. Since the set
{Vres,|i00c i }di00c =1 constitutes a family of restoring unitaries, ⊕i00 Vres,|i00c i is also a restoring unitary of the
form (30), where |nch i and |Nch i are related to i00
through (24). In addition, from (26) it readily follows
that

 0

⊕i00 Vres,|i00c i = Ic ⊗ ⊕lk=l V|1h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i
= Vres,hv ,

(31)

where the subindex hv indicates that Vres,hv acts on
Hh ⊗ H v .

6.1 Optimal catalytic cooling of a qubit using
another qubit as hot object
Based on Statement 1 of Theorem 2, our goal now is
to explore how catalysts of different dimensions perform to cool a qubit using as hot object
P2 another qubit,
with respective initial states ρc = i=1 pci |ic ihic | and
P2
ρh = j=1 phi |jh ihjh |. In this case, the passivity constraint for ρc ⊗ρh yields the simple inequality pc2 ≤ ph2 .
Moreover, the cooling effect is due to the unitary
Ui0 ,1,dv −1 (cf. Eq. (20)), which only admits the value
i0 = 1 for dimension dc = 2. Assuming εc1 = 0, Eq.
(21) yields



∆ Hc = Tr Hc U ρU † − ρ
= −Jcool εc2 ,

Figure 4: Optimal catalytic cooling of a qubit using another qubit as hot object. (a), (b) and (c) show the cooling currents obtained with catalyst states ρv of dimensions
2 ≤ d∗v ≤ 10, and hot qubits with initial (excited) populations ph2 = 0.4, ph2 = 0.3, and ph2 = 0.1, respectively.
The inset in (a) shows the cooling regions corresponding to
2 ≤ d∗v ≤ 5, where d∗v is sufficiently large to allow cooling.
max
Since the maxima of Jcool
in (a), (b) and (c) are achieved
for pc2 = ph2 and d∗v = 2, 3, in (d) we consider the cooling
using a two-level catalyst (d∗v = 2) and a hot qubit such that
pc2 = ph2 . The black dashed line depicts the initial ground
population of the cold qubit and the blue curve is the corresponding final population.

where U = U1,1,dv −1 ⊕ Vres,hv and Jcool = J|2c i→|1c i
is the cooling current induced by U1,1,dv −1 .
While in Theorem 2 we refer to a certain catalyst
state that lifts the passivity constraint by enabling
cooling (Statement 1), here we are interested in an optimal state. The associated optimization means that,
if cooling is possible for a certain dimension d∗v , we
maximize it over the eigenvalues {pvk }k of full-rank
Pd∗v v
pk |kv ihkv |, which amounts to maxstates ρv = k=1
imize Jcool over {pvk }k . Full-rank states are chosen
because the explicit state ρv that allows us to prove
Theorem 2 is of this form.

In Appendix I we obtain the maximum current
11

Jcool :
#

∗
(ζ − 1)ph2 pc2 ζ dv − pc1
p̄v ,
= d∗ −1
∗
ζ v (ζ − 1) + pc1 (ζ dv −1 − 1) 1

c
max
max
p0c
1 = p1 + Jcool , where Jcool is the cooling current
∗
∗
attained for dv = 2 (or dv = 3).

"

max
Jcool

where ζ ≡

ph
1
ph
2

(32)

6.2 Catalytic increment of the ground population of the cold object

and the superscripts in ζ indicate pow-

Reducing the average energy of the cold object is not
the only approach for cooling. Alternatively, increasing the ground population of a quantum system has
also been considered as a way to cool it [43]. As the
following proposition shows, such an increment constitutes yet another example of useful non-unital transformation.
Proposition 1. Any transformation ρc → ρ0c such
that Tr (|1c ih1c |ρ0c ) > Tr (|1c ih1c |ρc ) is a non-unital
transformation.
Proof. To prove this proposition we use the fact
that the aforementioned transformation can always
be cast as a cooling transformation, given a suitable
energy spectrum {εci }i . Specifically, we can consider
Pdc c
εi |ic ihic | with eigenvalues
a Hamiltonian Hc = i=1
c
c
≤ dc . These
that satisfy ε1 < ε2 , and εc2 = εci for 2 ≤ i P
c
eigenvalues ensure that the state ρc =
i pi |ic ihic |
c
c
(with pi ≥ pi+1 ) is passive. Denoting the population
variation corresponding to |ic i as ∆pci , and applying
Pdc
probability conservation ∆pc1 = − i=2
∆pci , we have
Pdc
c c
c c
that i=2 ∆pi εi = −∆p1 ε2 . Accordingly,

(v)

ers.The optimal eigenvalues are denoted as {p̄k }k
and are also derived in the same appendix. For these
eigenvalues, the unitary that generates the current
(32) is given by
U = U1,1,d∗v −1 ⊕ Vres,hv ,
d∗
v −1

Vres,hv = ⊕k=1 V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i .

(33)
(34)

This implies that optimal cooling is achieved by setting r = 1 for all the two-level unitaries that compose
U . This results in a direct sum of swaps, and consequently U in Eq. (33) is a permutation of the eigenstates of ρ.
max
Figure 4 shows plots of Jcool
and the final ground
0c
population p1 , for different values of ph2 and catalyst of dimensions 2 ≤ d∗v ≤ 10. Each solid curve
in Figs. 4(a)-(c) depicts the maximum cooling current corresponding to a different value of d∗v . Moremax
over, Jcool
in Eq. (32) is plotted as a function of
c
0 ≤ p2 ≤ ph2 , which constitutes the interval where
ρc ⊗ ρh is passive. In Fig. 4(a) we can see that as
max
d∗v increases the interval of pc2 where Jcool
is positive
max
also increases. Since Jcool < 0 means that population would be transferred from the ground state to
the excited state of the cold qubit, thereby heating
it up, the “cooling region” is described by the condimax
tion Jcool
≥ 0. The inset in Fig. 4(a) shows more
clearly the cooling regions (blue bars) corresponding
to states of dimensions 2 ≤ d∗v ≤ 5. The enlargement
of these regions as d∗v increases indicates that larger
catalysts may allow cooling in regimes not accessible
to small catalysts, characterized by pc2  ph2 . On the
max
other hand, for pc2 = ph2 it is remarkable that Jcool
is
∗
∗
maximized by dv = 2 and dv = 3, and decreases for
larger values of d∗v . This implies that in such a case
the smallest possible catalyst, corresponding to a twolevel system, is sufficient to achieve maximum cooling. Moreover, it is also worth noting that the cooling
current corresponding to d∗v = 3 always surpasses the
current corresponding to d∗v = 2 (except for pc2 = ph2 ).
Figures 4(b) and 4(c) display the same pattern that
characterizes Fig. 4(a). In particular, notice that in
both cases a catalyst of dimension d∗v = 10 allows to
cool for almost any value of pc2 . In Fig. 4(c) we also see
that a catalyst with d∗v = 3 (black curve) is essentially
as effective as any catalyst of dimension 4 ≤ d∗v ≤
10. Accordingly, in this case a three-level catalyst is
optimal for almost any value of pc2 . Figure 4(d) shows
the initial and final ground populations as a function
of pc2 , if the populations of the hot and cold qubits
always coincide. The final population is computed as

∆ Hc = ∆pc1 εc1 +

dc
X

∆pci εci

i=2

= ∆pc1 (εc1 − εc2 ),

(35)

which is negative for any increment ∆pc1 =
Tr (|1c ih1c |(ρ0c − ρc )) > 0. Since any cooling transformation is non-unital (cf. Definition 3 and subsequent comments), any transformation that increases
the ground population is non-unital.
In Appendix G2 (Corollary 3) we show how the
existence of a catalytic transformation that satisfies
∆pc1 > 0 follows from the constructive proof for Statement 2 of Theorem 2. Accordingly, a catalytic increment of |1c ih1c | can be performed via a transformation ρc ⊗ ρv → U ρc ⊗ ρv U † , using a sufficiently
large catalyst, and without requiring the hot object.
Corollary 3 indicates that for this to be possible it
suffices to consider a cold object whose eigenvalues
satisfy pc2 > pcdc .

6.3 Catalyst-aided enhancement of cooling
The usefulness of catalysts is not restricted to the
implementation of transformations that are forbidden without the utilization of these systems. Here
we show that cooling can be catalytically enhanced,
even if the hot object is sufficient to achieve a certain
level of cooling. This is formally stated in the following theorem, whose proof consists of two parts and is
given in Appendix J. First, we derive a global unitary
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P3
level system with Hamiltonian Hh = j=1 εhj |jh ihjh |,
with degeneracy εh1 = εh2 = 0 and a non-null energy
h
gap ω2,3
= εh3 − εh2 > 0. We characterize cooling in
terms of the final ground population of the cold qubit,
keeping in mind that in this case the minimization of
the average energy amounts to maximize the ground
population.
In Fig. 5(a) we show the maximum cooling attainable via a hot object prepared in the thermal
e−βh Hh
state ρh = Tr(e
−βh Hh , as well as an additional cool)
ing through a transformation that employs a qubit as
catalyst. The total transformation is thus a composition ρ → σch ⊗ ρv → ρ0 , where ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv ,
†
σch = Uch ρc ⊗ ρh Uch
, being Uch a unitary that optimally cools ρc using ρh , and ρ0 = U σch ⊗ ρv U † ,
being U a catalytic and cooling unitary. Following Eq. (3), ρc ⊗ ρh is non-passive with respect

that provides optimal cooling without using the catalyst, and then construct a catalytic transformation
that yields the enhancement. We also remark that
optimal cooling unitaries for a qubit interacting with
a finite environment have been shown in Ref. [53].
However, we present a derivation based on passivity,
in order to maintain a self-contained structure.
Theorem 3 (cooling enhancement with a catalyst).
Let ρc be a passive state of a qubit,
let ρc ⊗ ρh
Pdand
h
be a non-passive state, where ρh = j=1
phj |jh ihjh | is
the state of a hot object of even dimension dh ≥ 4. If
dv is sufficiently large and ph1 > phdh /2 or phdh /2 > phdh ,
there exist a explicit catalyst state that increases the
optimal cooling achieved with the hot object alone.
That is, there exists a catalytic transformation ρ =
Pdv
CC
|kv ihkv |
ρc ⊗ρh ⊗ρv −→ ρ0 = U ρU † , where
ρv = k=1

†
and Tr (Hc ρ0 ) < minUch Tr Hc Uch ρc ⊗ ρh Uch
, for
arbitrary unitaries Uch acting on Hc ⊗ Hh .

ph

pc

to Hc iff p1c < p1h , which implies also that the
2
3
swap U|2c 1h i↔|1c 3h i cools down the cold qubit by the
amount ∆ Hc = (pc2 ph1 − pc1 ph3 )(εc1 − εc2 ). In fact, it is
not difficult to corroborate that this swap corresponds
opt
to the optimal cooling unitary Uch
. To that end we
show that the application of U|2c 1h i↔|1c 3h i yields a
passive state with respect to Hc . Since the only effect of U|2c 1h i↔|1c 3h i is to exchange the eigenvalues of
|2c 1h i and |1c 3h i, the resulting state σch reads

σch = |1c ih1c | ⊗ 

2
X


pc1 phj |jh ihjh | + pc2 ph1 |3h ih3h |

j=1


+ |2c ih2c | ⊗ pc1 ph3 |1h ih1h | +

3
X


pc2 phj |jh ihjh | .

j=2

(36)
This state is such that all the eigenvalues in the first
line of Eq. (36) are larger or equal than the eigenvalues in the second line: Clearly, pc1 ph2 ≥ pc1 ph3 and
pc1 ph2 ≥ pc2 ph2 , which guarantees that the aforementioned propertyP
holds when comparing the eigenval2
ues in the sum j=1 pc1 phj |jh ihjh | with all the eigenvalues of the second line. Furthermore, pc2 ph1 ≥ pc2 ph2 ,
which guarantees that pc2 ph1 is larger or equal than the
P3
eigenvalues in j=2 pc2 phj |jh ihjh |, and pc2 ph1 > pc1 ph3 is
equivalent to the non-passivity of ρc ⊗ρh . In this way,
the passivity of σch can be concluded by noting that
[Hc ⊗ Ih , σch ] = 0 and that the eigenvalues of Hc ⊗ Ih
regarding eigenstates in the first (second) line of (36)
are all equal to εc1 (εc2 ). Hence, the eigenvalues of σch
are non-increasing with respect to those of Hc ⊗ Ih .
h
In Fig. 5(a) we set e−βh ε3 = 0.01, thereby fixing
the eigenvalues of ρh (taking into account the degeneracy εh1 = εh2 ). The blue dash-dotted curve depicts
the ground population after the initial transformation ρ → σch ⊗ ρv , and the black solid curve stands
for the final population achieved with the subsequent
transformation σch ⊗ ρv → ρ0 . This transformation is

Figure 5: Catalytic enhancement of cooling using a qubit as
catalyst and a three-level system as hot object. (a) Initial
ground population of the cold qubit (cyan dashed), ground
population after optimal cooling without the catalyst (blue
dashed-dotted), and ground population after a subsequent
catalytic and cooling transformation (black solid). The pah
rameter e−βh ε2 = 0.01 is fixed. (b) Schematic representation of the catalytic transformation. (Left) ln(pch ) × ln(pv )
diagram for the non-passive state ρc ⊗ρh (note that 1c 3h is at
h
the right of 2c 1h ). The distance βh ω1,2
≡ βh (εh2 − εh1 ) tends
to zero to comply with the degeneracy εh2 = εh1 . (Right) After the optimal cooling using U|2c 1h i↔|1c 3h i the unitary U in
(37) is applied on the resulting state. The resulting currents
are depicted in the diagram below.

While Theorem 3 concerns catalytic enhancement
of cooling using hot objects of even dimension, we also
show that this is possible by means of a three-level hot
object. The following example is based on a three13

Figure 5(b) illustrates the global currents generated by all the swaps in U , using a ln(pch ) ×
ln(pv ) diagram of the state σch ⊗ ρv (diagram at
the right hand side). The columns in this diagram
are ordered taking into account the sorting corresponding to the initial state ρc ⊗ ρh (top arrangement). In this way, the sorting associated with σch
is obtained by simply exchanging the columns 2c 1h
and 1c 3h , which describes the effect of the swap
Uch = U|2c 1h i↔|1c 3h i . The swap U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i
generates the cooling current (blue arrow), and
V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i (V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i ) generates the
current depicted by the left (right) green arrow.
In Fig. 6 we plot the initially extracted heat
†
−∆Uch Hc ≡ Tr[Hc (ρc ⊗ ρh − Uch ρc ⊗ ρh Uch
)], and
the total extracted heat −∆Uch Hc − ∆U Hc , obc
tained after the application of U . In these plots e−βc ε2
h
is fixed, and we instead vary the parameter e−βh ε3 .
h
c
The maximum of e−βh ε3 corresponds to e−βc ε2 , where
∆Uch Hc = 0 and it is impossible to cool without the catalyst (i.e. where ρc ⊗ ρh becomes passive). Although the catalytic contribution is again
more significant at low temperatures, evidently the
relative contribution with respect to −∆Uch Hc is
larger at higher temperatures, where the state ρc ⊗ ρh
approaches the passive configuration.

7 Cooling of many qubits and catalytic
advantage

Figure 6: Initially extracted heat (dashed blue curves) and
total extracted heat (solid black curves), including the contribution from the catalytic transformation. The parameter
c
e−βc ε2 has the fixed values 0.1 (a), 0.4 (b), and 0.8 (c).

In this section we present another example of catalytic
enhancement for cooling. This example is special in
the sense that it illustrates how the reusable character of the catalyst can be fully exploited in a scenario
that involves the cooling of a large number of qubits.
Similarly to the problem considered in Sect. VI-C, the
cooling of these systems can be performed without a
catalyst. However, under certain circumstances the
catalyst allows to extract as much heat as twice what
is possible if it is not used. In addition, we will see
that such a catalytic advantage takes place through
cooling cycles that require at most three-body interactions, while arbitrary many-body interactions are
assumed in the cooling scenario that does not involve
the catalyst.

executed through a permutation
U = U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i ⊕ Vres ,

(37)

Vres = V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i ⊕ V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i


= |1c ih1c | ⊗ V|1h 2v i↔|3h 1v i + |2c ih2c | ⊗ Ihv


⊕ |2c ih2c | ⊗ V|2h 2v i↔|3h 1v i + |1c ih1c | ⊗ Ihv ,
(38)
which is derived in Appendix J2 . Noting that
[Vres , Hc ] = 0, we have that the only contribu
tion to ∆U Hc ≡ Tr Hc U σch ⊗ ρv U † − σch ⊗ ρv
comes from the swap U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i .
Since
U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i reduces Hc , as shown in J2, it follows that ∆U Hc < 0. Specifically, this variation is
given by

 h c
p2 p1 − ph3 pc2
pc2 ph2 (εc1 − εc2 ). (39)
∆U Hc =
(1 + pc2 )ph2 + pc2

7.1 Catalytic cooling vs. cooling using manybody interactions
Consider the scenario schematically depicted in Fig.
7. The goal is to cool as much as possible a group of
Nc qubits, using a group of Nh qubits that play the
role of a hot environment. All the qubits start at the
same inverse temperature β and have identical energy
spectrum. Assuming zero ground eigenenergy and energy gap equal to one, the Hamiltonians of the ith
(i)
cold and hot qubits are respectively Hc = |2c ii h2c |

Remarkably, we see from Fig. 5(a) that for low temperatures (βc large) the increment of pc1 due to the catalytic transformation is comparable to that achieved
via optimal cooling without the catalyst. Moreover,
the cooling enhancement provided by the catalyst is
significant in all the temperature range.
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subset of k hot qubits involves (k + 1)-body interactions between these qubits and the corresponding cold
qubit. More specifically, such couplings are described
by an interaction Hamiltonian that contains products
of the form ⊗k+1
i=1 Bi , where Bi is a non-trivial (i.e. different from the identity) operator on the Hilbert space
of the ith qubit. On the other hand, the CC strategy
is based on the repeated application of the unitary U
in Eq. (33), for the case d∗v = 2. This means that each
cycle implements the optimal cooling of a single qubit
using a two-level catalyst and one hot qubit. Importantly, the corresponding restoring unitary involves
only a two-body interaction between the catalyst and
the hot qubit, while U1,1,d∗v −1 requires a three-body
interaction.
The purpose of any of the described strategies is to
reduce as much as possible the total average energy
HC of the cold qubits. Depending on the value
of Nc , the number of qubits that can be cooled may
be smaller than Nc . This limitation is determined
by two factors. Namely, the amount of hot qubits
available to cool, and the division of these qubits into
cooling subsets. For example, if Nh = 2 only one
qubit can be cooled using the MBC strategy, while the
introduction of the catalyst increases this number to
two. That being said, it is important to remark that
the following analysis covers all the possible values
1 ≤ Nc ≤ N −1. Therefore, it provides a full picture of
the task at hand, including also the situations where
all theNc qubits can be cooled. With this observation
in mind, the total heat extracted is given by

Figure 7: Many-body cooling (a) and catalytic cooling (b)
strategies, to cool a group of Nc qubits using Nh qubits
as hot environment. Each sequence of dots represents the
total number of qubits N = Nc + Nh . From top to bottom:
Nc = 8 (first two sequences), Nc = 6 (third and fourth
sequences), and Nc = 12. (a) Different partitions of the
environment into cooling subsets. In the top sequence two
qubits are cooled using two subsets of k0 = 2 and k1 = 14
hot qubits. The next sequence shows the optimal partition
K = {2, 2, ..., 2} for Nc = Nh /2 = 8, if the conjecture
(44) is true. The same partition is suboptimal for the third
sequence, since two hot qubits are unused. (b) In the CC
strategy a catalyst (green triangle) allows to cool each qubit
using a single hot qubit at a time. In this case the extracted
heat is maximized for Nc = Nh .

QC ≡ −∆ hHC i =

(i)
Hh

and
= |2h ii h2h |. The total Hamiltonian for the
PNx
X = C, H group is HX = i=1
|2x=c,h ii h2x=c,h |, and
the global initial state is a product of thermal states
e−βHX
⊗Nx
ρCH = ρC ⊗ ρH , where ρX = Tr(e
−βHX ) = ρx
P2
x
and ρx=c,h =
i=1 pi |ix ihix |. Given a fixed number qubits N = Nc + Nh , we now describe the two
cooling strategies illustrated in Fig. 7.
1. Many-body cooling (MBC) strategy: subsets of
2 ≤ k ≤ Nh qubits from the hot group are used to
optimally cool individual qubits in the cold group,
through optimal unitary transformations. Each qubit
is cooled down only one time and the hot qubits pertaining to different subsets are all different (this implies that hot qubits are also used only once). Note
also that k ≥ 2, since all the qubits have identical
states and therefore cooling is forbidden for k = 1
(i)
(i)
(since ρc ⊗ ρh is passive).
2. Catalytic cooling (CC) strategy: a catalyst is
employed to cool down single qubits from the cold
group, using only one hot qubit per cold qubit. As
with the MBC strategy, there is no re-usage of hot
qubits and each cold qubit is cooled down only one
time.
In the MBC strategy the optimal cooling using a

nc
X

(i)

∆p1 ,

(40)

i=1

where nc ≤ Nc .

7.2 Characterization of MBC
In the case of MBC, the maximum extractable heat
QC can be conveniently addressed by introducing a
coefficient that characterizes how efficient is the cooling of a single qubit, with respect to the number of hot
qubits employed. This is a natural figure of merit in
our scenario, taking into account that the hot qubits
constitute a limited resource. Specifically, we define
(k)
the “k-cooling coefficient” ξcool as
(k)

(k)

ξcool ≡
(k)

QC
,
k

(41)

where QC is the heat extracted by using a subset of
k ≤ Nh hot qubits.
In the MBC strategy there are many ways in which
the Nh hot qubits can be divided into cooling subsets. Two of such possibilities are illustrated by the
two upper sequences in Fig. 7(a), assuming Nc = 8
and Nh = 16. For the top sequence, one qubit is
cooled down using two hot qubits and the cooling of
15

a second qubit resorts to fourteen hot qubits. Intuitively, the second qubit should end up in a colder
state because more qubits are invested in its cooling.
This also leads us to wonder if it is more profitable to
cool less qubits using larger cooling subsets, or more
qubits using smaller cooling subsets. Since we are interested in the total heat QC , and not on maximizing
the cooling of single qubits, the answer to this puzzle
is convoluted. However, as anticipated by the second
sequence in Fig. 7(a), at least for Nh = 2Nc using
the smallest cooling subsets seems to be the optimal
choice. This depends on the validity of a conjecture
that we will shortly present (Eq. (44)).
By resorting to the cooling coefficient (41), we can
express the total extracted heat as
X (k)
X (k)
QC =
QC =
ξcool k,
(42)
k∈K

Figure 8: Cooling coefficient (41) curves for the cooling of
a cold qubit using 2 ≤ k ≤ 14 hot qubits. Blue solid (red
dashed) curves stand for k even (odd). The highest and low(2)
(14)
est curves correspond respectively to ξcool and ξcool . Since
(k)
(2)
c
ξcool < ξcool for any value of p2 , this plot shows that the
conjecture (44) is true for 2 ≤ k ≤ 14.

k∈K

where K = {k0 , k1 , ...} describes a certain partition
of the hot group
P into cooling subsets. In particular,
we note that k∈K k = Nh , and that it is perfectly
legitimate to have subsets of different sizes ki 6= kj ,
see Fig 7(a). Given a fixed partition, we also have the
bound


X

(k)
(k)
QC ≤ maxk∈K ξcool
k = maxk∈K ξcool Nh .

we already mentioned that such a partition is subopP
(k)
timal, we also have the bound QC = k∈K ξcool k ≥
(2)
2ξcool Nc . Summarizing,
(2)

maxK QC = ξcool Nh , if Nh ≤ 2Nc , (45)

k∈K

(2)

(2)

2ξcool Nc ≤ maxK QC ≤ ξcool Nh , if Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1.
(46)

(43)
While the heat
is by construction a nondecreasing function of k, Fig. 8 provides numerical
(k)
evidence that ξcool is maximum for k = 2. For very
large values of k it is also naturally expected that
(k)
(k)
ξcool tends to zero, since otherwise QC would be an
unbounded quantity (cf. Eq. (41)). Therefore, we
conjecture that


1 − 2pc2
(k)
(2)
pc1 pc2 ,
(44)
ξcool ≤ ξcool =
2
(k)
QC

We emphasize that Eq. (45) and the upper bound
in (46) depend on the validity of (44). Hence, our
following analysis is subject to this condition.

7.3 Advantage of the CC strategy
7.3.1

Characterization
(CC)

Let us denote as QC the total extracted heat in this
case, to distinguish it from the heat QC extracted via
the MBC strategy. Thanks to the reusable character of the catalyst, the CC strategy operates through
cooling cycles where each cycle involves a different
pair of qubits, yet the cooling is mediated by the same
catalyst. This procedure is depicted in Fig. 7(b).
We consider a two-level catalyst (green triangle in
Fig. 7(b)), which allows us to apply Eq. (32) to obtain
a simple expression for the heat extracted per cycle.
Since d∗v = 2 in this case, after setting pc2 = ph2 (hot
qubits identical to the cold qubit) the cooling current
pc (1−2pc )
max
(32) takes the simple form Jcool
= 2 1+pc 2 p̄v1 . The
2
catalyst population p̄v1 = 1 − p̄v2 can be computed
from the formula (150) in Appendix I, which is valid
pc1 (1+pc2 )
for any d∗v ≥ 2. This formula yields p̄v1 = 1+2p
c pc . In
2 1
this way, after n cycles the total extracted heat reads


1 − 2pc2
(CC)
max
QC
= nJcool
=n
pc1 pc2 ,
(47)
1 + 2pc1 pc2

for all k ≥ 2 and for any β, which is satisfied for
(2)
2 ≤ k ≤ 14 in Fig. 8. The explicit expression for ξcool
is derived in Appendix G.
Assuming the validity of the conjecture (44), the
bound (43) is saturated if two conditions are met.
Namely, if Nh is an even number, such that it can
be divided into cooling subsets of two qubits, and if
all these cooling subsets can be put to use (second
sequence in Fig. 7(a)). In such a case a partition
K = {2, 2, ..., 2} maximizes the extracted heat. The
second condition requires that Nh ≤ 2Nc , since otherwise N − 2Nc hot qubits would be left unused. For
example, the two unused qubits in Fig. 7(a) (third sequence) could be combined with another pair of qubits
to extract more heat from one of the qubits in the cold
group.
The third sequence in Fig. 7(a) also illustrates that
for Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1 the partition K = {2, 2, ..., 2} allows to cool all the Nc qubits. From Eq. (41), the
(2)
heat extracted in this way would be 2ξcool Nc . Since

max
being Jcool
the heat extracted per cycle.
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As with the MBC strategy, we are now going to derive expressions that characterize the extracted heat
given different relations between Nc and Nh . If
Nh ≥ Nc , all the Nc cold qubits can be catalytically
cooled using Nc hot qubits (see Fig. 7(b)). In contrast, for Nh ≤ Nc −1 we can only cool Nh cold qubits
but all the Nh hot qubits are consumed. Keeping in
mind that both scenarios correspond to n = Nc and
n = Nh , respectively, Eq. (47) yields



c
 Nc 1−2pc 2 c pc1 pc2 , if Nh ≥ Nc ,
(CC)
 1+2pc 1 p2
QC
=
 Nh 1−2pc 2 c pc1 pc2 , if Nh ≤ Nc − 1,
1+2p p

Figure 9: Performance ratio γ (49) as a function of Nc /Nh .
The top and bottom boundaries of the darker region correspond respectively to the limits β → ∞ and β → 0. The
curve inside this region is representative of a fixed β ∈ (0, ∞)
and is characterized as follows: the continuous segments
(Nc /Nh ≥ 1/2) give the exact value of γ, and the dashed
segment (Nc /Nh < 1/2) constitutes an upper bound. The
CC strategy outperforms the MBC strategy where γ > 1
(light blue area). In particular, γ > 1 for Nc /Nh > 3/4, irrespective of the value of β. For any Nc /Nh > 1, 4/3 ≤ γ ≤ 2.

1 2

(48)
7.3.2

Comparison between CC and MBC

To perform the comparison between CC and MBC we
introduce the relative performance ratio
(CC)

γ≡

QC
,
maxK QC

(49)

where the numerator and the denominator must be
evaluated for the same pair (Nc , Nh ) and the same
population pc2 (which fully characterizes the individual
state of all the qubits).

Let us now address how the relative performance ratio
behaves in the remaining interval Nc ≤ Nh ≤ 2Nc .
Following Eq. (51), in this case γ > 1 if and only if

(CC)

• For Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1, QC
is given by the first
line of Eq. (49). Moreover, maxK QC is bounded
(2)
from below by 2ξcool Nc , according to Eq. (46).
This leads to the upper bound

Nh <

2Nc
.
1 + 2pc1 pc2

(53)

In the limit pc2 → 0, corresponding to β → ∞, this
inequality is equivalent to Nh < 2Nc . In the opposite
limit pc2 → 1/2, corresponding to β → 0, the
(CC)
QC
1
previous inequality reads Nh < 4Nc /3. Hence, we
γ ≤ (2)
=
c pc , if Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1,
1
+
2p
can conclude that for extremely low temperatures the
2ξcool Nc
1 2
CC strategy outperforms the MBC strategy in a wider
(50)
(2)
regime. This regime is characterized by the total inwhere we have also expressed ξcool as in (44).
terval Nh ∈ [1, Nc − 1] ∪ [Nc , 2Nc − 1], where the first
Clearly, Eq. (50) implies that γ ≤ 1 and thereinterval
is associated with Eq. (52) and the second
fore MBC outperforms CC for Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1.
one is associated with (51). On the other hand, the
• For Nh ≤ 2Nc ,maxK QC is given by Eq. (45). If
interval Nh ∈ [1, Nc − 1] ∪ [Nc , 4Nc /3 − 1] character(CC)
izes the catalytic advantage in the limit of very large
obeys the first
it also holds that Nh ≥ Nc , QC
temperatures.
line of Eq. (48). Otherwise, Nh ≤ Nc − 1 and
(CC)
Figure 9 depicts the ratio γ and the associated
QC
obeys the second line of this equation. In
bounds
given by Eqs. (50)-(52). The intervals in
this way, Eqs. (49) and (44) yield
these equations are re-expressed in terms of Nc /Nh ,


(CC)
which is utilized as plotting variable. The light blue
QC
Nc
2
γ = (2)
=
, if Nc ≤ Nh ≤ 2Nc ,area shows the regime where the catalyst provides an
c
c
Nh 1 + 2p1 p2
ξcool Nh
advantage with respect to the MBC strategy. The in(51)
terval Nc /Nh ≥ 1 corresponds to Eq. (52), where
(CC)
QC
the advantage is maximum. The ratio in (52) is
2
γ = (2)
=
c pc
monotonically increasing with respect to β, reach1
+
2p
ξcool Nh
1 2
ing its maximum γ = 2 for β → ∞ (pc2 = 0). For
4
1/2 ≤ Nc /Nh ≤ 1, γ increases linearly with Nc /Nh
≥ , if Nh ≤ Nc − 1.
(52)
3
(cf. (51)), with a slope that varies between 4/3 for
where the lower bound in the second line of (52)
pc2 = 1/2 and 2 for pc2 = 0. In particular, this imc c
is obtained from the maximum maxβ p1 p2 . Acplies that in the interval Nc /Nh ∈ (1/2, 3/4) the catcordingly, for Nh ≤ Nc − 1 we have that γ > 1
alytic advantage takes place only if β is sufficiently
and thus the CC strategy outperforms the MBC
large. For Nc /Nh ≤ 1/2, the upper bound (50)
strategy.
varies between 2/3 and 1, corresponding to the high17

temperature and low-temperature limits, respectively.
(CC)

7.3.3 Maximum heat QC
advantage

Importantly, by construction the bound (55) is saturated for Nc = N/3 (assuming that N is divisible by
3). For N even, the inequality is strict and we can
apply it to determine another catalytic advantage in
the regime Nc ≥ N/3. Specifically, under these conditions the ratio between Eqs. (54) and (55) yields

and additional catalytic

We note that, in contrast with the MCB strategy,
we have not considered environment partitions in the
case of catalytic cooling. Intentionally, we have restricted ourselves to cooling cycles that involve a single hot qubit. The reason is that for these cycles only
three qubits (including the catalyst) must interact between each other, and therefore at most a three-body
interaction is required for their implementation. This
also implies that the CC strategy is not only capable
of surpassing the MBC strategy, but also that it can
do it with a lower degree of control over the environment.
On the other hand, what we can do is to search for
the optimal partition {Nc , Nh } that maximizes the
extracted heat in the case of CC. This is equivalent
(CC)
to maximize the heat QC
with respect to Nc =
N − Nh , given a fixed value of N . Equation (48)
provides all the necessary ingredients to accomplish
this task. For Nh ≥ Nc , the expression in the first
line is maximized if Nc = Nh , and for Nh ≤ Nc − 1,
the expression in the second line is maximized if Nh =
Nc − 1. For N fixed, we obtain Nc = N/2 in the
first case and Nh = (N − 1)/2 in the second case.
Accordingly,



 1 − 2pc2
(CC)
pc1 pc2 ,
(54)
= N/2
maxNc QC
1 + 2pc1 pc2


where N/2 is the floor function applied on N/2.
Next, we want to derive bounds on the performance
of the MBC strategy by varying Nc , and to check
if these bounds do not preclude that maxK QC <
(CC)
maxNc QC . Such a situation would show that, even
if the the extracted heat is maximized with respect to
Nc , the introduction of the catalyst can still be beneficial. In what follows we show that this is indeed the
case if N is even and maxK QC is maximized in the
restricted interval Nc ≥ N/3.
Using Eq. (45), it follows that in the regime Nh ≤
2Nc the quantity maxK QC takes its maximum value
if Nh = 2Nc , which corresponds to Nc = N/3 and
(2)
(2)
reads maxK QC = ξcool (N/3). By substituting ξcool
by the expression in Eq. (44), we thus have that
maxK QC ≤

N (1 − 2pc2 ) pc1 pc2
, if Nc ≥ N/3.
3

(CC)

maxNc QC
maxK QC

3
≥ 1,
2(1 + 2pc1 pc2 )

(57)

where the lower bound at the r.h.s. follows by considering the maximum maxβ pc1 pc2 = 1/4. This allows us
to conclude that: for Nc ≥ N/3 and N even, MBC
extracts less heat than the maximum heat extracted via
CC.

8 Catalytic thermometry
In this section we study an example where a catalyst
is applied for precision enhancement in thermometry
[62], where the goal is to estimate the temperature
of a certain environment at thermal equilibrium. Let
e−βHe
ρe = Tr(e
−βHe ) denote the state of an environment
P
with Hamiltonian He = j εej |je ihje |, equilibrated at
inverse temperature β. Essentially, a temperature estimation consists of assigning temperature values T̂i
to the different outcomes of a properly chosen observable O. In this way, the set {T̂i } defines a temperature
estimator T̂ , and the precision is assessed through the
estimation error
sX
q
pi (T̂i − T )2 ,
(58)
(T̂ − T )2 ≡
i

(55)

For Nh ≥ 2Nc + 1 (equivalently Nc ≤ (Nh − 1)/2),
(2)
the lower bound 2ξcool Nc ≤ maxK QC in (46) is maximized if Nc = (Nh − 1)/2, which corresponds to
Nc = (N − 1)/3. In this way,
maxK QC ≥

>

(N − 1) (1 − 2pc2 ) pc1 pc2
, if Nc ≤ (N −1)/3.
3
(56)
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where T = β −1 is the actual temperature and pi is
the probability of measuring the outcome i.
The traditional approach to characterize the thermometric precision and also the precision in the estimation of more general physical parameters is based
on the Fisher information [65]. This quantity determines a lower bound on the estimation error, known
as the Cramer-Rao bound. In the case of thermometry, it is known that the Cramer-Rao bound is always
saturated if O = He [72]. That is, if the temperature
estimation is carried out by directly performing energy measurements on the environment. Here we consider a different scenario, where an auxiliary system
or “probe” is used to extract temperature information
via an interaction with the environment. Such a technique may be useful for example if the environment is
very large and direct energy measurements are hard to
implement. However, our main motivation is to show
that the estimation error can be reduced below the
minimum value attained only with the probe, by including an additional interaction with a catalyst. We
consider a three-level environment with degeneracy
εe1 = εe2 = 0, which is probed by a two-level system in
P
the initial state ρP = pP
1 |1P ih1P | + p2 |2P ih2P |, with

It is straightforward to check that in this case the estimation error reads
p
q1P q2P
∆β(σP ) =
,
(60)
∂β q1P
where q1P = Tr(|1P ih1P |σP ) is the ground population
after the application of UP e .
The ratio at the r.h.s. of Eq. (60) constitutes the
figure of merit in our analysis. On the one hand, under
certain conditions one can find a unitary UP e that
minimizes the product q1P q2P , and at the same time
maximizes the quantity ∂β q1P [87]. In such a case the
inequality
p
minUP e q1P q2P
(61)
minUP e ∆β(σP ) ≥
maxUP e ∂β q1P

Figure 10: Thermometric setup. Initially a two-level system
optimally probes the temperature of a three-level environment with degeneracy εe1 = εe2 (left). Subsequently, a joint
interaction with a two-level catalyst (green triangle) reduces
the minimum estimation error previously achieved (right).
P
pP
1 > p2 . Moreover, the catalyst is also a two-level
system in the initial state ρv . This setup is illustrated
in Fig. 10, and is related to the physical configuration
studied in Sect. VI-C, with the probe and the environment taking respectively the roles of the cold qubit
and the hot object. As we will see, under suitable conditions the same catalytic transformation that allowed
cooling enhancement also enables precision enhancement in the temperature estimation.
We assume that T̂ is an unbiased estimator, which
means that its expectation value coincides with the
actual temperature: T̂ = T . It is important to
mention that the assumption of unbiased estimators is
common not only in thermometry but also for metrology in general. In particular, the Cramer-Rao bound
limits the precision attained with this kind of estimators. If T̂ = T it follows that (T̂ − T )2 =

is saturated and the r.h.s. of (61) constitutes the minimum error for unitary evolutions on the probe and
the environment, and measurements on the probe.
On the other hand, we will see that when the bound
(61) is saturable it is possible to perform a catalytic
transformation such that
!
p
p
p
0P
minUP e q1P q2P
p0P
q1P q2P
1 p2
< minUP e
=
,
∂β p0P
∂β q1P
maxUP e ∂β q1P
1
(62)
0
where p0P
1 = Tr(|1P ih1P |ρP ) is the final ground population. Let us denote the unitary that minimizes
the upper bound (62) as UPopt
e . The total evolution
is thus generated by a composition U UPopt
e , where U
is a unitary that involves the interaction with a twolevel catalyst in the state ρv . This also gives rise to
a composition of transformations ρ → σP e ⊗ ρv → ρ0 ,
opt†
where ρ = ρP ⊗ ρe ⊗ ρv , σP e = UPopt
e ρP ⊗ ρe UP e , and
0
†
ρ = U σP e ⊗ ρv U .

2

Var(T̂ ), where Var(T̂ ) = T̂ 2 − T̂ is the variance
of T̂ . Moreover, it can be shown that if the temperature to be estimated belongs to a small interval
(T − δT, T + δT ) (this is the so called “local estimation regime”, most often studied in thermometry and
other areas of metrology [86]), the estimation error
using the observable O reads [62]
p
q
Var(O)
∆T = Var(T̂ ) =
,
(59)
∂T hOi

Connection between optimal cooling and optimal precision
In order to demonstrate a catalytic enhancement, we
need first to identify a scenario where the inequality
(61) can be saturated. Interestingly, we will see that
this occurs if the state ρP ⊗ ρe is non-passive with
P
respect to HP , where HP = εP
1 |1P ih1P | + ε2 |2P ih2P |
is the Hamiltonian of the probe. Not only that, but
it turns out that the minimum minUP e ∆β is attained
by a unitary UP e that optimally cools down the probe
using only the environment. In fact, the numerator at
the r.s.h. of (61) is minimized via a maximization of
q1P , which corresponds to optimal cooling. The saturation of the bound (61) follows because the same
unitary UP e also maximizes the corresponding denominator, as shown in the next section.
Optimal cooling of the probe implies that the state
opt†
σP e = UPopt
e ρP ⊗ ρe UP e must be passive with respect
HP . Keeping in mind that ρe describes a three-level
system with degeneracy εe1 = εe2 = 0, we can directly

2

∂
hOi.
where Var(O) = O2 − O and ∂T hOi = ∂T
For the sake of convenience, we shall consider an “inverse temperature estimator”
β̂ instead of T̂ . The erq

rors ∆T and ∆β = Var(β̂) are connected through
the simple relation ∆T = T 2 ∆β, which follows from
the chain rule ∂β hOi = −T 2 ∂T hOi.

8.1 Optimal precision and catalytic enhancement
In our example the observable OP = oP
1 |1P ih1P | +
oP
2 |2P ih2P | describes a projective measurement on
P
the probe, with eigenvalues oP
1 and o2 . Informationh about β is encoded
in the probe state σP =
i
Tre UP e (ρP ⊗ ρe )UP† e , obtained after a unitary evolution UP e that couples the probe to the environment.
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• The population sensitivity is maximized by minimizing the mean value of |2P ih2P |, which describes an effective Hamiltonian HPeff = |2P ih2P |
P
with eigenenergies εP
1 = 0 and ε2 = 1.

apply the results obtained in Sect. VI-C to characterize such a state. Specifically, we have that

σP e = |1P ih1P | ⊗ 

2
X


e
P e

pP
1 pj |je ihje | + p2 p1 |3e ih3e |

j=1


e
+ |2P ih2P | ⊗ pP
1 p3 |1e ih1e | +

3
X


e

pP
2 pj |je ihje | ,

j=2

(63)

Let us see now that the swap UPopt
e (cf. Eq. (64)) satisfies this condition. To check that it leads to a passive
state (with respect to |2P ih2P |) we only need to characterize the effect of UPopt
e on ρP ⊗ ∂β ρe , since this
characterization fully determines how the eigenvalues
opt†
A
of UPopt
e Tr(A) UP e are ordered (according to the defini-

which is obtained by replacing the labels c and h in
Eq. (36) by P and e, respectively. The corresponding
unitary was also derived in Sect. VI-C and (in this
context) corresponds to the swap
UPopt
e = U|2P 1e i↔|1P 3e i .

• However, the initial state in this optimization is
A
not ρP ⊗ ρe , but the effective state Tr(A)
. This
implies that for minimizing |2P ih2P | we must
find a unitary that yields a passive state when
A
.
applied on Tr(A)

(64)

opt†
tion of A). Using the identity σP e = UPopt
e ρP ⊗ρe UP e
opt†
we have that UPopt
e ρP ⊗ ∂β ρe UP e = ∂β σP e , and, from
Eq. (63),

Later on, we will also show that the same substitution
of labels in Eqs. (37) and (38) yields a unitary U that
provides a catalytic enhancement of precision.



2
X
e
P e

∂β σP e = |1P ih1P | ⊗ 
pP
1 λj |je ihje | + p2 λ1 |3e ih3e |

8.2 Maximization of the population sensitivity
in terms of passivity

j=1

In what follows we will refer to
as the “population sensitivity”, as it quantifies how the population
q1P varies with respect to temperature changes. Since
UP e and ρP are both independent of β, we can write
h
i
∂β q1P = ∂β Tr |1P ih1P |UP e ρP ⊗ ρe UP† e
h
i
= Tr |1P ih1P |UP e (ρP ⊗ ∂β ρe ) UP† e . (65)
∂β q1P


e
+|2P ih2P | ⊗ pP
1 λ3 |1e ih1e | +

3
X


e

pP
2 λj |je ihje | .

j=2

(68)
A
are nonIn this way, the eigenvalues of Tr(A)
increasing with respect to those of |2P ih2P | if and
only if the eigenvalues of ∂β σP e satisfy this property.
That is, if all the eigenvalues in the first line of Eq.
(68) are larger or equal than all the eigenvalues in the
second line. We can easily verify this condition by
noting that (cf. Eq. (66))

λe1 = λe2 = pe1 He > λe3 = pe3 He − εe3 ,

e
P e
P e
P e
pP
He − εe3 ,
2 λ1 = p2 p1 He > p1 λ3 = p1 p3
(69)

e
The operator ρP ⊗ ∂β ρe has real eigenvalues pP
i λj ,
where

λej ≡ ∂β pej = pej He − εej ,
(66)

and He = Tr(He ρe ). This property allows us to define a positive
 semidefinite operator A ≡ ρP ⊗ ∂β ρe −
e
mini,j pP
λ
i j IP e , where IP e is the identity operator
on HP ⊗ He .
The introduction of the operator A is useful to
cast the optimization of ∂β q1P as the problem of finding a passive state that minimizes the mean value of
|2P ih2P |. To show this, note first that Eq. (65) can
be re-expressed as


A
UP† e
∂β q1P = Tr(A)Tr |1P ih1P |UP e
Tr (A)

P e
+ mini,j pi λj .
(67)

where the second inequality is a consequence of the
e
P e
non-passivity of ρP ⊗ ρe (i.e. pP
2 p1 > p1 p3 ). By applying the inequalities (69), we can check the aforeA
mentioned ordering and thereby conclude that Tr(A)
is passive with respect to |2P ih2P |. This also means
that UPopt
e saturates the bound (61). Using (68), the
optimal population sensitivity reads:
h

i
opt†
∂β q1P = Tr |1P ih1P |∂β UPopt
e ρP ⊗ ρe UP e

Since
constitutes an effective density matrix
(i.e. its eigenvalues describe a probability distribution), maximizing ∂β q1P is tantamount to maximize
the population |1P ih1P | over unitaries UP e applied
on this state. Furthermore, probability conservation
|1P ih1P | + |2P ih2P | = 1 implies that this operation is also equivalent to minimize the mean value of
|2P ih2P |. In summary, we have that:
A
Tr(A)

= Tr [|1P ih1P |∂β σP e ]
e
= (1 + pP
1 )λ1 .

(70)

8.3 Catalytic enhancement
We start this section by stressing that in the saturation of 61 the non-passive character of ρP ⊗ ρe is
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p
crucial. Otherwise, the numerator q1P q2P can only
increase under unitaries UP e , and its minimum value
would correspond to the trivial operation UP e = IP e .
P
Since in this case q1P = pP
1 , it follows that ∂β q1 = 0
and it is clear that IP e cannot maximize the population sensitivity. That being said, let us now focus
on the precision enhancement produced by a suitable
catalytic transformation.
P2
Consider a two-level catalyst ρv = k=1 pvk |kv ihkv |
and a transformation σP e ⊗ρv → U σP e ⊗ρv U † , where
U = U|2P 2e 1v i↔|1P 3e 2v i ⊕ Vres ,
Vres = V|1P 1e 2v i↔|1P 3e 1v i ⊕ V|2P 2e 2v i↔|2P 3e 1v i . (71)
The unitary U is identical to U in (37), after the substitution of labels c → P and h → e. Now, suppose
that the initial state ρP ⊗ ρe ⊗ ρv is also identical to
the state ρc ⊗ρh ⊗ρv , considered in Sect. VI-C, which
h
e
c
means that pP
i = pi and pj = pj . In such a case, we
can conclude that σP e is identical to σch (cf. (36)),
and that σP e ⊗ ρv → U σP e ⊗ ρv U † is a catalytic and
cooling (with respect to the probe) transformation.
The results presented in Fig. 11 are derived under
the assumption of identical states stated above. The
enhancement of precision stems from two facts:
1. Since U is cooling byp construction,pit further
0P <
reduces
the product
q1P q2P , i.e.
p0P
1 p2
p
P
P
q1 q2 .
2. U also increases the population sensitivity, as we
> |∂β q1P |.
show below. Therefore, ∂β p0P
1
The combination of conditions 1 and 2 leads to
the catalytic enhancement manifested by the inequality (62). To show the increment in the population sensitivity, we write ∂β U σP e ⊗ ρv U † as
U (∂β σP e ⊗ ρv ) U † , and apply Eqs. (68) and (71) to
obtain:


†
∂β p0P
1 = Tr |1P ih1P |∂β U σP e ⊗ ρv U


= Tr |1P ih1P |U (∂β σP e ⊗ ρv ) U †

Figure 11: Estimation error ∆β for three initial probe states,
P
characterized by the population ratios pP
2 /p1 = 0.1 (a),
P
P
P
P
p2 /p1 = 0.3 (b), and p2 /p1 = 0.6 (c). Red dashed
and blue solid curves stand respectively for the initial error ∆β(σP ) and the final error ∆β(ρ0P ), obtained after
the interaction with the catalyst. The black (dash-dotted)
curves show
of the environp the thermal Cramer-Rao bound
2
ment 1/ Fβ , where Fβ = He2 − He is the associated
Fisher information. The insets correspond to the interval
e
P
e−βε3 ≤ pP
2 /p1 , where ∆β(σP ) is the minimum estimation
error under general unitary evolutions that act jointly on the
probe and the environment.

v e
v e
= ∂β q1P + pP
2 (p1 λ2 − p2 λ1 )
v
v
e
= ∂β q1P + pP
2 (p1 − p2 ) λ1 .

Due to the positivity of λe1 , we have that ∂β p0P
1 >
∂β q1P (cf. Eq. (70)) for any state ρv such that pv1 > pv2 .
Figure 11 shows the thermometric precision with
and without the catalyst, as quantified by the error
∆β. The main plots depict this error in the full teme
perature range 0 ≤ e−βε3 ≤ 1, and the insets corree
P
spond to the restricted range e−βε3 ≤ pP
2 /p1 , where
the state ρP ⊗ ρe is passive. In all the cases the total
transformation is implemented by U UPopt
e . The red
dashed curves give the error ∆β(σP ) in Eq. (60),
obtained after the application of the swap (64), and
the blue solid curves stand for the final error ∆β(ρ0P ),
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opt† †
with ρ0P = Trev U UPopt
. Intereste ρP ⊗ ρe UP e U

any two-level environment can be fully transferred to
a two-level probe, thereby transferring all its Fisher
information. In the case of higher-dimensional environments, bounds on the thermometric precision obtained via smaller probes have been recently derived
[77]. A natural extension of the results presented here
would be to examine if these bounds can be catalytically surpassed. Unveiling further connections between thermometry and passivity is another topic of
interest.
Throughout our presentation we have also emphasized the non-unital character of many of the studied transformations, which admit a description in
terms of the impossibility to reproduce them through
purely classical drivings (see Definition 3 for a formal
characterization). Apart from practically motivated
non-unital transformations such as cooling, we also
showed how catalysts can be used to perform more
general transformations of this kind. The identification of other non-unital transformations with interesting applications and their implementation via catalysts could be a subject of future research. The tools
provided in the present article could prove very useful
in such endeavor.
On the technical side, we list below various questions that remain open:

−βεe3

P
ingly, even for e
> pP
2 /p1 the main plots show
that the thermometric precision is increased after the
catalytic transformation. However, we can be certain
that this enhancement surpasses the optimal transformation without the catalyst, only in the interval
where ρP ⊗ ρe is passive. In such a case the initial
and final errors obey Eq. (62).
For comparison, the black dash-dotted curves show
the thermal Cramer-Rao bound for energy measurements on the environment, which constitutes the minimum (attainable) error using any POVM (positive
operator valued measurement). In particular, no
probe-based thermometric scheme can surpass this
fundamental limit, as illustrated in Fig. 11.

9 Conclusions and outlook
In this paper, we introduced tools for the systematic
construction of explicit catalytic transformations on
quantum systems of finite size. Size limitations constrain tasks such as cooling using a finite environment
or thermometry with a very small probe. In the case
of cooling, we showed that the introduction of a catalyst lifts cooling restrictions in two complementary
ways: catalysts enable cooling when it is impossible
using only the environment, and enhance it when the
environment suffices to cool. These results were illustrated with several examples regarding the cooling of
a two-level system. In particular, we found that small
catalysts such as three-level systems allow maximum
cooling in wide temperature ranges. We also demonstrated that to cool a system of any dimension a large
enough catalyst and any environment that starts in a
non-fully mixed state are sufficient. In addition to the
reduction of the system mean energy, its ground population can also be catalytically increased without the
need of the environment. Another catalytic advantage
was shown in a setup consisting of many qubits prepared in identical states, where a subset of qubits is
employed as environment to cool another subset. In
this system, we found that it is possible to outperform
the cooling achieved through many-body interactions
with the environment, by including a two-level catalyst that cools using at most three-body interactions.
For thermometry we studied a simple example
where a two-level system extracts temperature information by probing a three-level environment. We
established a connection between the minimum estimation error and the notion of passivity for cooling, and then showed that this error can be further
reduced if the probe-environment compound undergoes a subsequent interaction with a two-level catalyst. As a matter of fact, this is the smallest physical
configuration where a catalyst may improve the thermometric precision achieved through optimal probeenvironment interactions. For example, the state of

• Maximum catalytic cooling. The maximum catalytic cooling of a qubit using another qubit as
heat sink was studied in Ref. [9]. There, the authors showed that the purity can be increased to a
value arbitrarily close to one, if both qubits start
in a common state with (von Neumann) entropy
smaller than 1/2. In this setting both the catalyst state and the corresponding evolution are
unknown. Therefore, it is natural to assume that
the dimension of the catalyst and the number of
subsystems that compose it enter as (unbounded)
variables in the optimization.
In Sect. VI-A we addressed the same problem,
by optimizing over the eigenvalues of a full-rank
catalyst state (Appendix I-2) of fixed dimension.
Interestingly, we found that for pc2 . 0.1 a twolevel catalyst suffices to bring the cooled qubit
close to its ground state (see Fig. 4(d)). In
Appendix L we develop a protocol that extends
the scope of this type of optimization. This
protocol allows to explore a wider set of global
unitaries for catalytic transformations, thereby
adding another variable to the optimization task.
In particular, we apply it to an example where a
two-level system is cooled down through a twolevel catalyst and a four-level hot object. After a first maximization with respect to the catalyst eigenvalues, the system energy is reduced
by the amount ∆ Hc = 0.033(εc1 − εc2 ). Subsequently, the application of the protocol leads to
an improved catalytic transformation that yields
∆ Hc = 0.045(εc1 − εc2 ).
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Despite the usefulness of the protocol, it is still
limited in several aspects. For example, it is
restricted to full-rank catalyst states and evolutions given by direct sums of two-level unitaries.
Hence, the question of how finite-dimensional
catalysts can optimize cooling is completely pertinent. The same question is of course valid
for the catalytic optimization of other interesting physical transformations.

sis. Nonetheless, we also stress that such findings
cannot be directly compared with those of Ref.
[20], since our approach is based on very different
physical constraints such as passivity. With this
observation in mind, our results constitute strong
evidence of the resourceful character of the catalyst dimension, which could be further explored
in other physical scenarios.

• The role of correlations in catalytic transformations. Initial studies on catalysts considered
transformations where the catalyst not only remains in its initial state but also does not develop
correlations with the rest of the system [1, 2, 15].
Later on, it was shown that these correlations
constitute a thermodynamic resource that can be
exploited to increase the set of accessible transformations [19] in microscopic thermodynamics.
Thanks to this possibility, the so called “second
laws” [15] are replaced by the free energy reduction that characterizes the macroscopic second
law.
On the other hand, our results do not assume infinitely large environments, as in Refs. [15] and
[19], and focus instead on environments as small
as a two-level system. Since the main system is
also small, the generation of correlations with the
catalyst seems to be a natural prerequisite for the
implementation of non-trivial catalytic transformations. Nevertheless, it would be interesting
to corroborate this hypothesis, and to study the
role played by correlations in our framework and
other scenarios where catalysts can yield substantial advantages.
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Appendices
The following appendices contain all the technical material referred to in the main text. In Appendix A, we
derive the stronger form of passivity that leads to Eq.
(3) and is applied in the context of cooling. In Appendix B we introduce some notation and describe
the class of unitary operations that will be considered subsequently, as well as their relation with the
studied transformations. The action of these unitary
maps is characterized in Appendix C. In particular,
we introduce the key notion of population transfers
or “currents”, which forms the basis for the analysis of
catalytic transformations. Building upon such a concept, we develop in Appendix D a theoretical framework that contains all the ingredients for the proof of
Theorem 1 (Appendix E) and for later results regarding this kind of transformations.
The proofs of Corollary 2 and Theorem 2 are given
in Appendix F and Appendix G, respectively. In Appendix H we generalize the catalytic transformations
previously studied, by extending the set of unitary
operations that allows to implement them. Using the
concept of “loop current”, presented in Appendix H,
we optimize in Appendix I the catalytic cooling of
a two-level system using another two-level system as
hot object (cf. Sect. VI-A). The corresponding optimality proof relies on the maximization of the loop
current to derive the corresponding maximum cooling. However, such a proof is not restricted to the
aforementioned cooling example, and is again applied
in the last appendix (Appendix L).
The proof of Theorem 3 and the example of catalytic cooling enhancement presented in Sect. VI-C
are developed in Appendix J. In Appendix K we derive a formula for the maximum cooling of a qubit
using k identical qubits, which is of great importance
for the results of Sect. VII. Finally, we introduce in
Appendix L a protocol for the systematic construction
of catalytic unitaries that are aimed at increasing the
loop current. This protocol is illustrated with an example of catalytic cooling, where it leads to a new

• The role of the catalyst dimension in exact and
inexact catalysis. Recently, it was shown that a
large class of catalytic transformations are possible without requiring finely tuned catalysts [20].
That is, by employing instead sufficient copies
of any catalyst state and allowing a small disturbance in the final state. This relaxation concerning the final state of the catalyst is known as
inexact catalysis [16], as opposed to exact catalysis (where the initial and final states must be
identical).
A question that remained open in Ref. [20] was
if multi-copy catalysts are essential or if a singlecopy catalyst of sufficiently large dimension is
equally effective, and numerical evidence in the
second direction was given. In this paper we also
saw that sufficiently large and single-copy catalysts enable the implementation of cooling and
(more general) non-unital transformations, as expressed by Theorem 2. In addition, these results
are valid under mild assumptions regarding the
initial states of the system and the environment,
and for the more stringent regime of exact cataly23

transformation with enhanced heat extraction.

First, the inequalities εci+1 ≥ εci (for all i) are clearly
equivalent to the inequalities εci0 ≥ εci (for any i0 such
that i0 ≥ i + 1). This establishes the equivalence between the r.h.s. of (74) and the r.h.s. of (73). Secondly, pci0 ≤ pci+1 for all i0 ≥ i + 1, because εci0 ≥ εci+1
for all i0 ≥ i + 1 and we have seen that ρc is passive.
This allows us to write

A EXTENDED NOTION OF PASSIVITY
Here we perform the derivation of Eq. (3). To that
end, we resort to the fact that the local Hamiltonian
Hc is also an operator acting on the joint Hilbert space
Hc ⊗ Hh , if written as Hc = Hc ⊗ Ih . In this way,
we can apply known results [61] to determine when a
state that acts on Hc ⊗ Hh is passive with respect to
Hc . These results rely on a direct generalization of the
standard notion of passivity to arbitrary observables.
In our context, this means that, given a state ρch and
some observable (hermitian operation) Och that act
both on Hc ⊗ Hh , ρch is passive with respect to Och
if and only if [ρch , Och ] = 0 and the eigenvalues of
ρch are non-increasing with respect to those of Och .
If Och = Hch is the Hamiltonian of the joint system
described by ρch standard passivity is recovered.
Let us see how the aforementioned characterization
manifests
Pdh if Och = Hc ⊗ Ih and ρch = ρc ⊗ ρh . Since
Ih = j=1
|jh ihjh |, the eigendecomposition of Hc ⊗Ih
reads
dh
dc X
X
εci |ic jh ihic jh |.
(72)
Hc ⊗ Ih =

phj0
pc
ph
pci
≥ c i ≥ h1 ≥ h ,
c
pi0
pi+1
pdh
pj

for all {i, i0 , j, j 0 } such that i0 ≥ i + 1. Noting that the
inequality connecting the outmost fractions in (75)
can be rearranged as pci phj ≥ pci0 phj0 , we also have the
equivalence between the l.h.s. of Eqs. (74) and (73).
This concludes the proof.

B NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
Apart from the notation for initial states and their
eigendecompositions, described in Sect. II of the main
text, we adopt the following conventions.

B.1 Notation for indices
Let {1, 2, .., n} be a set of indices. Then,

i=1 j=1

First
Pdc Pof
dh

all,

• Any operation over elements labeled by all the
indices i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} can be written in an explicit or implicit P
form, being both equivalent. For
n
example, a sum i=1 ai (explicit form), where ai
are elements
P of some set, has the equivalent expression i ai (implicit form). If the operation
involves a subset of indices I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n},
Pthis is
explicitly written. For example, the sum i∈I ai
specifies that only elements ai restricted by the
subset I are included.

note

that ρc ⊗ ρh
=
clearly
commutes
with
i=1
Hc ⊗ Ih . According to Eq. (72), the eigenvalues of ρch
are non-increasing with respect to those of Hc ⊗ Ih if
and only if
c c
j=1 pi pj |ic jh ihic jh |

pci phj ≥ pci0 phj0 ⇔ εci0 ≥ εci ,

(73)

for any set of indices {i, i0 , j, j 0 }.
Assuming (without loss of generality) that the
eigenenergies are sorted in non-decreasing order, then
εci0 ≥ εci only if i0 ≥ i + 1. Under this sorting, the
equivalence (73) is meaningful only for indices such
that i0 ≥ i + 1. In particular, for {i, i0 , j, j 0 } =
{i, i + 1, dh , 1} it reads: pci phdh ≥ pci+1 ph1 ⇔ εci+1 ≥ εci .
Such statement can be recast as
ph1
pci
≥
⇔ εci+1 ≥ εci ,
pci+1
phdh
for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc − 1}. Since

ph
1
ph
d

• The previous convention is also applied to denote
sets. For example, the set {ai }i is equivalent to
the set {ai }ni=1 , and the set {ai }i∈I is contained
into {ai }i . In contrast, {ai } is the set that contains the single element ai .
• Sometimes we will consider operations that ”run”
over a non-specific subset of indices. In such a
case we add the term “free”Pto indicate this property. For example,
a sum i free ai is equivalent
P
to a sum i∈I ai , where I could be any subset
I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., n}. The possible subsets I for which
the corresponding operation is meaningful will be
clear from the context, or explicitly indicated.

(74)

≥ 1, Eq. (74)

h

tells us that
≥
⇔
≥
i.e. that the
eigenvalues of ρc are non-increasing with respect to
those of Hc . In this way, the passivity of ρc ⊗ ρh leads
to the passivity of ρc , as expected.
On the other hand, Eq. (74) actually coincides with
our characterization of passivity (for ρc ⊗ ρh ) (3) in
the main text. We will show that it is equivalent to
the original definition (73), by proving that each side
of (74) is equivalent to the corresponding side in (73).
pci

pci+1

εci+1

(75)

εci ,

• The previous conventions are equally applicable
to greek indices. For example,
the sum in the
P
eigendecomposition ρ = ψ pψ |ψihψ| runs over
all the indices ψ ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc dh dv } (note that if
ρ is not full-rank then pψ = 0 for some values of
ψ).
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of population currents, this will allow us to present a
description of population variations in the local eigenbases {|ix=c,v i}i , especially suited for the analysis of
catalytic transformations.
To begin with, we express the unitary U in the
eigenbasis {|ψi}ψ , characteristic of the initial state
ρ. Specifically, consider the decomposition
X
ρ=
ρ(α) ,
(77)

B.2 Tranformations and unitary operations
All the transformations studied possess an explicit
form ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † , where U is a unitary matrix. In
this way, the subsystems x = c, h, v undergo associated transformations ρx → ρ0x , where ρx = Tr∼x (ρ),
ρ0x = Tr∼x (ρ0 ), and ∼ x indicates the degrees of freedom different from x.
Remark 1. In contrast with primed states (e.g. ρ0
and ρ0x ), which denote final states, primed labels are
used to indicate the specific value taken by an index.
For example, the label i0 indicates that i takes the
value i = i0 .
Given a unitary U and a Hilbert subspace Hsub ⊆ H
(where H = Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ Hv ), we say that U maps Hsub
into itself if:

α

where the index α labels (disjoint) subsets of eigenstates of ρ. Denoting these subsets as Eα , ρ(α) results
from the projection P
of ρ onto the corresponding
subP
set. Namely, ρ(α) = |ψi∈Eα |ψihψ|ρ |ψi∈Eα |ψihψ|.
Each subset Eα gives rise to a subspace Hα =
span{|ψi ∈ Eα }, and Uα is a unitary that maps Hα
into itself.
The average variation of an observable O is thus
given by

 X
∆ hOi = Tr O(U ρU † − ρ) =
∆α hOi ,
(78)

1. U |ψi = |ψi for |ψi ∈
/ Hsub .
2. U |ψi ∈ Hsub for |ψi ∈ Hsub .
If U satisfies conditions 1 and 2 we also say that “U
acts on Hsub ”, and write it as U : Hsub → Hsub . In
addition, we term Hsub the “domain subspace” of U ,
as per condition 1.
Definition 4 (two-level unitary). A two-level unitary U (2) is a unitary that acts on a two-dimensional
subspace span{|ψi, |ϕi}, where |ψi, |ϕi ∈ H.
Remark 2. If U acts on Hsub , conditions 1 and 2
0
imply that U also acts on any subspace Hsub
such
0
that Hsub ⊆ Hsub . Moreover, these conditions can be
straightforwardly extended to local subspaces. For
example, a local unitary Uch acts on a subspace
Hsub ⊆ Hc ⊗ Hh if 1 and 2 hold, with |ψi being replaced by |ψch i.
The unitaries addressed in this work have the form
U = ⊕α Uα ,

α

where


∆α hOi ≡ Tr O(Uα ρUα† − ρ)
h
i
= Tr O(Uα ρ(α) Uα† − ρ(α) ) .

(79)

The second line in Eq. (79) follows from the fact that
Uα |ψi = |ψi for |ψi ∈
/ Eα , and consequently these
eigenstates do not contribute to ∆α hOi.
Remark 3. Throughout these appendices we will
often replace {α}α by a set of indices that are suitable
to characterize a particular set of unitaries {Uα }α .
As an example, α can be replaced by a pair ψ, ϕ or
a related expression, if the set Eα only contains the
eigenstates |ψi and |ϕi, i.e. Eα = {|ψi, |ϕi}.

(76)

C.2 Population variations and currents

where ⊕ is the direct sum operation. Hence, U is a
block-diagonal matrix with blocks {Uα }α . The most
basic decomposition of the form (76) is U = Ucool ⊕
Vres , where Ucool is a cooling unitary and Vres is a
restoring unitary (see Definitions 1 and 2 in the main
text). In this case, {Uα }α = {Ucool , Vres }. Later on
we will consider other useful decompositions, where
Ucool and Vres are themselves given by block-diagonal
matrices.

If Uα is a two-level unitary, it is equivalent to a partial swap U|ψi↔|ϕi between the eigenstates |ψi and
|ϕi that form the set Eα . Let us express α as ψ, ϕ
and U|ψi↔|ϕi as Uψ,ϕ . Moreover, ρ(α) is equivalent to
ρ(ψ,ϕ) = pψ |ψihψ| + pϕ |ϕihϕ|. This allows us to char†
acterize the transformation ρ(ψ,ϕ) → Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
using Eqs. (12) and (13). Denoting the final populations as p0ψ and p0ϕ , we have that
†
Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
= p0ψ |ψihψ| + p0ϕ |ϕihϕ|
p
+ (1 − r)r (|ψihϕ| + |ϕihψ|) ,
(80)

C MAIN QUANTITIES FOR THE
CHARACTERIZATION
OF
CATALYTIC TRANSFORMATIONS

where p0ψ = pψ + r(pϕ − pψ ) is given in (14) and p0ϕ =
pψ + pϕ − p0ψ .
The observable Ok0 ≡ |kv0 ihkv0 | characterizes the
catalyst population h|kv0 ihkv0 |i. From Eq. (80) we obtain:
h
i
†
Tr Ok0 Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
= p0ψ |hkv0 |ψi|2 + p0ϕ |hkv0 |ϕi|2 .

C.1 Average variations of observables
Here we derive the general expression for the average variation of an observable (hermitian operator)
O, given a transformation ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † , where U
satisfies Eq. (76). In combination with the notion

(81)
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Hence,
i
h

†
∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i = Tr Ok0 Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
− ρ(ψ,ϕ)


= p0ψ − pψ |hkv0 |ψi|2 + p0ϕ − pϕ |hkv0 |ϕi|2


= r(pϕ − pψ ) |hkv0 |ψi|2 − |hkv0 |ϕi|2


= J|ϕi→|ψi |hkv0 |ψi|2 − |hkv0 |ϕi|2 , (82)
where the third line follows from the definition of the
current J|ϕi→|ψi (cf. Eq. (15)).
Remark 4.
In this work, the unitaries that
lead to catalytic transformations are composed of
two-level unitaries U|ψi↔|ϕi such that Trch |ψihϕ| =
Trv |ψihϕ| = 0. Accordingly, |ψi = |ψch kv0 i and
|ϕi = |ϕch kv00 i, where |ψch i, |ϕch i are different eigenstates of ρch and |kv0 i, |kv00 i are different eigenstates of
ρv .
A consequence of Remark 4 is that if |hkv0 |ψi| = 1
then |hkv0 |ϕi| = 0 and vice versa. Accordingly, either ∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i = J|ϕi→|ψi (if |hkv0 |ψi| = 1), or
∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i = −J|ϕi→|ψi (if |hkv0 |ϕi| = 1). Since
J|ϕi→|ψi = −J|ψi→|ϕi (cf. Eq. (15)), we can rewrite
Eq. (82) as

0

 J|ϕi→|ψi , if |hkv |ψi| = 1,
(83)
∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i =
J|ψi→|ϕi , if |hkv0 |ϕi| = 1,


0, otherwise.

†
with Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
given in Eq.
(80).
Keeping in mind Remark 4, we have that
Trch |ψihϕ| = 0 for any pair |ψi, |ϕi. Therefore,

(80) and (85) yields the state Trch U ρU †
=
P
0
0
ψ,ϕ free pψ Trch |ψihψ| + pϕ Trch |ϕihϕ| , which is
diagonal in the eigenbasis of ρv .

D LOOPS AND CATALYTIC TRANSFORMATIONS
For global eigenstates |ψi = |i0c jh0 kv0 i and |ϕi =
|i00c jh00 kv00 i, a two-level unitary Uψ,ϕ generates local currents between all the pairs of local eigenstates.
This is a consequence of the fact that
span{|ψi, |ϕi} is contained into span{|i0c i, |i00c i} ⊗
span{|jh0 i, |jh00 i} ⊗ span{|kv0 i, |kv00 i}, and therefore Uψ,ϕ
maps the later subspace into itself (cf. Remark 2).
More specifically, this implies that ∆ψ,ϕ h|i0c ihi0c |i =
−∆ψ,ϕ h|i00c ihi00c |i, ∆ψ,ϕ h|jh0 ihjh0 |i = −∆ψ,ϕ h|jh00 ihkh00 |i,
and ∆ψ,ϕ h|kv0 ihkv0 |i = −∆ψ,ϕ h|kv00 ihkv00 |i. Therefore,
the variation ∆ψ,ϕ h|kv0 ihkv0 |i is associated with a population transfer from |kv00 i to |kv0 i, described by a local current J|kv00 i→|kv0 i . Likewise, the population variations ∆ψ,ϕ h|i0c ihi0c |i and ∆ψ,ϕ h|jh0 ihjh0 |i are also associated with local currents J|i00c i→|i0c i and J|jh00 i→|jh0 i ,
respectively.
The same calculations that allowed us to derive
Eq. (83) can be straightforwardly applied to express ∆ψ,ϕ h|i0c ihi0c |i and ∆ψ,ϕ h|jh0 ihjh0 |i in terms of the
global current J|ϕi→|ψi . In this way, we have that:

Consider now a set of partial swaps {Uψ,ϕ }ψ,ϕ free acting on orthogonal subspaces Hψ,ϕ = span{|ψi, |ϕi}.
Taking into account Eq. (78), for U = ⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ
we obtain:


∆ hOk0 i = Tr Ok0 U ρU † − ρ
X
=
∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i ,
(84)

∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i = J|kv00 i→|kv0 i = J|ϕi→|ψi ,
∆ψ,ϕ h|i0c ihi0c |i
∆ψ,ϕ h|jh0 ihjh0 |i

ψ,ϕ free

where ∆ψ,ϕ hOk0 i obeys Eq. (83).

(86)

= J|i00c i→|i0c i = J|ϕi→|ψi ,

(87)

= J|jh00 i→|jh0 i = J|ϕi→|ψi ,

(88)

where we have reserved the simplified notation Ok0 for
the projector |kv0 ihkv0 |, as Eq. (86) will be the most
utilized among Eqs. (86)-(88).
These equations provide the equalities in Eqs. (17)(19) of the main text. The upper bounds in (17)-(19)
follow by realizing that J|ϕi→|ψi is maximum or minimum for r = 1, in which case J|ϕi→|ψi = J|ϕi→|ψi .
Remark 5. A local current is essentially a population transfer between a pair of local eigenstates, and it
is not restricted to two-level unitaries Uψ,ϕ . For example, any unitary U that acts on a subspace Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗
span{|kv00 i, |kv0 i} generates a local current J|kv00 i→|kv0 i =
∆ Ok0 = −∆ Okv00 . Likewise, any unitary U that
acts on a subspace span{|i00c i, |i0c i}⊗Hh ⊗Hv generates
a local current J|i00c i→|i0c i = ∆ |i0c ihi0c | − ∆ |i00c ihi00c | .
In particular, consider a set of local unitaries
{Uψ,ϕ }ψ,ϕ free , such that Uψ,ϕ acts on the subspace
span{|ψch kv0 i, |ϕch kv00 i} (where ψ and ϕ are fixed).
Since ⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ acts on Hc ⊗Hh ⊗span{|kv00 i, |kv0 i},
as per Remark 2, it generates a current J|kv00 i→|kv0 i (Remark 5). Using Eqs. (84) and (86), we have that

C.3 Diagonal form of the final catalyst state
Before moving forward, it is important to point out
a fact that underpins all our forthcoming analysis on
catalytic transformations. Based on Proposition 2,
we can fully characterize catalytic transformations in
terms of the populations in the eigenbasis of the initial
state ρv .
Proposition 2. For any unitary U = ⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ
where each pair of eigenstates |ψi and |ϕi adhere
to

Remark 4, the catalyst state ρ0v = Trch U ρU † is diagonal in the eigenbasis of the initial state ρv . Moreover, this is true for any state ρ = ρch ⊗ ρv , irrespective of the form of ρch .
Proof. The action of direct sum U = ⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ
on ρ is given in terms of the action of each Uψ,ϕ on
the corresponding projection. That is,
X
†
U ρU † =
Uψ,ϕ ρ(ψ,ϕ) Uψ,ϕ
,
(85)
ψ,ϕ free
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J|kv00 i→|kv0 i =

X

J|ϕi→|ψi .

(89)

ψ,ϕ free

Moreover, we can define the “swap local current”
X
J|kv00 i→|kv0 i ≡
J|ϕi→|ψi ,
(90)
ψ,ϕ free

Figure 12: Two examples of chains ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i and associated global currents in the ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) diagram.
By including a positive current J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i , both chains
can from a loop loop|lv i→|lv i (see e.g. Fig. 3(a)). (a)
Elemental chain (see Definition 7) generated by a uni(5)
tary ⊕kk=k−1
(1) Vk , where Vk = V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i and
{k(1) , k(5) } = {l, l0 + 1}. The local currents in this kind
of chain connect all the consecutive rows from l0 + 1 to l.
(b) Another chain with the same origin (l0 + 1) and end
(l) of the elemental chain. Here, the end is reached by replacing the global current J|n k(2) i→|N k(1) i (arrow inside
ch v
ch v
the darker rectangle) in (a), by J|n k0(3) i→|N k0(2) i (dashed
ch v
ch v
green arrow) and J|n k0(2) i→|n k0(1) i (black arrow). Since
ch v
ch v
the local current J|k0(3) i→|k0(2) i does not connect consecutive
v
v
rows, this chain is not elemental.

which is produced by the direct sum of swaps
⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ . The current J|kv00 i→|kv0 i and the corresponding swap current J|kv00 i→|kv0 i in (19) can be
recovered from (89) and (90), when the direct sums
⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ and ⊕ψ,ϕ free Uψ,ϕ reduce to a single twolevel unitary.
Equipped with the general concept of local current
characterized in Remark 5, we can now introduce the
most important element for the analysis of catalytic
transformations. Namely, the “loop”. To define this
element, we must first define the related concept of
“chain”.
Definition 5 (chain). Let {k (m) }M
m=1 be a set
of indices, where k (m) ∈ {1, 2, ..., dv }, and let
J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i be a local current generated by a univ

v

(m+1)

(m)

i, |kv i}.
tary that acts on Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ span{|kv
−1
A chain is a set {J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1 , where
v
v
J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i > 0 for 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1.
v
v
Intuitively, the “direction” pointed out by the cur(M )
rents in a chain leads us from the eigenstate |kv i
(1)
towards the eigenstate |kv i, as illustrated in Fig. 12
. To capture this intuition, we employ the notation
(M )
(1)
(M )
ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i , and refer to |kv i and |kv i (or kv
v

Figure 12(b) shows that a chain ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i is
not restricted to its elemental version. Taking this
into account, the purpose of the present section is
twofold. On the one hand, we will set necessary conditions for the generation of a loop through a proper
(direct) sum of unitaries. On the other hand, we will
show that any chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i in this loop can
v
v
exist only if the elemental chain exists. These results
are fundamental to characterize the existence of catalytic transformations in our framework.

v

(1)

and kv in the ln(pch )×ln(pv ) diagram) as the “origin”
and the “end” of the chain, respectively.
Definition 6 (loop).
A loop is a set of
currents ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i ∪ {J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i }, where
v
v
v
v
J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i > 0. This set can be described usv
v
ing the equivalent notations loop|k(M ) i→|k(M ) i =
v
v
loop|k(1) i→|k(1) i . Moreover, it can be seen as a “closed
v

D.1.1

Equations for catalyst population variations

Consider a set of subspaces {Hk(m) }M
m=1 , such that
such that

v

(M )

chain”, where |kv
origin and end.

(1)

i and |kv i play both the roles of

(m+1)
Hk(m) ≡ span{|ψch i}N
i, |kv(m) i}
ψ=n ⊗ span{|kv
(91)
for m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }, where we introduce a periodic boundary condition k (M +1) = k (1) . This
periodicity condition implies that Hk(M ) = Hc ⊗
(1)
(M )
−1
Hh ⊗ span{|kv i, |kv i}. Moreover, let {Vk(m) }M
m=1
and Uk(M ) be unitaries whose domain subspaces are
−1
{Hk(m) }M
m=1 and Hk(M ) , respectively:

D.1 Loop generation via a direct sum of unitaries
In Fig. 12 we apply the ln(pch ) × ln(pv ) diagram to
−1
illustrate two sets of currents {J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1
v
v
that give rise to chains ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i with a common origin l0 + 1 and end l. The chain in (a) was
already illustrated in Fig. 3, and is an example of the
following set:
Definition 7 (elemental chain). An elemental chain
(M )
−1
is a chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i = {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }kk=k(1)
,
where all the currents connect consecutive eigenstates
k(M )
(1)
{|kv i}k=k
−1
(1) , and no eigenstate |kv i with k ≤ k
(M )
or k ≥ k
+ 1 is connected.

Vk(m) : Hk(m) → Hk(m) , for m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M − 1},
Uk(M ) : Hk(M ) → Hk(M ) .

(92)

Importantly, both Vk(m) and Uk(M ) do not have to be
two-level unitaries.
Remark 6. For the sake of brevity, in the remainder of these appendices the indices n and N in the
subspaces {Hk(m) }M
m=1 will be left implicit.
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ρ0 = U ρU † (where U satisfies (93)) is catalytic
only if U generates a uniform loop ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i ∪
v
v
{J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i }, defined as a loop where the currents
v
v
in the chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i satisfy J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i =
v
v
v
v
J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i . If ρ0v = Trch ρ0 is diagonal in the
v
v
eigenbasis of ρv , a uniform loop also guarantees that
ρ → ρ0 = U ρU † is catalytic.

Our goal now is to set the stage for the generation
of a loop via a direct sum:

−1
U = Uk(M ) ⊕ ⊕M
(93)
m=1 Vk(m) .
Taking into account Remark 3, let us make the
correspondence {α}α = {k (m) }M
In this way,
m=1 .
the
variation
of
the
catalyst
population
hOk(m0 ) i =
E
D
(m0 )

|kv

(m0 )

ihkv

| reads (cf. (78))

D.1.2
∆ hOk(m0 ) i =

M
X

∆k(m) hOk(m0 ) i ,

Conditions for the generation of a uniform loop

In Lemma 1 we provide necessary and sufficient conditions for the generation of a uniform loop. To that
end, we introduce the following definition, which is yet
another generalization of passivity. As can be readily
seen from Eq. (98), it recovers usual passivity with
respect to an arbitrary observable if Hα0 = H.
Definition 8 (passivity within a Hilbert subspace).
Let {Uα0 }Uα0 = {U : U acts on Hα0 } be the set of all
the unitaries that map a fixed subspace Hα0 ⊆ H into
itself (not to confuse with {Uα }α , which denotes a set
where each Uα acts on a different Hα ). We say that
a state ρ is passive with respect to the pair {O, Hα0 },
where
observable (global or local), iff
 O is a general


(94)

m=1

where (cf. (79))
h

(M )
∆k(M ) hOk(m0 ) i = Tr Ok(m0 ) Uk(M ) ρ(k ) Uk†(M )
i
(M )
(95)
−ρ(k )
and
h

(m)
∆k(m) hOk(m0 ) i = Tr Ok(m0 ) Vk(m) ρ(k ) Vk†(m)
i
(m)
−ρ(k )
(96)

Tr OUα0 ρUα† 0 ≥ Tr (Oρ) for any Uα0 ∈ {Uα0 }Uα0 .

for 1 ≤ m ≤ M − 1.
(m)
(m)
Since the supports of Vk(m) ρ(k ) Vk†(m) and ρ(k )
are both contained into Hk(m) , ∆k(m) hOk(m0 ) i can
be different from zero only if Hk(m) contains states
(m0 )
with a non-null probability to measure |kv i. Moreover, the same argument applies to the variation
∆k(M ) hOk(m0 ) i. Following the definition (91), we thus
have that only Hk(m0 ) and Hk(m0 −1) can provide a nonnull contribution to ∆ hOk(m0 ) i in Eq. (94). Using the
periodic boundary condition k (M +1) = k (1) and setting also k (0) ≡ k (M ) , we can write ∆ hOk(m0 ) i in the
compact manner:

The previous definition can be conveniently recast
0
0
)
by decomposing ρ as
ρ = ρ(α ) + ρ(∼αP
(cf. Eq. (77)),
P
0
(∼α )
where ρ
=
|ψi∈E
/ α0 |ψihψ|ρ |ψi∈E
/ α0 |ψihψ|.

Since Uα0 |ψi = |ψi for |ψi ∈
/ Eα0 , Tr OUα0 ρUα† 0 =




0
0
Tr OUα0 ρ(α ) Uα† 0 + Tr Oρ(∼α ) . Accordingly, ρ is
passive with respect to {O, Hα0 } iff, for any Uα0 ,
h 
i
h  0 i
0
Tr O Uα0 %(α ) Uα† 0 ≥ Tr O %(α ) ,

(98)

 0 
0
0
where %(α ) = ρ(α ) /Tr ρ(α ) is the normalized ver0

sion of %(α ) .
Note also that a necessary condition for Eq.
0
(98) is that [O, %(α ) ] = 0. Therefore,
P O must
have an eigendecomposition O =
ψ oψ |ψihψ|.

∆ hOk(m0 ) i = ∆k(m0 −1) hOk(m0 ) i + ∆k(m0 ) hOk(m0 ) i
= J|k(m0 −1) i→|k(m0 ) i + J|k(m0 +1) i→|k(m0 ) i
v

v

v

v

= J|k(m0 −1) i→|k(m0 ) i − J|k(m0 ) i→|k(m0 +1) i ,
v

v

v

0

(97)
for 1 ≤ m0 ≤ M . In the second line of Eq. (97),
we have resorted to Remark 5 to express the average
variations in the first line as local currents.
The currents appearing in Eq. (97) form the set
−1
{J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1 ∪ {J|kv(1) i→|kv(M ) i }. If all these
v
v
currents have the same magnitude, Eqs. (97) implies
0
that ∆ hOk(m0 ) i = 0 for m0 ∈ {1, 2, ..., M }. For k (m )
0
such that m ∈
/ {1, 2, ..., M }, the populations Ok(m0 )
remain trivially unchanged under the action of U (Eq.
(93)), since it acts on a subspace that does not contain any state with a non-null probability to measure
Ok(m0 ) . This leads us to the following observation:
Remark 7. If Uk(M ) generates a positive current J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i > 0, the transformation ρ →
v

0

Given that the supports of %(α ) and Uα0 %(α ) Uα† 0
are
P both contained in Eα0 , we can replace O by
oψ |ψihψ| in Eq. (98) (as the average valψ:|ψi∈EP
α0
ues over ψ:|ψi∈E
/ α0 oψ |ψihψ| are null). Hence, all the
relevant operators in (98) have eigenstates that belong
to Hα0 , and we can apply standard passivity considering Hα0 as the effective Hilbert space. This leads us
to conclude that ρ is passive with respect to {O, Hα0 }
iff, for |ψi ∈ Eα0 ,

v

0

0

0

0

oψ ≤ oϕ ⇔ hψ|%(α ) |ψi ≥ hϕ|%(α ) |ϕi
⇔ hψ|ρ(α ) |ψi ≥ hϕ|ρ(α ) |ϕi.

(99)

1. Let ρ = ρch ⊗ ρv beP
a state, where ρch =
PLemma
dc dh ch
dv
ψ=1 pψ |ψch ihψch | and ρv =
k=1 |kv ihkv |. Then
the following statements are equivalent:

v

28

−1
1. The unitary ⊕M
m=1 Vk(m) (cf. Eq. (93)) generates
a chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i .
v

that J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i > 0 exists, the existence
of loop|k(M ) i→|k(M ) i reduces to the existence of
ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i . While different sets of currents can
give rise to the same kind of chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i ,
as illustrated in Fig. 12, the elemental chain is
particularly important. Specifically, the following
lemma states that a general chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i
exists only if the elemental chain exists. Keeping in mind our previous comments, under the assumption that J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i > 0 we have also that
the elemental chain is necessary for the existence of
loop|k(M ) i→|k(M ) i .
Lemma 2. Suppose that we want to generate a chain
−1
ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i = {J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1 via a direct

v

2. ρ is not passive with respect to {Ok(m+1) , Hk(m) },
for all m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M − 1}.
v
ch v
3. pch
n pk(m+1) > pN pk(m) , for all m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M −
1}.

Proof. We prove the implications 1 ⇒ 2 ⇒ 3 ⇒
1. For the implication 1 ⇒ 2, we note that since
J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i is the population transfer due to a
v
v
unitary Vk(m) : Hk(m) → Hk(m) , the positivity of
J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i is tantamount to say that it is possiv
v
ble to reduce hOk(m+1) i through some unitary of this
kind. That is, that ρ is not passive with respect to
{Ok(m+1) , Hk(m) }.
To prove the implication 2 ⇒ 3 we apply Eq. (99)
to show that the negation of 3 means that ρ is passive
with respect to {Ok(m+1) , Hk(m) }. To that end, we use
the eigendecomposition
Ok(m+1) = Ich ⊗ |kv(m+1) ihkv(m+1) |
Xd d
(m+1)
c h
=
ihψch kv(m+1) |,
ψ=1 |ψch kv

v

v

−1
sum of unitaries ⊕M
m=1 Vk(m) . This is possible only
(M )
−1
if the elemental chain {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }kk=k(1)
can be
(M )

−1
generated through ⊕kk=k(1)
Vk .

(M )

−1
Proof. Note first that ⊕kk=k(1)
Vk is a unitary of the
−1
form ⊕M
V
,
for
indices
that
satisfy k (m+1) =
(m)
m=1 k
(m)
k
+ 1. Therefore, Lemma 1 also sets necessary
conditions for the generation of the elemental chain
(M )
−1
{J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }kk=k(1)
.

(100)

(M )

−1
Suppose that {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }kk=k(1)
cannot be genM −1
erated through ⊕m=1 Vk(m) . That is,

which gives Ok(m+1) in terms of the global eigenstates
{|ψi}ψ . Similarly,

J|(k0 +1)v i→|kv0 i ≤ 0 for some
ρ(k

(m)

)

=

N
X

k 0 ∈ {k (1) , k (1) + 1, ..., k (M ) − 1} (102)
v
(m+1)
pch
ihψch k (m+1) |
ψ pk(m+1) |ψch k

and, according to Lemma 1 (equivalence 1⇔3),

ψ=n

+

N
X

v
ch v
pch
n pk0 +1 ≤ pN pk0 .

v
(m)
pch
ihψch k (m) |. (101)
ψ pk(m) |ψch k

Using the conventional sorting pvk+1 ≤ pvk , the inequality (103) also yields

ψ=n
v
ch v
If pch
n pk(m+1) ≤ pN pk(m) for some value of m (negation of Statement 3 in Lemma 1), the non-increasing
dc dh
ch v
ch v
order of {pch
ψ }ψ=1 implies pϕ pk(m+1) ≤ pψ pk(m) , for
all ψ, ϕ ∈ {n, n + 1, ..., N }. Accordingly, all the eigenvalues in the first line of (101) are lower or equal
than the eigenvalues in the second line. In contrast, Ok(m+1) has eigenvalue 1 for the eigenstates
|ψch k (m+1) i, and zero otherwise (cf. Eq. (100)). This
(m)
shows that Ok(m+1) and ρ(k ) satisfy Eq. (99), and
therefore ρ is passive with respect to {Ok(m+1) , Hk(m) }.
v
v
Finally, the inequality pch
> pch
n pk(m+1)
N pk(m)
implies that the partial swap Vk(m)
=
V|n k(m+1) i↔|N k(m) i
generates
a
current
ch v
ch v
J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i > 0.
If this is true for all
v

(103)

v
ch v
pch
n pk(m+1) ≤ pN pk(m) ,

(104)

for k (m+1) ≥ k 0 + 1 and k (m) ≤ k 0 . Hence, for an
arbitrary current J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i to be positive the
v
v
following conditions are necessary:
k (m+1) ≥ k 0 + 1 and k (m) ≥ k 0 + 1,
or k (m+1) ≤ k 0 and k (m) ≤ k 0 .

(105)

Now,
the currents in a general chain
−1
{J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
are labeled by an arbim=1
v

v

−1
trary set of indices {k (m) }M
Since k (1) ≤ k 0
m=1 .
(cf. (102)), the second line of Eq. (105) implies
that for the general chain J|k(2) i→|k(1) i > 0 only if

v

−1
m ∈ {1, 2, ..., M − 1}, the set {J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1
v
v
is a chain ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i . This proves the implication
v
v
3 ⇒ 1.

v

v

k (2) ≤ k 0 , which in turn implies that J|k(3) i→|k(2) i > 0
v

v

only if k (3) ≤ k 0 and so on. In other words, the
recursive application of (105) implies that, for any
m, J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i > 0 only if k (m+1) ≤ k 0 . For
v
v
m = M − 1, we thus have that J|k(M ) i→|k(M −1) i > 0

D.2 Elemental chain and loops
We have seen that a loop loop|k(M ) i→|k(M ) i is
composed by a current J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i and a chain
ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i .
Therefore, given the condition

v

v

only if k (M ) ≤ k 0 . However, k 0 ≤ k (M ) − 1 according
29

to (102). This leads to the impossibility of a positive
current J|k(M ) i→|k(M −1) i , which is necessary for the
v

produces a uniform loop, and Remark 7 (see also
Proposition 2) implies that the transformation ρ →
U ρU † is catalytic.
Necessity (implication 1
⇒
2):
If
V|nch (k0 +1)v i↔|Nch kv0 i produces a negative current
J|(k0 +1)v i→|kv0 i ≤ 0 for some k 0 ∈ {l, l + 1, ..., l0 , l0 + 1},
v
ch v
Thus, by applying the
then pch
n pk0 +1 ≤ pN pk0 .
equivalence 1 ⇔ 3 in Lemma 1 with the indices
{k (1) , k (2) , ..., k (M ) } = {l, l + 1, ..., l0 + 1}, we have
that the elemental chain ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i cannot
0
be generated via ⊕lk=l Vk . From Lemma 2, this
implies the impossibility to produce a general chain
−1
ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i through ⊕M
m=1 Vk(m) .
Our next step is to prove that any direct sum
(2)
⊕α free Vα
: Hn,N → Hn,N can be written as
M −1
⊕m=1 Vk(m) , and therefore the impossibility to gen−1
erate the chain ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i via ⊕M
m=1 Vk(m) also

v

−1
existence of {J|k(m+1) i→|k(m) i }M
m=1 .
v

v

E THEOREM 1
Theorem 1 (catalytic transformations). If ρ = ρc ⊗
ρh ⊗ ρv is a quantum state that satisfies ( (6) in the
main text)
pci0
pci0 +1

<

ph1 pv1
,
phdh pvdv

(106)

the following statemens are equivalent:
1. There exists a catalytic transformation
ρ →


(2)
0
†
ρ = U ρU , where U = Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ ⊕α Vα ,
Ui0 ,l,l0 = U|i0c dh (l0 +1)v i↔|(i0 +1)c dh lv i ( (20) in the

(2)

holds for ⊕α free Vα : Hn,N → Hn,N . The key idea is
0
00
that any subspace span{|ψch i}N
ψ=n ⊗ span{|kv i, |kv i}
can be written as Hk(m) = span{|ψch i}N
ψ=n ⊗

(2)
⊕α V α

main text), and
: Hn,N → Hn,N is an
arbitrary direct sum of two-level unitaries acting
on Hn,N = span{|ψch i}N
ψ=n ⊗ Hv .

(m)

(m+1)

span{|kv i, |kv
i}, if k (m) = k 0 and k (m+1) = k 00 .
(2)
Hence, a two-level unitary Vα : Hn,N → Hn,N is a
particular case of the more general unitary Vk(m) :
Hk(m) → Hk(m) . This suffices to prove that any uni(2)
tary ⊕α free Vα acting on Hn,N can be expressed as
M −1
⊕m=1 Vk(m) .

2. For V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i 6= I (non-trivial
partial
swap),
all
the
partial
swaps
0
{V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i }lk=l
generate
positive
currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i (i.e. J|(k+1)v i→|kv i > 0).

E.1 Proof

F PROOF OF COROLLARY 2

Sufficiency (implication 2 ⇒ 1): By resorting to Definition 7, we see that the set of positive currents
0
{J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }lk=l constitutes an elemental chain
ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i , corresponding to k (1) = l and k (M ) =
l0 +1. We will show that this chain can be used to generate a uniform loop loop|lv i→|lv i = ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i ∪
{J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i }, where J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i > 0 is a local
current due to Ui0 ,l,l0 .
The magnitude of each current depends on the swap
intensities of Ui0 ,l,l0 and V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i . Let
J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i and J|(k+1)v i→|kv i denote the respective maximum currents, obtained by setting r = 1
(cf. Eqs. (15) and (16)). Moreover, let us define the
current

Jmin ≡ min J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i ,
minl≤k≤l0 J|(k+1)v i→|kv i .

Corollary 2 is a consequence of Theorem 1, and provides sufficient conditions for a catalytic and nonunital transformation. To prove it we will resort to
the concept of majorization between quantum states.
Definition 9 (majorization [84, 88]). Let % and σ
denote two generic quantum states defined on some
Hilbert space of dimension d, with respective eigenvalues {ri }di=1 and {si }di=1 . Moreover, let {ri↓ }i and {s↓i }i
be the same eigenvalues arranged in non-increasing or↓
der, i.e. ri+1
≤ ri↓ and s↓i+1 ≤ s↓i . It is said that “%
majorizes σ”, formally written as %  σ, iff
j
X
i=1

(107)

ri↓ ≥

j
X

s↓i

(109)

i=1

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d.
From a physical viewpoint, majorization is useful to
compare the degree of purity between two quantum
states. For example, Eq. (109) implies that a pure
state majorizes any other state, while a fully mixed
state is majorized by any other state.

A uniform loop loop|lv i→|lv i where all the currents
satisfy J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i = Jmin for
l ≤ k ≤ l0 can be obtained as follows. If a total
0
swap in {Ui0 ,l,l0 , V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i }lk=l generates a
current of magnitude Jmin , then r = 1 is chosen. If
it generates a current larger than Jmin , then r < 1
is tuned in such a way that the current of the corresponding partial swap matches Jmin . With these
swap intensities, the unitary
 0

U = Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i
(108)

F.1 Non-unital transformations (cf. Definition
3 in the main text) and majorization
An important result of information theory [84, 85]
states that %  σ iff there exist probabilities {λi }i and
30

P
unitary matrices {Ui }i , such that σ = i λi Ui %Ui† .
Therefore, our definition of non-unital transformation
is equivalent to the condition that ρc does not majorize ρ0c . Taking into account the symbol for majorization, a transformation of this kind can be described using the notation ρc  ρ0c , or ρ0c ⊀ ρc .
The violation of majorization implies that at least
one of the inequalities (109) is not satisfied. In terms
of the eigenvalues of ρc and ρ0c , ρc  ρ0c is equivalent
to
0

i
X

In this case a non-unital transformation ρ →
U|i0c (l0 +1)v i↔|(i0 +1)c lv i ρU|i† 0 (l0 +1)v i↔|(i0 +1)c lv i can be
c
generated without using the hot object, according to
Eq. (112).
If |nch i = |1c 1h i and |Nch i = |i0c dh i (hypothesis of Corollary 2), we show now that the restor0
ing unitary Vres,n,N = ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i prePi0
serves the sum of populations i=1 pci . Given that
all the partial swaps V|1c 1h (k+1)v i↔|i0c dh kv i act on
span{|1c i, |i0c i} ⊗ Hh ⊗ Hv , Vres,n,N acts on the same
subspace. Thus, Vres,n,N performs a population transfer ∆res,n,N |i0c ihi0c | = −∆res,n,N |1c ih1c | . Hence,

0

pci

<

i
X

i=1

qic for some1 ≤ i0 ≤ dc − 1,

(110)

l=1

 0

i
X
∆res,n,N 
|ic ihic |  = ∆res,n,N |i0c ihi0c |

where we recall that {qic }i denotes the eigenvalues of
ρ0c . In the proof of Corollary 2 we will apply Lemma
3, which allows us to characterize a class of non-unital
transformations using the final populations of the cold
object. Moreover, this lemma is proven using Eq.
(110).
Lemma 3. Let ρc → ρ0c be a transformation such
Pi0
Pi0
0
c
that i=1 p0c
i >
i=1 pi for some i ∈ {1, ..., dc − 1}.
0
Then ρc → ρc is a non-unital transformation.
Proof. From the Schur-Horn theorem [89], the vector of eigenvalues of ρ0c majorizes the vector formed
Pj
c
by the populations {p0c
That is,
i }i .
i=1 qi ≥
Pj
↓
↓
0c
0c
i=1 (pi ) for all j ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc }, where (pi ) are
the
non-increasing order. Since
Pj final0c populations
Pj in
↓
(pi ) ≥
p0c
i for 1 ≤ j ≤ dc , it follows
i=1P
i=1
Pj
j
c
0c
that
i=1 qi ≥
i=1 pi for 1 ≤ j ≤ dc . There0
Pi0
P
i
fore, if i=1 p0c
>
pc for some i0 , it follows that
Pi0 c Pi0i c i=1 i
i=1 qi >
i=1 pi , as expressed in Eq. (110).

i=1

+ ∆res,n,N |1c ih1c | = 0.
(113)
Pi0
Using Eqs. (78) and (79), with O = i=1 |ic ihic |, we
Pi0
have that the total change in the sum i=1 pci reads

∆

i=1

−

i
X

pci0
pci0 +1

and

(112)

i=1

For a sufficiently large ratio

finite, the inequality

pci0
pci0 +1

<

((106)) holds even if ph1 = phdh . That is,
pv
l
pv
l0 +1

.

(114)

which is positive according to Eq. (111). Hence, the
†
transformation ρ → ρ0 = Vres,n,N Ui0 ,l,l0 ρUi†0 ,l,l0 Vres,n,N
is non-unital.
On the other hand, if |nch i = |(i0 + 1)c 1h i and
|Nch i = |dc dh i (hypothesis of Corollary 2), the restor0
ing unitary Vres,n,N = ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i prePdc
c
serves the sum
i=i0 +1 pi . The argument is completely analogous to the previous one. In this case,
Vres,n,N acts on span{|(i0 + 1)c i, |dc i} ⊗ Hh ⊗ Hv ,
and consequently it generates a population transfer
∆ |dc ihdc | =−∆ |(i0 + 1)c ih(i0+ 1)c | . This implies
Pdc
that ∆res,n,N
= 0. Therefore, the
i=i0 +1 |ic ihic |
Pi0
c
total change in i=1 pi is also given by (112).

G PROOF OF THEOREM 2

This implies that the transformation ρ → σ =
Ui0 ,l,l0 ρUi†0 ,l,l0 is non-unital, following Lemma 3.
Remark 8.

|ic ihic | 

= ∆i0 ,l,l0 |i0c ihi0c | ,

(111)

pci = J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i .



0

i
X
i=1

0

p0c
i

i=1

+ ∆res,n,N 

Furthermore, ∆i0 ,l,l0 |ic ihic | = 0 for i ≤ i0 − 1 and
i ≥ i0 + 1. Accordingly,
0

 0

i
X
|ic ihic |  = ∆i0 ,l,l0 
|ic ihic | 


If (106) holds, the unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 increases the population |i0c ihi0c | and reduces the population |(i0 +
1)c ih(i0 + 1)c | by the amount

i
X



i=1

F.2 Proof of Corollary 2

∆i0 ,l,l0 |i0c ihi0c | = J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i > 0.

0

i
X

G.1 Proof of Statement 1

pv
l
,
pv
l0 +1

G.1.1 Global unitary for the implementation of the
transformation

v
ph
1 pl
v
ph
p
0
d
l +1

h
pci0
c
pi0 +1

Consider a full-rank catalyst state ρv , whose eigenvalues satisfy the condition

<

This implies that U|i0c (l0 +1)v i↔|(i0 +1)c lv i :

pvk

Hc ⊗ Hv → Hc ⊗ Hv also generates a current J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i = r(pci0 +1 pvl − pci0 pvl0 +1 ) > 0.

pvk+1
31

= µ for 1 ≤ k ≤ dv − 1,

(115)

where µ is a parameter larger than 1 but noot to large,
as discussed later. From this equation it readily follows that
K−1
Y 
k=1

pvk



pvk+1

pv
= v1 = µK−1 .
pK

2. However, for

phdh pci0
pv1
>
.
pvdv
ph1 pci0 +1

1
ln(µ) ln



ph
d

h
ph
1

pci0



pci0 +1

= 1 the

addtion of 1 yields the smallest possible dimension
d∗v = 2. We also remark that

ph
d

h
ph
1

pci0
c
pi0 +1

> 1, due to the

passivity of ρc ⊗ ρh (cf. Eq. (2)).
Finally, Eq. (116) provides the eigenvalues of ρv .
pv
1
That is, pvK = µK−1
, with pv1 derived from normalizaPd∗v
tion K=1 pvK = 1.

(116)

Since µ > 1, for large enough dv we have that
µdv −1 =


1+

(117)

G.2 Proof of Statement 2

A simple rearrangement of this inequality allows us
to rewrite it as Eq. (106), with l = 1 and l0 = dv − 1.
This ensures that the partial swap Ui0 ,1,dv −1 (cf. Eq.
(20)) is a cooling unitary.
On the other hand, the condition ph1 > phdh also
allows us to choose µ sufficiently small to satisfy:
pvk
ph1
= µ.
>
pvk+1
phdh

G.2.1 Global unitary for the implementation of the
transformation
The core of the proof is very similar to that of the
proof for Statement 1. In particular, we also assume
catalyst eigenvalues that satisfy Eqs. (115) and (116).
For µ > 1 and dv sufficiently large we have that

(118)

µdv −1 =

pc0
pv1
> ci .
v
pdv
pi0 +1

(122)

This implies that all the partial swaps
v −1
{V|1c 1h (k+1)v i↔|1c dh kv i }dk=1
generate positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i . Writing V|1c 1h (k+1)v i↔|1c dh kv i
as V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i , with |nch i = |1c 1h i and
|Nch i = |1c dh i, Corollary 1 entails that


v −1
U = Ui0 ,1,dv −1 ⊕ ⊕dk=1
V|1c 1h (k+1)v i↔|1c dh kv i

By setting l = 1 and l0 = dv − 1, it follows from Remark 8 that U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i generates a non-unital
transformation.
Our goal now is to show that a restoring unitary can
be constructed if dc ≥ 3 and pc1 > pci0 or pci0 +1 > pcdc .
For µ sufficiently small (but larger than 1),

(119)
generates a catalytic and cooling transformation, if
the swap intensities are ajusted according to the prescription (107).

pc1
pv
> v k = µ if pc1 > pci0 ,
c
p i0
pk+1

(123)

pci0 +1
pv
> v k = µ if pci0 +1 > pcdc .
c
pdc
pk+1

(124)

G.1.2

or

Catalyst dimension and corresponding state

Hence,

Now we provide explicit expressions for µ and a catalyst dimension d∗v that enables the transformation.
To satisfy Eq. (117), we can choose µ =

ph
1
ph
dh

dv −1
V1 ≡ ⊕k=1
V|1c (k+1)v i↔|i0c kv i

− , with

(125)

generates a chain ch|dv i→|1v i = {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k ,
with J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ∝ pc1 pvk+1 − pci0 pvk > 0 if Eq. (123)
holds, and

 sufficiently small to have µ > 1. Importantly, this
choice also guarantess that Eq. (118) is fulfilled. With
this expression for µ now we can derive a catalyst dimension that is consistent with the aforementioned
equations.
By taking the natural logarithm of Eq. (117), we
find that
!
phdh pci0
1
dv > 1 +
ln
.
(120)
ln(µ)
ph1 pci0 +1

v −1
V2 ≡ ⊕dk=1
V|(i0 +1)c (k+1)v i↔|dc kv i

(126)

generates a chain ch|dv i→|1v i = {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k ,
with J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ∝ pci0 +1 pvk+1 − pcdc pvk > 0 if Eq.
(124) holds. This chain forms a loop with the current J|1v i→|dv i due to U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i , and thus
V1 (V2 ) is a restoring unitary for the transformation
†
ρ → U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i ρU|(i
0 +1) 1 i↔|i0 d i , if Eq. (123)
c v
c v
((124)) is satisfied.
On the other hand, the partial swaps in V1 transfer population ∆k |i0c ihi0c | = −∆k |1c ih1c | between the eigenstates |1c i and |i0c i, and the partial swaps in V2 transfer population ∆k |(i0 +
1)c ih(i0 + 1)c | = −∆k |dc ihdc | between the eigenstates |(i0 + 1)c i and |dc i. In this way, the sum
Pi0
i=1 h|ic ihic |i is conserved by both V1 and V2 (in

This inequality is always satisfied by a dimension
&
!'
h
c
p
1
p
0
d
i
h
d∗v ≡ 1 +
ln
+ 1,
(121)
ln(µ)
ph1 pci0 +1

where · denotes the ceiling function. It is worth
noting that the addition of 1 is not necessary if the
ceiling function yields a number larger or equal than
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Pi0
particular, V2 conserves i=1 h|ic ihic |i because it conPi0
Pdc
serves the sum i=i
0 +1 h|ic ihic |i and
i=1 h|ic ihic |i +
Pdc
i=i0 +1 h|ic ihic |i = 1 ). Therefore, for

transformation ρ → Uk(M ) ρUk†(M ) (cf. (93)), which
generates a positive current J|k(1) i→|k(M ) i , we have
v
v
previously constructed restoring unitaries that induce
elemental chains ch|k(M ) i→|k(1) i . In the proofs of The-

Uj = U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i ⊕ Vj ,

orems 1 and 2 the indices (k (1) , k (M ) ) are expressed as
(l, l0 + 1), with l = 1 and l0 = dv − 1 in the case of (the
proof of) Theorem 2. Moreover, the role of Uk(M ) is
taken by the two-level unitary Ui0 ,l,l0 . After characterizing the associated elemental chains ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i ,
we also provided a recipe to generate a uniform loop
loop|lv i→|lv i = {J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i } ∪ ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i by
properly tuning the swap intensities of Ui0 ,l,l0 and the
partial swaps in

v

(127)

= 1, 2, only U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i contributes to
P 0

i
†
∆
i=1 h|ic ihic |i in the transformation ρ → Uj ρUj .
This allows us to conclude that this transformation is
catalytic and non-unital.
j

G.2.2

Catalyst dimension and corresponding state

The natural logarithm of Eq. (122) yields the inequality:
 c 
1
pi0
dv > 1 +
ln
,
(128)
c
ln(µ)
pi0 +1
which is satisfied by the dimension dv =

 c 
1
pi0
∗
dv ≡ 1 +
ln
+ 1.
ln(µ)
pci0 +1

d∗v

v

0

Vres,n,N = ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i .

(130)

The generation of a uniform loop is the core of catalytic transformations using arbitrary unitaries of the
form (93), as per Remark 7. In particular, the unitaries Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres,n,N that form the basis for Theorems 1 and 2 adhere to such a principle. A unique
feature of Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕ Vres,n,N is that the local current
produced by each of its partial swaps is associated
with a single global current. For example, the current J|(k+1)v i→|kv i due to V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i equals
J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i . However, any direct sum of twolevel unitaries that act on Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ span{|(k +
1)v i, |kv i} also produces a local current J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ,
according to Remark 5 . We take advantage of this
possibility to extend the restoring unitaries considered
until now. As we will shortly see, this generalization
gives rise to loops where the local currents are instead
given by sums of global currents.

given by
(129)

With this dimension, the catalyst eigenvalues satisfy
Pd∗v v
Eq. (116) and the normalization condition k=1
pk =
1.
G.2.3 Catalytic increment of the ground population of
the cold object
The following corollary states that a sufficiently large
catalyst allows to increase the population |1c ih1c | ,
using a unitary U that acts on Hc ⊗Hv . This corollary
is a consequence of Eqs. (122) and (124).
3. Given a state of the cold object ρc =
PCorollary
dc
c
c
c
p
|i
ihi
c
c |, such that p2 > pdc , it is possible to
i=1 i
catalytically increase the ground population pc1 .
Proof. The condition pc2 > pcdc can be written
as pci0 +1 > pcdc , with i0 = 1. In this way, the unitary U|(i0 +1)c 1v i↔|i0c dv i = U|2c 1v i↔|1c dv i transfers population ∆pc1 = ∆ |1c ih1c | = J|2c i→|1c i > 0, and
Eq. (124) can be applied to construct a restoring unitary V2 (cf. (126)) for the transformation
†
ρ = ρc ⊗ ρv → U|2c 1v i↔|1c dv i ρc ⊗ ρv U|2
.
c 1v i↔|1c dv i
Pi0
Since V2 preserves the partial sum i=1 h|ic ihic |i =
h|1c ih1c |i, the catalytic transformation ρ → U ρU † ,
where U = U|2c 1v i↔|1c dv i ⊕ V2 , also transfers population ∆pc1 = J|2c i→|1c i > 0.

H.1 “Addition” of restoring unitaries
Suppose that there exist not only one but a set of
pairs (n, N ) such that Vres,n,N are all valid restoring
unitaries, meaning that (for each pair (n, N )) for all
l ≤ k ≤ l0 the partial swaps V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i can
generate currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i > 0. Moreover, suppose also that for any two pairs (n, N ) and (n0 , N 0 ) it
holds that n 6= n0 and N 6= N 0 . Since this means that
Vres,n,N and Vres,n0 ,N 0 act on orthogonal subspaces, we
can construct a direct sum
 0

⊕n,N Vres,n,N = ⊕n,N ⊕lk=l V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i

0
= ⊕lk=l ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i

H GENERALIZATION OF RESTORING UNITARIES

0

≡ ⊕lk=l Vk .

In this appendix we show how to “merge” several
restoring unitaries into a single restoring unitary that
gives rise to catalytic transformations studied later.
To that end, let us first recall the basic mechanism
for catalyst restoration in our framework. Given a

(131)

By definition, each Vk = ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i
maps Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ span{|(k + 1)v i, |kv i} into itself, and
consequently it produces a current J|(k+1)v i→|kv i . Following Eq. (89), and associating each pair ψ, ϕ “free”
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Proof.
By construction, to achieve the current Jmin it is necessary to perform total swaps
for at least one of the currents in the loop
0
{J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i } ∪ {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }lk=l .
Therefore, it is impossible to have a uniform loop
such that Jloop > Jmin .
This proves the
equality in the first line of (135) (the second line is simply the definition (131)).
The
inequality follows because, for any (n0 , N 0 ),
0 k i
Eq.
(133) implies that J|n0ch (k+1)v i→|Nch
≤
v
J|(k+1)
,
and
consequently
n v i→|kv i
o

with a pair (n, N ), we have that
h 
i
Tr Ok Vk ρVk† − ρ = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i
X
=
J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i ,
n,N

(132)
and (cf. (90))
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i =

X

J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i .

(133)

n,N

0 k i
min J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i , minl≤k≤l0 J|n0ch (k+1)v i→|Nch
≤
v
Jmin .
Remark 9. While the generalization here concerns restoring unitaries, we can apply the same
rationale to catalytic transformations where Ui0 ,l,l0
is also replaced by a direct sum of two-level unitaries that acts on Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ span{|(l0 + 1)v i, |lv i}.
In this case, J|lvP
i→|(l0 +1)v i is given by a sum
J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i =
ψ,ϕ free J|ϕch lv i→|ψch (l0 +1)v i (cf.
(90)). If all the currents J|ϕch lv i→|ψch (l0 +1)v i are positive, J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i > 0 and Eqs. (134) and (135)
remain valid under this replacement.

Since J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i is positive by assumption,
for all (n, N ), it follows that J|(k+1)v i→|kv i in Eq. (132)
is also positive. In this way, the addition (direct
sum) of the unitaries Vres,n,N results in a new restoring unitary ⊕n,N Vres,n,N , with a corresponding chain
P
0
ch|(l0 +1)v i→|lv i = { n,N J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i }lk=l .
0

l
Vk = ⊕n,N Vres,n,N
H.2 Uniform loop from ⊕k=l

Let us see now how a unitary of the form Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕
(⊕n,N Vres,n,N ) can generate a uniform loop. The procedure is very similar to that considered in the proofs
of Theorems 1 and 2. Denoting as J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i the
(local) swap current corresponding to Ui0 ,l,l0 , define

I MAXIMIZATION OF Jmin AND OPTIMAL CATALYTIC COOLING OF A
QUBIT USING ANOTHER QUBIT AS
HOT OBJECT


Jmin ≡ min J|lv i→|(l0 +1)v i , minl≤k≤l0 J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ,
(134)
where J|(k+1)v i→|kv i satisfies (133).
Recalling that J|(k+1)v i→|kv i is the current obained from the direct sum of swaps
⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i , consider the following
strategy. If ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i produces a local
current of magnitude Jmin , then the swap intensities
of all the V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i are set to r = 1. Otherwise, some of the swap intensities are reduced until
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i equals Jmin . Note that this is always
possible because 0 ≤ J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ≤ J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ,
with J|(k+1)v i→|kv i = 0 obtained by setting r = 0
for all the V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i . The same recipe is
applied to tune the swap intensity of Ui0 ,l,l0 .
Definition 10 (loop current). Since all the currents
in a uniform loop possess the same magnitude (cf.
Remark 7), we denote this magnitude as Jloop and
dub it “loop current”. Due to the result stated in the
following lemma, we will often write Jloop as Jmin .
Proposition 3. The maximum loop current coincides with Jmin . That is,

According to Theorem 1, given a transformation
ρ → σ = Ui0 ,l,l0 ρUi†0 ,l,l0 , all the elements in a set
{Vres,n,N }n,N are restoring unitaries as long as the
0
partial swaps {V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i }lk=l generate currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i > 0, for any pair (n, N ). Hence,
v
ch v
the inequality pch
n pk+1 > pN pk must be valid for
0
l ≤ k ≤ l and any pair (n, N ). For a fixed state
ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρ∗v , it is perfectly possible that its eigenvalues prevent to fulfill this condition, even for a single
pair (n, N ).
However, the proof of Theorem 2 tells us that, under mild assumptions regarding the state ρc ⊗ ρh ,
we can always find a full-rank catalyst state ρv =
Pd∗v v
k=1 pk |kv ihkv | such that the transformation ρ →
σ = Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 ρUi†0 ,1,d∗ −1 possess at least one restorv
ing unitary Vres,n,N . This fact is our starting point for
the forthcoming analysis. For the sake of clarity, in
what follows we denote the aforementioned catalyst
state as ρ∗v .
The purpose of this appendix is threefold. First,
we will identify other unitaries Vres,n,N that recover
the catalyst from the transformation ρ → σ =
Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 ρUi†0 ,1,d∗ −1 , with ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρ∗v . Subv
sequently, we will derive a new catalyst state ρ̄v =
Pd∗v v
k=1 p̄k |kv ihkv | whose eigenvalues maximize the loop
current Jmin in (134). The importance of this maxi-

Jmin = maxswap intensities of U 0

0
Vk ) Jloop
(⊕lk=l
= maxswap intensities of Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕(⊕n,N Vres,n,N ) Jloop
i ,l,l0 ⊕

≥ maxswap intensities of Ui0 ,l,l0 ⊕Vres,n0 ,N 0 Jloop ,
(135)
where Vres,n0 ,N 0 can be any single restoring unitary
included in the direct sum of the second line.
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mization is encapsulated in the following remark:
Remark 10. Taking into account the correspondences J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i = J|1v i→|d∗v i and J|1v i→|d∗v i =
Jmin (once the swap intensities are tuned as indicated in the preceding appendix), the maximization of Jmin implies the maximization of the current
J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i . In particular, this optimizes the extracted heat −∆ Hc = J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i (εci0 +1 − εci0 ) in
the case of cooling transformations, including the example considered in Appendix I2.
Finally, we will extend the maximization of Jmin to
catalytic unitaries of which Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 ⊕(⊕n,N Vres,n,N )
is particular case, and initial states ρ = ρch ⊗ρ∗v , where
ρch is a general state of the hot and cold objects.

I.1 Restoring unitaries for ρ →
Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 ρUi†0 ,1,d∗v −1 (see also Fig. 13)
I.1.1

σ

=
Figure 13: Currents induced by the addition of restoring unitaries, for cooling transformations (a), and (more general)
non-unital transformations (b). The blue arrow depicts the
global current generated by Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 , which takes the form
Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 = U|i0c d∗v i↔|(i0 +1)c 1v i in the case of (b). In both
cases dashed green arrows correspond to the restoring unitaries derived in Appendix G. In (a) the vertical sequences of
continuous arrows are replicas of the dashed arrows, and each
corresponds to a different restoring unitary. Their addition
yields Vres,hv in Eq. (136). In (b) a cold object of dimension
10 (number of columns) is assumed, and the darker green arrows depict currents associated with an additional restoring
unitary.

Cooling transformations

In the case of cooling transformations we saw in
Appendix G1 that partial swaps V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i
with |nch i = |1c 1h i and |Nch i = |1c dh i give rise
to a restoring unitary Vres,n,N . Since these partial swaps generate positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i
iff pc1 ph1 pvk+1 > pc1 phdh pvk+1 , we can easily identify
other restoring unitaries. Specifically, the inequality
pc1 ph1 pvk+1 > pc1 phdh pvk+1 is equivalent to pci ph1 pvk+1 >
pci phdh pvk+1 , for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., dc }.
This implies that any partial swap V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i with
|nch i = |ic 1h i and |Nch i = |ic dh i also induces a
positive current J|(k+1)v i→|kv i , and therefore any di-

1. If pc1 > pci0 , consider the set {(n, N )}n,N =
max
{(i, i0 + 1 − i)}ii=1
, where imax is the maximum
value of i such that pci pvk+1 − pci0 +1−i pvk > 0 for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1. In this way, all the parmax
tial swaps {V|ic (k+1)v i↔|(i0 +1−i)c kv i }ii=1
generate
positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i , and for 1 ≤ i ≤
imax any

d∗ −1

v
rect sum ⊕k=1
V|ic 1h (k+1)v i↔|ic dh kv i provides a chain
ch|d∗v i→|1v i . The addition of these restoring unitaries
yields a restoring unitary that acts on Hh ⊗ Hv .
Namely,
 ∗

dv −1
c
Vres,hv = ⊕di=1
⊕k=1
V|ic 1h (k+1)v i↔|ic dh kv i

d∗ −1

v
= ⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i .

I.1.2

d∗ −1

v
Vi ≡ ⊕k=1
V|ic (k+1)v i↔|(i0 +1−i)c kv i

(136)

(137)

is a valid restoring unitary. Note that, for i =
1, the previous expression recovers the restoring
unitary V1 .

Non-unital transformations

For non-unital transformations, we already found two
possible restoring unitaries in Appendix G2 (cf. Eqs.
(125) and (126)). If both V1 and V2 satisfy the required conditions (which means that pc1 > pci0 and
pci0 +1 > pcdc ), we can immediately conclude that
V1 ⊕V2 is also a restoring unitary. Note also that since
d∗
v −1
V1 = ⊕k=1
V|1c (k+1)v i↔|i0c kv i acts on a subspace of
Hc ⊗ Hv , Hn,N is more properly described as Hn,N =
0
span{|ic i}N
i=n ⊗Hv∗, where |nc i = |1c i and |Nc i = |ic i.
dv −1
Similarly, V2 = ⊕k=1 V|(i0 +1)c (k+1)v i↔|dc kv i acts on a
subspace Hn,N ⊂ Hc ⊗ Hv , where |nc i = |(i0 + 1)c i
and |Nc i = |dc i.
Other restoring unitaries can be identified as follows:

2. If pci0 +1 > pcdc , consider the set {(n, N )}n,N =
max
{(i, dc + i0 + 1 − i)}ii=i
0 +1 , where imax is the maximum value of i such that pci pvk+1 −pcdc +i0 +1−i pvk >
0 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1. In this way, all the
max
partial swaps {V|ic (k+1)v i↔|(dc +i0 +1−i)c kv i }ii=i
0 +1
generate positive currents J|(k+1)v i→|kv i , and for
i0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ imax any
d∗ −1

v
Vi ≡ ⊕k=1
V|ic (k+1)v i↔|(dc +i0 +1−i)c kv i

(138)

is a valid restoring unitary. Using this notation,
Vi0 +1 coincides with V2 .
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for 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1, with Eq. (141) being a particular
d∗
v −1
instance of the general coefficients {a, b; ck+1 , dk }k=1
previously described.
Now, let J¯min = J|1v i→|d∗v i = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i denote
the loop current resulting from the solution of Eqs.
(142). What we shall prove is that the current Jmin
d∗
v
obtained from any other set of eigenvalues {pvk }k=1
is
such that Jmin < J¯min . To that end, we write pvk as
d∗
v
pvk = p̄vk + δk , with the variations {δk }k=1
constrained
∗
d
v v
in such a way that {pk }k=1 constitutes a proper probability distribution. This gives rise to the following
variations in the swap currents (cf. (142)):

I.2 Optimal cooling of a qubit using another
qubit as hot object
We resort now to results derived in the preceding section to address the problem of maximizing the cooling
of a qubit. Specifically, we will consider a transforCC
mation ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv −→ U ρU † , where ρc and
ρh are both states of two-level systems, and U =
Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 ⊕ Vres,hv . For two-level systems, the index i0
in the cooling unitary Ui0 ,1,d∗v −1 only admits the value
i0 = 1. This yields U1,1,d∗v −1 = U|2c 1h 1v i↔|1c 2h d∗v i , and
d∗ −1

v
Vres,hv = ⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i .
Since J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i
=
Jmin , maximizing
J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i is tantamount to maximize the
loop current Jmin (cf. Remark 10). Specifically, we
will optimizeJmin with respect to the eigenvalues
of the state ρv . First, we will show that Jmin
∗
v dv
is maximized
such that
 by eigenvalues {p̄k }k=1


δJ|1v i→|d∗v i = aδ1 − bδd∗v ,
δJ|(k+1)v i→|kv i = ck+1 δk+1 − dk δk .

d∗ −1

minl≤k≤l0 J|(k+1)v i→|kv i + δJ|(k+1)v i→|kv i
< J¯min ,

(140)

for 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1, with coefficients
(141)

In this way, the coefficients a and b reproduce the
swap current J|1v i→|d∗v i (generated by U1,1,d∗v −1 ), and
the coefficients c and d reproduce the swap current
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i (generated by V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i ). Afd∗

v
ter proving that {p̄vk }k=1
are optimal, we will proceed
to their evaluation.

I.2.1

0

k −1
1. If {δk ≤ 0}k=1
, δk0 > 0 and consequently
δJ|(k0 +1)v i→|kv0 i > 0 only if δk0 +1 > 0 (cf. Eq.
(144)). Therefore, δJ|(k0 +2)v i→|(k0 +1)v i > 0 only
if δk0 +2 > 0, and, by recursively applying this argument, δJ|d∗v i→|(d∗v −1)v i > 0 only if δd∗v > 0. In
this way, we conclude that δ1 ≤ 0 and δd∗v > 0.
Using Eq. (143), this implies that δJ|1v i→|d∗v i <
0.

d∗

v
Proof of optimality of {p̄vk }k=1

The proof that we will provide in the following is not
restricted to the example of optimal cooling considered here. More generally, suppose that the swap
currents at the r.h.s. of Eqs. (139) are given by
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i = ck+1 p̄vk+1 − dk p̄vk , where ck+1 and dk
are positive coefficients that may depend on k. Suppose also that the only condition on the coefficients a
and b in J|1v i→|d∗v i = ap̄v1 − bp̄vd∗v is that they are also
positive. In this way, the generalized form of (139)
and (140) reads

0

k −1
2. If {δk > 0}k=1
, δk0 ≤ 0 and consequently
δJ|kv0 i→|(k0 −1)v i < 0, according to (144).

This completes the proof of Eq. (145).
d∗

v
I.2.2 Evaluation of {p̄vk }k=1
and corresponding cooling
current

The usefulness of the general proof given before will
become apparent in the next section and in Appendix
L. Now, we return to example of optimal cooling and

J|1v i→|d∗v i = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ,
⇔ ap̄v1 − bp̄vd∗v = ck+1 p̄vk+1 − dk p̄vk ,

(145)

where J|1v i→|d∗v i and J|(k+1)v i→|kv i are given in Eqs.
(142).
Let us see that this is indeed the case. We start
by pointing out two (mutually exclusive) possibilities
d∗
v
that the signs of the variations {δk }k=1
must adhere
0
k −1
k0 −1
to. Either {δk ≤ 0}k=1 or {δk > 0}k=1 , for k 0 ∈
{1, 2, ..., d∗v }. The first (second) option means that
k 0 − 1 is the maximum k such that δk ≤ 0 (δk > 0),
and thus δk0 > 0 (δk0 ≤ 0). Note also that k 0 =
d∗v +1 is not included, because it is not possible to have
d∗
d∗
v
v
{δk ≤ 0}k=1
0}k=1
due
k >
Por {δ
P
P to the normalization
P
v
v
constraint k pk = k p̄k + k δk = 1 + k δk = 1.
The examination of both options leads to:

J|1v i→|d∗v i = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i , for 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1.
(139)
Explicitly,

{a, b; c, d} = {pc2 ph1 , pc1 ph2 ; ph1 , ph2 }.

(144)

If we can show that at least one of these variations
must be negative, it follows that the loop current cord∗
v
responding to {pvk }k=1
satisfies:

Jmin = min J|1v i→|d∗v i + δJ|1v i→|d∗v i ,

v
U1,1,d∗v −1 ⊕ ⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i generates a
uniform loop. In other words, a maximum Jmin is
achieved when all the swap currents in (134) have the
same magnitude. For this to happen, the eigenvalues
d∗
v
{p̄vk }k=1
must satisfy the set of linear equations

ap̄v1 − bp̄vd∗v = cp̄vk+1 − dp̄vk ,

(143)

(142)
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focus on the solution of Eqs. (140). To that end, we
Pk0
will obtain a sum of the form k=1 gk J|(k+1)v i→|kv i ,
with weights gk chosen in such a way that only terms
proportional to p̄vk0 +1 and p̄v1 survive. For example,
by defining ζ ≡ c/d, we have that:
J|2v i→|1v i + ζJ|3v i→|2v i = cζ p̄v3 − dp̄v1 .

If p̄vd∗v in (150) is inserted back into (149), we obtain all
d∗

v
the eigenvalues {p̄vk }k=2
in terms of p̄v1 and the coefficients {a, b; c, d}. Finally, the eigenvalue p̄v1 can be dePd∗ −1
duced via probability conservation p̄v1 + kv0 =1 p̄vk0 +1 =
1.
As implied by Remark 10, the cooling currrent
J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i can be obtained from J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i =
J|1v i→|d∗v i , and thus J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i = ap̄v1 − bp̄vd∗v (cf.
(139) and (140)). After setting a = pc2 ph1 and b = pc1 ph2
and substituting p̄vd∗v as given in (150), we find:

(146)

As we will see, this method will lead us to a closed
d∗
v
solution for all p̄vk0 ∈ {p̄vk }k=1
.
Let us prove by induction that weights gk = ζ k−1
yield

∗

J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i =

0

k
X

0

ζ k−1 J|(k+1)v i→|kv i = cζ k −1 p̄vk0 +1 − dp̄v1 . (147)


∗
(ζ − 1) pc2 ph1 ph1 ζ dv −2 − pc1 ph2 ph2
p̄v
= h d∗ −2
∗
p1 ζ v (ζ − 1) + pc1 ph2 (ζ dv −1 − 1) 1

∗
(ζ − 1)ph2 pc2 ζ dv − pc1
p̄v .
= d∗ −1
∗
ζ v (ζ − 1) + pc1 (ζ dv −1 − 1) 1
(151)

k=1

The validity for k 0 = 2 is manifested in (146). Assuming that Eq. (147) holds for k 0 , for k 0 + 1 it holds
that
0
kX
+1

0

ζ

k−1

J|(k+1)v i→|kv i =

k=1

k
X

Since this is the maximum value of the cooling curmax
rent, as per Remark 10, we express it as Jcool
in the
main text.

ζ k−1 J|(k+1)v i→|kv i

k=1
0

+ ζ k J|(k0 +2)v i→|(k0 +1)v i
0

= cζ k −1 p̄vk0 +1 − dp̄v1
+ζ
=

k0

cp̄vk0 +2

0
cζ k p̄vk0 +2

−

dp̄vk0 +1

− dp̄v1 ,

acζ dv −2 (ζ − 1) − bd(ζ − 1) v
p̄
∗
∗
cζ dv −2 (ζ − 1) + b(ζ dv −1 − 1) 1

I.3 Maximization of the loop current for more
general catalytic unitaries



We conclude this appendix by illustrating a first scenario where the optimality proof concerning Eqs.
(142) is useful. Although here we will obtain currents with coefficients ck+1 and dk that do not depend on k (i.e. ck+1 = c and dk = d), the
resulting set {a, b; c, d} characterizes swap currents
d∗
v −1
{J|1v i→|d∗v i , {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
related to evolutions
much
more
general
than
the
unitary
U1,1,d∗v −1 ⊕



(148)

where J|(k0 +2)v i→|(k0 +1)v i is written as cp̄vk0 +2 −dp̄vk0 +1
(cf. (140)) in the second equality. This shows that
Eq. (147) is also valid for any k 0 ≥ 2. For k 0 = 1
it is straightforward to check that the correct form of
J|2v i→|1v i is also recovered.
By isolating p̄vk0 +1 from (147) we obtain:

d∗ −1



0

v
⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i considered in Appendix
I2. For these evolutions, the proof given in I2 implies
that the corresponding loop current is maximized by
eigenvalues {p̄vk } that solve Eqs. (142). While the
motivation for this maximization may not always be
evident, it is of particular interest for catalytic and
cooling transformations, as highlighted in Remark 10.
In what follows we consider catalytic unitaries
where the restoring unitary satisfies Eq. (131) and
the generalization indicated by Remark 9 also takes
place. By setting l = 1 and l0 = d∗v − 1, we thus
d∗
v −1
consider unitaries Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk , where Ud∗v =



0
k
ζ 1−k  v X k−1
dp̄1 +
ζ
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i 
c
k=1

 0


0
k
ζ 1−k  v X k−1 
ζ
J|1v i→|d∗v i 
=
dp̄1 +
c
k=1
"
#
0
0
1 − ζk
ζ 1−k
v
v
v
dp̄1 +
(ap̄1 − bp̄d∗v ) , (149)
=
c
1−ζ

p̄vk0 +1 =

where Eq. (139) is applied in the second line and
in the third line we evaluate the geometric series
Pk0
k−1
. The expression for p̄vd∗v can be readily obk=1 ζ
tained by setting k 0 = d∗v − 1 in (149), and performing
a few algebraic manipulations:
p̄vd∗v

⊕ψ,ϕ free U|ψi↔|ϕi acts on Hc ⊗ Hh ⊗ span{|1v i, |d∗v i}
and Vk = ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i .
 ∗

dv −1
Proposition 4. Let Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk be a unitary applied on ρch ⊗ ρ∗v , where ρch is a generic
Pd∗v −1 v
state of the compound ch and ρ∗v = k=1
pk |kv ihkv |
is a full-rank catalyst
Under the as state.

d∗
v −1
sumption that Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk generates a loop



∗
p̄v1
1 − ζ dv −1
= d+a
d∗
v −1
∗
1−ζ
cζ dv −2 + b 1−ζ
1−ζ

∗
d(ζ − 1) + a(ζ dv −1 − 1) p̄v1
= d∗ −2
.
(150)
∗
cζ v (ζ − 1) + b(ζ dv −1 − 1)

d∗ −1

v
{J|1v i→|d∗v i } ∪ {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
, the loop current
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d∗ −1

cold qubit using only the hot object. This unitary
maximizes the ground population of the cold qubit,
keeping in mind that reducing the energy of a twolevel system is equivalent to increase its ground population. In addition, we stress that in this setting the
state ρc ⊗ ρh is non-passive with respect to Hc .
Lemma 4 (maximum cooling of a qubit using only
P2
the hot object). If ρc = i=1 pci |ic ihic | is a general
Pdh h
state of a qubit and ρh = j=1 pj |jh ihjh | is a general
state of a hot object, the ground population of the cold
qubit is maximized by a permutation

v
Jmin = min{J|1v i→|d∗v i , J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
is max-

d∗
v −1
{p̄vk }k=1

imized by catalyst eigenvalues
that satisfy
Eqs. (142). Accordingly, the optimal
unitary
 ∗
is a perdv −1
mutation that we denote as Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1 Vk , with
Ud∗v = ⊕ψ,ϕ free U|ϕch 1v i↔|ψch d∗v i ,

(152)

Vk = ⊕n,N V|nch (k+1)v i↔|Nch kv i ,

(153)

for k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d∗v − 1}.
Proof. Taking into account the proof given in Appendix I2, we only need to express J|1v i→|d∗v i and
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i as in Eqs. (142). Specifically, we have
that, if Eqs. (152) and (153) hold,
J|1v i→|d∗v i =

X

max
U |1c (dh −jmax +j)h i↔|2c (jmax −j+1)h i , (156)
Ũ ≡ ⊕jj=1

where jmax is the maximum value of j such that
pc2 phj > pc1 phdh −j+1 .
Proof.
We define the sets of indices
A
=
{j}1≤j≤jmax , A0
=
{j}jmax +1≤j≤dh ,
B = {j}dh −jmax +1≤j≤dh , and B 0 = {j}1≤j≤dh −jmax .
From these definitions, we note immediately that A0
is the complement of A, and B 0 is the complement of
B. Accordingly, the state ρc ⊗ ρh can be expressed as
X
X
ρc ⊗ ρh =
pc1 phj |1c jh ih1c jh | +
pc1 phj |1c jh ih1c jh |

J|ϕch 1v i→|ψch d∗v i

ψ,ϕ free

=

X 

v
ch v
pch
ϕ p̄1 − pψ p̄d∗
v



ψ,ϕ free




X

=



 p̄v1 − 
pch
ϕ

ϕ free

≡

ap̄v1

−


X

 p̄vd∗
pch
ψ
v

ψ free

bp̄vd∗v ,

(154)

j∈B 0

j∈B

where the first line obeys (90), and
X
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i =
J|nch (k+1)v i→|Nch kv i

+

X

pc2 phj |2c jh ih2c jh |

+

X

pc2 phj |2c jh ih2c jh |.

j∈A0

j∈A

(157)

n,N

=

X

v
ch v
pch
n p̄k+1 − pN p̄k

According to (156), the effect of Ũ is to swap the eigenstates in the set {|1c jh i}j∈B with the eigenstates in
the set {|2c jh i}j∈A . For example, |1c (dh − jmax + 1)h i
is swapped with |2c (jmax )h i, |1c (dh − jmax + 2)h i is
swapped with |2c (jmax − 1)h i, and so forth, up to
|1c dh i is swapped with |2c 1h i. Since this is equivalent to exchange the eigenvalues corresponding to
{|1c jh i}j∈B with those corresponding to {|2c jh i}j∈A ,
the transformed state Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † reads



n,N

!
=
≡

X
n
v
cp̄k+1

pch
n

!
p̄vk+1

−

X

pch
N

p̄vk

N

−

dp̄vk ,

(155)

where the first line obeys (133).
Note that in this case the coefficients c and d
are independent of k (i.e. ck+1 = c and dk =
d).
Furthermore, note also that Eqs.
(152)
and (153) recover
the
unitary
for
optimal
cool


Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † =

pc2 phj |1c jh ih1c jh | +

j∈A

d∗
v −1
⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i

ing U
⊕
, by setting
Ud∗v = U|2c 1h 1v i↔|1c dh d∗v i and Vk = V|1h (k+1)v i↔|2h kv i .
Remark 11. Since the coefficients c and d in (154)
and (155) are independent of k, the optimal eigenvalues {p̄vk }k are provided by Eqs. (149) and (150).
Moreover, if J|1v i→|d∗v i = J|(i0 +1)c i→|i0c i (which occurs
e.g. if Ud∗v = U|i0c dh d∗v i↔|(i0 +1)c 1h 1v i ), the resulting current Jmin satisfies the first line of (151).
1,1,d∗
v −1

X

+

X
j∈B

X

pc1 phj |1c jh ih1c jh |

j∈B 0

pc1 phj |2c jh ih2c jh | +

X

pc2 phj |2c jh ih2c jh |.

j∈A0

(158)
Let us see now that Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † is passive with respect to |2c ih2c |, which amounts to the impossibility
to further reduce |2c ih2c | via unitary evolutions (i.e.
∆ |2c ih2c | ≥ 0 if Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † is evolved unitarily).
Since ∆ |2c ih2c | = −∆ |1c ih1c | (by probability
conservation), this also means that ∆ |1c ih1c | ≤ 0
for any unitary applied on Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † , and consequenly this state maximizes the ground population
|1c ih1c | .
By definition of jmax , pc2 phjmax > pc1 phdh −jmax +1 . Taking into account the ordering phj ≥ phj+1 , and the
definitions of A and B, the inequality pc2 phjmax >

J PROOF OF THEOREM 3 AND
EXAMPLE OF CATALYTIC COOLING
ENHANCEMENT
To prove Theorem 3 we shall employ the following
lemma, which provides an optimal unitary to cool the
38

pc1 phdh −jmax +1 can be rewritten as
minj∈A pc2 phj > maxj∈B pc1 phj .

J.1.1

Let us first provide the conditions for a cooling unitary
Ucool : H̃0 → H̃0 . Since µ > 1, for sufficiently large dv
we have that

(159)

Similarly, since j = jmax is the maximum value such
that pc2 phj > pc1 phdh −j+1 , we also have that pc2 phjmax +1 ≤
pc1 phdh −jmax , which is equivalent to
minj∈B 0 pc1 phj ≥ maxj∈A0 pc2 phj .

µdv −1 =

minj∈B 0 pc1 phj

≥

maxj∈B pc1 phj .

pc1 phd −j
pv1
> c hh max .
v
pdv
p2 pjmax +1

(167)

In
this
way,
the
unitary
Ucool
=
U|2c (jmax +1)h 1v i↔|1c (dh −jmax )h dv i
generates
a
cooling current J|2c i→|1c i , and a local current J|1v i→|dv i = J|2c i→|1c i .
Moreover, both
|2c (jmax + 1)h i and |1c (dh − jmax )h i belong to
span ({|2c jh i}j∈A0 ∪ {|1c jh i}j∈B 0 ), which guarantees
that Ucool acts on H̃0 .
Our next step is to obtain a chain ch|dv i→|1v i using a proper restoring unitary. From (166) and the
ordering phj ≥ phj+1 we have that phdh /2 ≥ phdh −jmax .
Hence, ph1 > phdh −jmax . If µ > 1 is sufficiently small,
we can use the inequality ph1 > phdh −jmax to enforce
the condition

(160)

Finally, the ordering phj ≥ phj+1 and the definitions of
the sets A, A0 , B, and B 0 , lead to:
minj∈A pc2 phj ≥ maxj∈A0 pc2 phj ,

Proof for the case ph1 > phdh /2

(161)
(162)

Equations (159)-(162) tell us that the smallest eigenvalue in the first line of (158) must be larger or equal
than the largest eigenvalue in the second line. Since
|2c ih2c | = |2c ih2c | ⊗ Ih has eigenvalue 0 for the eigenstates {|1c jh i}j , and eigenvalue 1 for the eigenstates
{|2c jh i}j we conclude that Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρh )Ũ † is passive
with respect to |2c ih2c |.

pc1 ph1
c
p1 phdh −jmax

>

pvk
v
pk+1

= µ.

(168)

This implies that the partial swaps in the direct sum

J.1 Proof of Theorem 3

v −1
VB 0 = ⊕dk=1
V|1c 1h (k+1)v i↔|1c (dh −jmax )h kv i


dv −1
= |1c ih1c | ⊗ ⊕k=1
V|1h (k+1)v i↔|(dh −jmax )h kv i

In the following we shall assume that the eigenvalues
pk
=µ>
of the catalyst satisfy Eq. (115). That is, pk+1
∗
1, for 1 ≤ k ≤ dv − 1. Moreover, the initial total state
is ρ = ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρv .
Given the effect of Ũ, previously described, Ũ ⊗ Iv
acts on the subspace

(169)
generates the desired chain ch|dv i→|1v i
=
dv −1
{J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1 . In addition, all the eigenstates “connected” by these partial swaps belong to
span{|1c jh i}j∈B 0 ⊗ Hv , and therefore VB 0 also acts
on H̃0 (cf. Remark 2).
Noting that the eigenstates connected in Eq. (169)
are orthogonal to those connected by Ucool , Ucool and
VB 0 act on orthogonal subspaces of H̃0 . Hence, we
can construct a direct sum U = Ucool ⊕ VB 0 , with a
corresponding loop ch|dv i→|1v i ∪ {J|1v i→|dv i }. This
loop can be made uniform through a tuning of swap
intensities analogous to that used in the sufficiency
proof of Theorem 1. That is, by choosing intensities such that J|1v i→|dv i = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i = Jmin ,
where Jmin is the minimum swap current in the set
{J|1v i→|dv i , J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k . This guarantees that
the transformation ρ → U ρU † is catalytic, as per Remark 7.
Since VB 0 is a controlled unitary where the cold
object is the control, it does not change the average energy of the cold object. Therefore, ∆U hHc i =
∆cool hHc i + ∆VB0 hHc i = ∆cool hHc i. In this way,
∆U hHc i in Eq. (165) explicitly reads ∆U hHc i =
J|2c i→|1c i (εc1 − εc2 ) < 0.

H̃ = span ({|2c jh i}j∈A ∪ {|1c jh i}j∈B ) ⊗ Hv . (163)
Now we want to show that, if the conditions of Theorem 3 hold, we can construct a catalytic and cooling
unitary U : H̃0 → H̃0 , where
H̃0 = span ({|2c jh i}j∈A0 ∪ {|1c jh i}j∈B 0 ) ⊗ Hv . (164)
Taking into account that H̃ and H̃0 are orthogonal, the direct sum Ũ ⊕ U yields the total variation
Eqs.
(78) and (79)) ∆ hHc i =
 (cf.
Tr Hc Ũ ⊕ U ρŨ † ⊕ U † − ρ :
∆ hHc i = ∆Ũ hHc i + ∆U hHc i < ∆Ũ hHc i ,

(165)



where ∆Ũ hHc i = Tr Hc Ũρc 
⊗ ρh Ũ † − ρc ⊗ ρh
and ∆U hHc i = Tr Hc U ρU † − ρ .
As a preliminary result that will be used later, let
us check that
jmax ≤ dh /2.
(166)
If jmax ≥ dh /2 + 1, we have that dh − jmax + 1 ≤
dh /2 < jmax and consequently phjmax ≤ phdh −jmax +1 .
This implies that pc2 phjmax ≤ pc1 phdh −jmax +1 , in contradiction with the definition of jmax .

J.1.2

Proof for the case phdh /2+1 > phdh

The proof is very similar to the previous one, with
the only relevant difference being related to the con39

struction of the restoring unitary. From Eq. (166),
it follows that jmax + 1 ≤ dh /2 + 1 and therefore
pc2 phjmax +1 ≥ pc2 phdh /2+1 . In combination with the
hypothesis phdh /2+1 > phdh , we obtain the inequality
pc2 phjmax +1 > phdh , which can be applied to enforce the
condition (for µ sufficiently small):
pc2 phjmax +1
pc2 phdh

>

pvk
pvk+1

= µ.

values of σch corresponding to the eigenstates |1c 3h i
and |2c 2h i (cf. Eq. (172)) also satisfy pc2 ph1 = pc2 ph2 .
This condition allows us to “couple” the eigenstates
|1c 3h i and |2c 2h i to the catalyst eigenstates via a partial swap that generates a cooling current for any pv1
and pv2 such that pv1 > pv2 . Specifically, for pv1 > pv2
the partial swap U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i produces a current J|2c i→|1c i proportional to pc2 ph2 pv1 − pc2 ph1 pv2 =
pc2 ph2 (pv1 − pv2 ) > 0. The corresponding local current
J|1v i→|2v i is also positive.
To complete the loop we only need to find a positive current J|2v i→|1v i . As we show next, any of the
partial swaps V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i or V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i
can satisfy this condition. In particular, the partial swap V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i generates a positive current J|1c 1h 2v i→|1c 3h 1v i if and only if the eigenvalue of
σch ⊗ ρv corresponding to |1c 1h 2v i is larger than the
eigenvalue corresponding to |1c 3h 1v i. That is, iff

(170)

Therefore, the partial swaps in the direct sum
v −1
VA0 = ⊕dk=1
V|2c (jmax +1)h (k+1)v i↔|2c dh kv i


v −1
= |2c ih2c | ⊗ ⊕dk=1
V|(jmax +1)h (k+1)v i↔|dh kv i

(171)
generate a chain ch|dv i→|1v i . Since these partial
swaps connect eigenstates in span{|2c jh i}j∈A0 ⊗ Hv ,
VA0 acts on H̃0 .
By choosing dv large enough, Eq. (167) provides
the same cooling unitary of the previous case, i.e.
Ucool = U|2c (jmax +1)h 1v i↔|1c (dh −jmax )h dv i . Once again,
it can be readily checked that Ucool and VA0 act on
orthogonal subspaces of H̃0 . Given that VA0 does
not change the average energy of the cold qubit,
U = Ucool ⊕ VA0 also gives rise to a catalytic and
cooling transformation that increases the cooling generated by Ũ (cf. (165)) in the amount ∆U hHc i =
∆cool hHc i < 0.

pc1 ph1 pv2 > pc2 ph1 pv1 ⇔

pc2 ph2 pv2 > pc2 ph3 pv1 ⇔

pv

pv

pc

ph

J|2v i→|1v i = J|1c 1h 2v i→|1c 3h 1v i + J|2c 2h 2v i→|2c 3h 1v i ,
(175)
which guarantees that
U =U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i ⊕ V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i

(176)
⊕ V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i

j=1

+ |2c ih2c | ⊗ pc1 ph3 |1h ih1h | +

(174)

that the ratio p1v satisfies p1v = min p1c − , p2h − 
2
2
2
3
(with  sufficiently small to have pv1 > pv2 ), Eqs. (173)
and (174) hold simultaneously. Hence, we have a positive current



2
X
= |1c ih1c | ⊗ 
pc1 phj |jh ihjh | + pc2 ph1 |3h ih3h |
3
X

ph2
pv
> 1v .
h
p2
p3

If the eigenvalues {pvk }2k=1 are chosen
o
n in such a way

As explained in the main text, the optimal cooling
of a qubit using a three-level hot object leads to a
passive state



(173)

Similarly, V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i generates a positive current J|2c 2h 2v i→|2c 3h 1v i if and only if

J.2 Example of catalytic cooling enhancement
with dh odd

σch

pv1
pc1
>
.
pc2
pv2


pc2 phj |jh ihjh | ,

produces a loop {J|2v i→|1v i } ∪ {J|1v i→|2v i }.

j=2

(172)

J.2.2

where {pci }2i=1 and {phj }3j=1 are respectively the eigenvalues of the initial states ρc and ρh . Hence, we can
focus on the additional cooling provided by a proper
CC
catalytic transformation σch ⊗ ρv −→ U σch ⊗ ρv U † .
Since we consider a two-level catalyst, we will first
identify a unitary that generates a loop using a state
Pd∗v v
P2
ρ∗v = k=1
pk |kv ihkv | = k=1 pvk |kv ihkv |.
J.2.1

Optimization of the cooling current

Since (176) is an instance of the unitaries considered
in Proposition 4, the combination of this proposition
with Remark 10 implies that maximum cooling is obtained when all the two-level unitaries in (176) are
swaps (as indicated in Eqs. (37) and (38) of the main
text). Moreover, the corresponding cooling current
J|2c i→|1c i can be obtained from (the first line of) Eq.
(151), according to Remark 11. For d∗v = 2, this equation takes the simple form

Unitary for the generation of the loop

Under the degeneracy condition εh1 = εh2 , we have
that

ph1

=

ph2

h

=

e−βh ε1

−β εh
−β εh
2e h 1 +e h 3



. Therefore, the eigen-

J|2c i→|1c i =
40

ac − bd
c+b



p̄v1 .

(177)

Remark 11 also allows us to apply (150) for the evaluation of p̄vd∗v = p̄v2 :
a) p̄v1

Let

(d +
c+b

= 1 − p̄v1 ⇒ p̄v1 =

=

pc2 ph1 (pc1 ph1 − pc2 ph3 )

2pc2 ph1 + ph1 + pc2 ph1 + ph3

(181)



Since ∆U Hc = Tr Hc U σch ⊗ ρv U † − σch ⊗ ρv =
J|2c i→|1c i (εc1 − εc2 ), Eq. (181) leads to Eq. (39) in the
main text.

K MAXIMUM COOLING OF
QUBIT USING k HOT QUBITS

A

pH
j

↑ o
j

denote the eigen-

j

pc1 )k−l (pc2 )l+1 > (pc1 )l+1 (pc2 )k−l
 c k−2l−1
p1
> 1.
⇔
pc2

The optimal cooling of a single qubit using k hot
qubits can be obtained by applying Lemma 4. In this
case, the k hot qubits constitute a hot object of dimension dH = 2k even. Since we are going to employ
the capital letter H to label the hot object, when applying Lemma 4 or any equation related to it h must
be replaced by H. The corresponding state is given
h
h
by ρH = ρ⊗k
h , where ρh = p1 |1h ih1h | + p2 |2h ih2h | is
the state of a single hot qubit. The eigenstates of ρH
that describe l ≤ k excited qubits and k − l qubits
in the ground state possess eigenvalue (ph1 )k−l (ph2 )l ,
k!
. Moreover, from the inequaland degeneracy l!(k−l)!
h
h
ity p1 > p2 it readily follows that

(186)

The maximum jmax thus corresponds to the maximum
l = lmax that obeys this inequality. Let us check this
separately for k even and k odd, taking into account
that the l.h.s. of (the second line of) (186) is decreasing w.r.t. l.
• For k even, l = k/2 − 1 yields pc1 /pc2 > 1, whereas
l = k/2 would imply pc2 /pc1 > 1. Hence, in this
case
lmax = k/2 − 1.
(187)
• For k odd (k ≥ 3), l = (k−3)/2 yields (pc1 /pc2 )2 >
1, whereas l = (k − 1)/2 would imply 1 > 1.
Hence, in this case

ph
(ph1 )k−l (ph2 )l > 2h [(ph1 )k−l (ph2 )l ]
p1
= (ph1 )k−(l+1) (ph2 )l+1 .

n

j

Recalling also the condition ph1 = ph2 , a comparison
with Eqs. (154) and (155) yields
a = pc2 ph1 , b = pc2 ph1 ,

h
c
h
h
c = p1 , and d = p2 p1 + p3 . Finally, a substitution
of these coefficients in (179) yields

pc2 ph1 (pc1 ph1 − pc2 ph3 )

c
p2 2ph1 + ph3 + ph1 + pc2 ph1
pc2 ph1 (pc1 ph1 − pc2 ph3 )
.
pc2 + ph1 (1 + pc2 )

j

and

equation tells us that the eigenvalues of ρH are decreasing with respect to l, the index l naturally sets
the non-increasing sorting. Taking into account the
degeneracy for l fixed, we have that

k 
n
[
 o
k!
H ↓
h k−l h l
times ,
⇔
pj
(p1 ) (p2 ) repeated
l!(k − l)!
j
l=0
(184)
where each set included in the union operation
k!
identical elements (ph1 )k−l (ph2 )l . If
contains l!(k−l)!
we substitute l by k − l, we obtain eigenvalues
(ph1 )l (ph2 )k−l that are increasing with respect to l.
Moreover, under this substitution the degeneracy is
k!
k!
k!
→ (k−l)!(k−(k−l))!
= (k−l)!l!
.
invariant, i.e. l!(k−l)!
This implies that

k 
n
[
 o
k!
H ↑
h l h k−l
pj
(p1 ) (p2 )
repeated
times .
⇔
l!(k − l)!
j
l=0
(185)
Equations (184) and (185) imply that, for any
j ∈ {1, 2, ..., dh }, the jth eigenvalue counted in nonincreasing order has the form (ph1 )k−l (ph2 )l , and the
jth eigenvalue counted in non-decreasing order has
the form (ph1 )l (ph2 )k−l , with a common l that depends
on j. Under the assumption pci = phi (state of the
cold qubit identical to the state of each hot qubit),
Eq. (183) is thus equivalent to

J|1v i→|2v i = pc2 ph2 p̄v1 − pc2 ph1 p̄v2 ,


J|2v i→|1v i = pc1 ph1 + pc2 ph2 p̄v2 − pc2 ph1 + pc2 ph3 p̄v1 .
(180)

=

↓ o

and we aim to find the maximum j (jmax ) that satisfies this inequality to characterize the maximum extracted heat.
By resorting to
we
explicit
n Eq. (182),
o
n canprovide
o
H ↓
H ↑
expressions for
pj
and
pj
. Since this

Taking into account that J|1v i→|2v i and J|2v i→|1v i
are respectively generated by U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i and
V|1c 1h 2v i↔|1c 3h 1v i ⊕ V|2c 2h 2v i↔|2c 3h 1v i , the coefficients
{a, b; c, d} can be identified from

J|2c i→|1c i =

pH
j

values of ρH in non-increasing order and in nondecreasing order, respectively. In this way, the inc H
equality pc2 pH
j > p1 pdH −j+1 in Lemma 4 can be written as
↓
↑
pc2 pH
> pc1 pH
,
(183)
j
j

c+b
.
d+a+c+b
(178)
This expression for p̄v1 can be replaced into (177) to
obtain
ac − bd
.
(179)
J|2c i→|1c i =
a+b+c+d
p̄v2 =

n

(182)

lmax = (k − 3)/2.
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(188)

Including all the degeneracies from l = 0 to l = lmax ,
we also have that
jmax =

lX
max
l=0

k!
.
l!(k − l)!

begin with, it is convenient to recall the two optimization procedures considered until now, and depicted in
Fig. 14(a). In this figure, the array of black and
gray arrows at the left represents a loop of swap curd∗
v −1
rents {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
∪{J|1v i→|d∗v i }. Such a loop
 ∗

dv −1
is generated by a permutation Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk (cf.
(152) and (153)), applied on an initial state ρch ⊗ ρ∗v
Pd∗v v
where ρ∗v = k=1
pk |kv ihkv |. The magnitude of each
current is larger the darker the shade of the corresponding arrow.
A first maximization of the loop current was characterized through Eq. (135), for the case of fixed
eigenvalues {pvk }k . According to Proposition 3, under this constraint the maximum value of Jloop is
achieved by tuning the swap intensities in such a way
that all the currents in the loop match Jmin , which
yields Jloop = Jmin . In Fig. 14(a) this tuning
leads



(189)

The total extracted heat can be evaluated as


− ∆ Hc = Tr Hc ρc ⊗ ρH − Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρH )Ũ † ,
(190)
where ρc = pc1 |1c ih1c | + pc2 |2c ih2c | is the state of the
cold qubit and Ũ(ρc ⊗ ρH )Ũ † is the passive state
(158). Using Eqs. (157) and (158), and assuming
Hc = |2c ih2c |, we have that
− ∆ Hc = ∆pc1 = pc2

X

c
pH
j − p1

j∈A

X

pH
j ,

(191)

j∈B

with the sets A = {j}1≤j≤jmax and B =
{j}dH −jmax +1≤j≤dH defined at the beginning of the
proof of Lemma 4.
Since the indices in A label the largest jmax eigenvalues of ρH , and the indices in B label the smallest
jmax eigenstates of ρH , the combination of Eqs. (184),
(185) and (189) leads to
∆pc1 = pc2

lX
max
l=0

−

pc1

k!
(ph )k−l (ph2 )l
l!(k − l)! 1

lX
max
l=0

=

lX
max
l=0

d∗ −1

v
to the (no permutation!) unitary Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk .
Although the optimization in (135) does not refer to
Ud∗v (but instead to Ui0 ,l,l0 ), we note that the extension
posed in Remark 9 includes direct sums (152).
Subsequently, through Proposition 4 we stated that
if Jmin is maximized with respect to the catalyst
eigenvalues then the
 optimal
unitary is in fact the
d∗
v −1
permutation Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1
Vk . Therefore, the max-

d∗

v
imum of Jmin is associated with a pair (U, {p̄vk }k=1
),
∗
d
v
where {p̄vk }k=1
are the optimal eigenvalues (cf. Eq.
(142)) and we introduce
the simplified notation U ≡

d∗
v −1
Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1 Vk .

k!
(ph )l (ph2 )k−l
l!(k − l)! 1

 c k−l c l+1

k!
(p1 ) (p2 )
− (pc1 )l+1 (pc2 )k−l ,
l!(k − l)!
(192)

The protocol works on a basis similar to the addition
of restoring unitaries considered in Appendix H. However, in this case even single two-level unitaries can
be added (with “addition” meaning direct sum), and
we also include a operation of “subtraction” defined as
follows. If U = Uα ⊕ Uα0 , the subtraction of Uα0 from
U is denoted as U Uα0 and yields U Uα0 = Uα .
Hence, the effect of this operation is to replace the
block Uα0 by the corresponding identity matrix.
The starting point for the protocol is the pair
d∗
v
(U, {p̄vk }k=1
), characterized before, and it proceeds
by adding or subtracting swaps from U. The criteria to decide how to perform these operations will
be explained in Step 1. Furthermore, each modification of U is accompanied by the derivation of
a new set of catalyst eigenvalues adapted to the
new permutation (Step 2). After m repetitions of
these steps, the output of the protocol is a new pair
d∗
v
(U(m), {p̄vk (m)}k=1
) whose loop current Jmin (m) satisfies Jmin (m) ≥ Jmin . More precisely, this means
that the action of U(m) on the state ρch ⊗ ρ̄v (m),
Pd∗v v
where ρ̄v (m) =
k=1 p̄k (m)|kv ihkv |, produces the
loop current Jmin (m) ≥ Jmin .

where we haved used
=
in the third line, and
lmax is given by (187) or (188). Equation (192) is em(k)
∆pc
ployed to plot the cooling coefficient ξcool = k 1 in
Fig. 8 of the main text. For k = 2, it is straightforward to check that
phi

(2)

pci

∆pc1
(pc )2 pc − pc1 (pc2 )2
= 1 2
2
2
(1 − 2pc2 ) c c
=
p1 p2 ,
2

L.1 The protocol

ξcool =

(193)

which coincides with Eq. (44) of the main text.

L PROTOCOL FOR THE SYSTEMATIC INCREMENT OF THE LOOP
CURRENT
In this appendix we introduce another “layer” of optimization for the loop current in catalytic transformations. Furthermore, we will illustrate the utility of
the method with an example of catalytic cooling. To
42

To present the two steps that compose each round
it is convenient to rewrite Eqs. (154) and (155) in
a more compact manner. In particular, we adopt a
“periodic boundary condition” d∗v + 1 ⇔ 1 that allows
d∗
v −1
us to express {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
∪ {J|1v i→|d∗v i } as
d∗

v
{J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
. Instead of the constant coefficients in the aforementioned equations, we will have
d∗
v −1
coefficients {a(m), b(m); ck+1 (m), dk (m)}k=1
which
depend not only on k (cf. (142)) but also on m. Since
we aim to recombine (154) and (155) into a single expression, we also set cd∗v +1 (m) ≡ a(m) and dd∗v (m) ≡

d∗ −1

v
b(m), so that {a(m), b(m); ck+1 (m), dk (m)}k=1
is
d∗
v
equivalent to {ck+1 (m), dk (m)}k=1
.
Using the notations indicated above, and associd∗
v
ating m = 0 (zero rounds) to the pair (U, {p̄vk }k=1
)
∗
∗
d
d
v
v v
v
(i.e. (U(0), {p̄k (0)}k=1 ) ≡ (U, {p̄k }k=1 )), the action
of U(m) on ρch ⊗ ρ̄v (m) produces currents
X
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i =
J|ϕch (k+1)v i→|ψch kv i

ψ,ϕ free

X

=

Figure 14: Different methods to optimize the loop current.
d∗
v −1
The arrays of arrows represent loops {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
∪
{J|1v i→|d∗v i }. (a) The two optimization methods described
by Propositions 3 and 4. (b) First round of the protocol
presented in this appendix.


v
ch v
pch
ϕ p̄k+1 (m) − pψ p̄k (m)

ψ,ϕ free




X

=

 p̄vk+1 (m)
pch
ϕ

ϕ free


−


X

0 k i }ψ 0 ,ϕ0 from U = U(0),
swaps {U|ϕ0ch (k+1)v i↔|ψch
v
thereby increasing J|(k+1)v i→|kv i .
Conversely, it is also possible that the transition
from {pvk } to {p̄vk (0)} gives rise to new positive
global currents. That is,

 p̄vk (m)
pch
ψ

ψ free

= ck+1 (m)p̄vk+1 (m) − dk (m)p̄vk (m),
(194)
for all k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d∗v }. If m = 0 (initial pair), Eqs.
(154) and (155) can be recovered if we let the indices
(ϕ, ψ) to coincide with (n, N ) for 1 ≤ k ≤ d∗v − 1 and
d∗
d∗
v −1
v −1
set {ck+1 (0), dk (0)}k=1
= {c, d}k=1
.
In the following, all the swaps will be denoted as
U|ϕch (k+1)v i↔|ψch kv i (including those that previously
would be written using V instead of U). Each round
of the protocol is an iteration of the following steps:

00
00
00 k i > 0 for {(ψ , ϕ )}ψ 00 ,ϕ00
J|ϕ00ch (k+1)v i→|ψch
v
v
ch v
00
00
⇔ pch
ϕ00 p̄k+1 (0) − pψ 00 p̄k (0) > 0 for {(ψ , ϕ )}ψ 00 ,ϕ00 ,
(196)

where {(ψ 00 , ϕ00 )}ψ00 ,ϕ00Pis a subset of indices not
included in the sum
ψ,ϕ free . These currents
can be added to J|(k+1)v i→|kv i by adding the corresponding swaps {U|ϕ00ch (k+1)v i↔|i00ch kv i }ψ00 ,ϕ00 to
U = U(0), thereby increasing J|(k+1)v i→|kv i .

1. Check signs of global currents and add or subtract swaps accordingly. The optimization that
leads from the eigenvalues {pvk } to {p̄vk } (step connecting Fig. 14(a) with 14(b)) may have an undesired effect. Specifically, it is possible that some
global currents in Eq. (194) become negative, after the substitution of {pvk } by {p̄vk } = {p̄vk (0)}.
That is,

2. Derivation of optimal catalyst eigenvalues. The
addition and/or subtraction of swaps yield a new
permutation U(1). This also modifies the currents in (194), since the addition and/or subtraction of global currents leads to new coefficients
ck+1 (1) and dk (1) given by
X
X
ck+1 (1) = ck+1 −
pch
pch
ϕ0 +
ϕ00 ,

0
0
0 k i ≤ 0 for {(ψ , ϕ )}ψ 0 ,ϕ0
J|ϕ0ch (k+1)v i→|ψch
v

⇔

v
pch
ϕ0 p̄k+1 (0)

−

v
pch
ψ 0 p̄k (0)

0

ϕ0

0

≤ 0 for {(ψ , ϕ )}ψ0 ,ϕ0 ,
(195)

dk (1) = dk −

X
ψ0

pch
ψ0 +

ϕ00

X

pch
ψ 00 .

(197)

ψ 00

With these coefficients, Proposition 4 allows us to
obtain the new loop current Jmin (1) (associated
with U(1)), by solving the equations

where {(ψ 0 , ϕ0 )}ψ0 ,ϕ0 P
is a subset of indices included in the sum
These currents
ψ,ϕ free .
can be removed by subtracting the corresponding
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identifying a permutation U(0) that cools down the
cold qubit using a catalyst, we will apply the protocol
previously introduced to derive a new permutation
U(1) (and new catalyst eigenvalues) that outperforms
U(0). This is possible because, as we will see, the loop
currents Jmin and Jmin (1) > Jmin give the magnitude
of the corresponding cooling currents.

cd∗v +1 (1)p̄vk+1 (1) − dd∗v (1)p̄vk (1) =ck+1 (1)p̄vk+1 (1)
− dk (1)p̄vk (1),
(198)
for all k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d∗v }.
Let us see now why Jmin (1) ≥ Jmin . Before the
application of Step 1, Jmin = J|(k+1)v i→|kv i for all
k ∈ {1, 2, ..., d∗v }. Since the addition and/or subtraction of swaps in this step increases some currents
d∗
v
J|(k+1)v i→|kv i in the set {J|(k+1)v i→|kv i }k=1
, the magnitude of these currents is larger than Jmin . However, such an increment cannot be harnessed using
the eigenvalues {p̄vk (0)}k , because they are optimal in
combination with U(0) and not with U(1). In fact,
due to the non-uniform magnitude of the new currents Proposition 3 tells us that, if the eigenvalues
{p̄vk (0)}k are not modified, the maximum loop current
is still Jmin , and achieving it requires to change some
swaps in U(1) by partial swaps so as to implement the
suitable tuning (cf. Eq. (135)).
On the other hand, Proposition 4 implies that
the resulting unitary is suboptimal, and the optimal solution is instead provided by the pair
d∗
v
(U(1), {p̄vk (1)}k=1
). This justifies the implementation of Step 2 and guarantees that Jmin (1) ≥ Jmin .
After the first round, it is possible that the optimization leading from {p̄vk (0)}k to {p̄vk (1)}k generates again (undesired) negative currents or (beneficial) positive currents. This prepares the stage for a
d∗
v
next round, with an output (U(2), {p̄vk (2)}k=1
) such
that Jmin (2) ≥ Jmin (1). Since the loop current can
never decrease after each round, Jmin (m) ≥ Jmin for
the mth round. The iteration finishes when no new
negative neither positive currents appear.

L.2.1

∗
First, let
 us∗ see that
 dv = 2 suffices to have a unitary
dv −1
Ud∗v ⊕ ⊕k=1 Vk = U2 ⊕ V1 that generates a loop

{J|1v i→|2v i } ∪ {J|2v i→|1v i }, which will allow us to apd∗

v
ply Proposition 4 to derive {p̄vk (0)}k=1
= {p̄vk (0)}2k=1 .
For the sake of brevity, we show directly that the direct sum of

U2 = U|2c 1h 1v i↔|1c 4h 2v i ,
V1 =



⊕

⊕2i=1 V|ic 2h 2v i↔|ic 3h 1v i



(202)

satisfies this requirement, whenP
applied on an initial
2
state ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρ∗v , with ρ∗v = k=1 pvk |kv ihkv | (and
ρx=c,h given in Eqs. (199) and (200)).
Specifically, we can check that for eigenvalues
{pv1 , pv2 } = {2/3, 1/3} all the (global) currents produced by the partial swaps in (201) and (202) are
positive. For i = 1, 2, the currents due to V1 read
J|ic 1h 2v i→|ic 4h 1v i = r1,i J|ic 1h 2v i→|ic 4h 1v i

= r1,i pci ph1 pv2 − ph4 pv1 = r1,i (0.123) > 0,
(203)
J|ic 2h 2v i→|ic 3h 1v i = r̃1,i J|ic 2h 2v i→|ic 3h 1v i

= r̃1,i pci ph2 pv2 − ph3 pv1 = r̃1,i (0.029) > 0,
(204)
where r1,i and r̃1,i are the corresponding swap intensities. Moreover, a partial swap U2 with intensity r2
generates a current
J|2c 1h 1v i→|1c 4h 2v i = r2 J|2c 1h 1v i→|1c 4h 2v i

Consider a cold qubit and a four-level hot object in
the initial states
ρc =

(201)

⊕2i=1 V|ic 1h 2v i↔|ic 4h 1v i

= V|1h 2v i↔|4h 1v i ⊕ V|2h 2v i↔|3h 1v i ,

L.2 Illustrative example: Application of the
protocol for the catalytic cooling of a qubit, using a two-level catalyst and a four-level hot object

2
X

d∗

v
Initial pair (U(0), {p̄vk (0)}k=1
)

= r2 pc2 ph1 pv1 − pc1 ph4 pv2
= r2 (0.018) > 0.

pci |ic ihic |


(205)

In this way,

i=1

= 0.897|1c ih1c | + 0.103|2c ih2c |,
ρh =

4
X

(199)

J|1v i→|2v i = J|2c 1h 1v i→|1c 4h 2v i ,

phj |jc ihjc |

J|2v i→|1v i =

j=1

(206)


J|ic 1h 2v i→|ic 4h 1v i + J|ic 2h 2v i→|ic 3h 1v i ,

i=1

(207)

= 0.538|1h ih1h | + 0.3|2h ih2h |
+ 0.1|3h ih3h | + 0.062|4h ih4h |.
pc1
pc2

2
X

(200)

are also positive.
The optimal {p̄vk (0)}2k=1 are obtained from the condition J|1v i→|2v i = J|2v i→|1v i (Eqs. (142)). By setting r1,i = r̃1,i = r2 = 1 in Eqs. (203), (204) and

ph
1
ph
4

= 8.708 >
= 8.677, the state ρc ⊗ ρh
Since
is passive with respect to Hc (cf. Eq. (3)). After
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equation J|1v i→|2v i = J|2v i→|1v i to find the new
eigenvalues {p̄vk (1)}k takes the form
 v
 c h
 v
 c h
 v
h
h
h




pc2 ph1 p̄v1 (0)− pc1 ph4 p̄v2 (0) = ph1 + ph2 p̄v2 (0)− ph3 + ph4 p̄v1 (0). p2 (p1 + p2 ) p̄1 (1) − p1 (p3 + p4 ) p̄2 (1) = p1 p̄2 (1)
(208)
− ph4 p̄v1 (1).
Hence,
(215)

substuting the resulting expressions into (206) and
(207), J|1v i→|2v i = J|2v i→|1v i is equivalent to

The corresponding solution is

(ph4 + ph3 ) + pc2 ph1 v
p̄ (0) ⇒ p̄v1 (0) = 0.803.
(ph1 + ph2 ) + pc1 ph4 1
(209)
The optimal unitary is U(0) = U2 ⊕ V1 , according to
Proposition 4, and the resulting loop current is
p̄v2 (0) =

pc2 (ph1 + ph2 ) + ph4 v
p̄ (1) ⇒ p̄v1 (1) = 0.821.
pc1 (ph3 + ph4 ) + ph1 1
(216)
This provides the loop current
p̄v2 (1) =

Jmin = J|1v i→|2v i


= pc2 ph1 p̄v1 (0) − pc1 ph4 p̄v2 (0)
= 0.033.

Jmin (1) = J|1v i→|2v i




= pc2 (ph1 + ph2 ) p̄v1 (1) − pc1 (ph3 + ph4 ) p̄v2 (1)
(210)

= 0.045.

Although we do not write it explicitly, it is not difficult
to verify that with the new eigenvalues {p̄vk (1)}k all
the global currents generated by U(1) remain positive,
as seen in Fig. 15(c). Since no new positive current is
recognized, the protocol finishes after its first round.

d∗

v
L.2.2 Derivation of (U(1), {p̄vk (1)}k=1
) through the
protocol (see also Fig. 15)

First round:
1. To check the signs of the global currents under
the action of U(0), we must replace {pvk }k in Eqs.
(203)-(205) by the new eigenvalues {p̄vk (0)}k , and
then check whether the signs of the inequalities is maintained or inverted. For the currents
J|ic 1h 2v i→|ic 4h 1v i and J|ic 2h 2v i→|ic 3h 1v i we have
that

L.2.3

Improvement of cooling

By comparing Eqs. (210) and (217), we see that
Jmin (1) > Jmin . Since both swaps in the first line
of (214) transfer population from |2c i to |1c i, we have
that J|2c i→|1c i = J|1v i→|2v i , and therefore the cooling current associated with U(1) reads J|2c i→|1c i =
Jmin (1).
Similarly, J|2c i→|1c i = J|1v i→|2v i =
Jmin for U(0). In addition, the restoring unitary
⊕2i=1 V|ic 1h 2v i↔|ic 4h 1v i = V|1h 2v i↔|4h 1v i acts on Hh ⊗
Hv , and consequently the transformation ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗
CC
ρ̄v (1) −→ U(1)ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρ̄v (1)U † (1) extracts heat
−∆ Hc = Jmin (1)(εc2 − εc1 ). Since Jmin (1) > Jmin ,

(ph1 )p̄v2 (0) − (ph4 )p̄v1 (0) = 0.055 > 0,
(ph2 )p̄v2 (0) − (ph3 )p̄v1 (0) = −0.021 < 0.

(217)

(211)

On the other hand,
(pc2 ph1 )p̄v1 (0) − (pc1 ph4 )p̄v2 (0) = 0.033 > 0. (212)

CC

the transformation ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗ ρ̄v (0) −→ U(0)ρc ⊗ ρh ⊗
ρ̄v (0)U † (0) extracts less heat −∆ Hc = Jmin (εc2 −
εc1 ).

Therefore, only the currents corresponding to
V|ic 2h 2v i↔|ic 3h 1v i become negative, and these
swaps must be subtracted from U(0).
Next, we can see that the new swap
U|2c 2h 1v i↔|1c 3h 2v i generates a positive current
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